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Inequality, the disavowal of mutuality

become curiously loaded. Revealing the workings of
power becomes advocacy, and the lines between art,
criticism and political activism become blurred.

Lara Allen

(University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg)
What do The Salon’s contributors propose are
the reasons-for-being of public intellectual
thought and creativity? To defamiliarise received
realities and expose what the powerful wish to
hide; to make disavowal difficult; to name social
dis-ease and shame comfortable ignorance;
to conceptualise, acknowledge, and facilitate
mutuality. Inevitably, suggests Lara Allen, such
projects entail blurring of the lines between art,
criticism and political activism.
Initially the bi-line mooted to brand the city of Johannesburg ahead of the FIFA World Cup was: “A
World Class African City for All.” Unfortunately, as
Christa Kuljian points out, “the ‘for all’ was dropped
from the City’s letterhead and from every banner and
billboard throughout the World Cup and therefore
from the City’s consciousness.” Interested as I am in
complexity theory and notions of self-organisation
and emergence, I find the coalescence of themes
amongst contributions to The Salon fascinating.
While conversations materialize on common themes
shared between groups of articles, there is one issue that emerges in every piece: a concern about the
lack of consciousness of – let alone commitment to
addressing – the ethical ramifications of those two
words ‘for all’.
Some contributors are primarily concerned with
the fact of inequality and the injustices that result,
particularly the extreme life conditions of those at
EDITORIAL

to find the courage to understand what we know,
and directly to face the consequences of conclusions
that must then be drawn

A world class African city
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the losing end: the bottom billion of the world’s
population who live in poverty, and the subsection
of these who are the victims of natural and politically-engineered disasters. Other writers are concerned
about the relationships between all people, particularly how to conceptualise, acknowledge, and finally
facilitate positive enactment of ‘mutuality’.
A connecting thread running through these investigations is acknowledgement of the privileged
analytical position of the intellectual critic and creative artist, and the responsibility such privilege
entails to discern and reveal the energy fueling the
power of a society not well with itself. The challenge
is, without avoiding complexity and contradiction,
to defamiliarise banal reality and expose what the
powerful wish to hide; to make disavowal difficult;
to name social dis-ease; to shame comfortable ignorance. This is akin to Helen Douglas’s call to find the
courage to understand what we know, and directly
to face the consequences of conclusions that must
then be drawn. In this way art-making and criticism

Such blurring is evident in the four articles in this
Volume that explore the inter connections between
South African and Jewish politics, art, and intellectual thought, both radical and conservative. For
Helen Douglas the approach of Jewish philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas is pertinent to deepening the
positive power of the South African concept of ubuntu, a valency for his thought that, Douglas notes,
Levinas himself is unlikely to have recognized.
Neelika Jayawardane’s discussions with David
Goldblatt reveal the importance of his Jewish middle class identity in allowing him the ex-centric perspective with regard to his working class Afrikaner
photographic subjects that Jean Comaroff proposes
is often key in effective critical analysis. However,
as Kavita Philip demonstrates in his examination
of two popular representations of India by western
commentators, insight does not necessarily derive
from the fact of ‘outsiderness’: writing about ‘the
other’ without the analytical armature of estrangement risks producing exoticist misunderstandings
that reveal more about the fears and anxieties of the
writer than about the subjects. As Comaroff emphasizes, it is the adoption of a defamiliarising stance
that provides a privileged ex-centric analytical vantage point.
Two writers respond to Saree Makdisi’s Volume
2 article in which he discusses the congruencies and
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departures between the manifestations of apartheid
in Israel and South Africa. In a direct engagement
with Makdisi, Ran Greenstein proposes that in Israel/Palestine there exists ‘apartheid of a special type’,
and that resistance should be based on bi-nationalism and discourses of democracy, justice, equality
and human rights. Louise Bethlehem, a South African literary critic who has made Israel her home
for twenty five years, discusses the complexities and
insights that her biographical trajectory brings to
the question. Significantly, in a quest for examples
of effective resistance to the denialism Makdisi foregrounds, Bethlehem turns to art. Specifically she
examines a video installation by Israeli artist Oded
Shimshon, which defamiliarizes a familiar landscape
in order to contest the invisibility of the Palestinian
past and present. Activist art, suggests Bethlehem,
makes it possible to access certain occluded forms of
knowledge and practices of resistance.
As David Goldblatt’s photographic oeuvre demonstrates, in contexts characterized by censorship
and political oppression, images can constitute a
particularly powerful mechanism to say the unsayable; their efficacy often lying in the subtlety and
complexity with which they are able to access what
Jacques Lacan calls ‘the Real’. The apartheid era taboos that Goldblatt’s photographs disclose are the
bonds of intimacy – if fraught with unequal power
relations and mutual fear – between black people
and poor Afrikaners, and the indifference to – if
not disavowal of – racial and economic inequality
on the part of middle class, probably liberal, white
South Africans. It is understanding the complexity
of these two scandals – the reality of intimacy and
the disavowal of connection between South Africans
theoretically separated by race and class – that is
2

at the heart of Sarah Nuttall’s project. Ultimately
she comes to theorize the acknowledged and unacknowledged mutual relations between South Africans as ‘entanglement’.
images can constitute a particularly powerful
mechanism to say the unsayable
Through philosophy, writing, and urban design,
Douglas, Nuttall, Calburn and Mbembe seek pathways to mutuality in the context of seemingly unbridgeable social divides. Like Nuttall, Douglas is
interested in what philosophy and critical theory
can bring to the project of living with understanding
in post-apartheid South Africa, a place where white
and black Africans are caught up in an intrigue of
proximity and responsibility. In their discussion
about the spaciality of contemporary Johannesburg, Sarah Calburn and Achille Mbembe envision a
city in which founding notions of commonality and
mutuality are embodied in the structural fabric of
the built environment to create a connective urban
commonality. This, asserts Calburn, requires that
outmoded forms of ‘urban planning’ (which maintain separate development along economic lines, entrenching historical spatial and societal divisions) be
replaced with radically imaginative ‘urban design’
that frames and nurtures a vibrant, diverse society
in a safe, all-inclusive public domain.
The gentrification of an area in downtown Johannesburg between the Central Methodist Church
and the High Court was, arguably, an attempt at
what Calburn calls for: a specially constructed ‘point
of contact’, an endeavour by urban planners to create a physical common space where members of the
public could interact safely. It was, however, a ven-

ture that went horribly wrong. As Christa Kuljian
reveals, the skirmish for control of this public space
(and the Church at its nucleus) turned into a lowgrade, ongoing war, with running battles in every
domain possible: within and between the courts, the
media, the police, the Church, the government, the
civil service, civil society, and individual citizens and
non-citizens. As with all conflict it is difficult to tell
exactly what drives it, for conflict is complex. But at
base I would argue that the confounding tension is
similar to the foundational theme that has cohered
in this Volume: a struggle between those who wish
to name, understand and address the injustices
and suffering wrought by inequality, and those who
don’t.
a struggle between those who wish to name,
understand and address the injustices and suffering
wrought by inequality, and those who don’t
One of products of global inequality is superfluous
people; those surplus to requirement; those whose
presence, if not their existence, fills less abject people with resentment and fear. The challenge of superfluity, particularly with regard to human populations, stalks this Volume.
Kavita Philip argues that in the 1970s, “a growing
US fear of the Third World expressed itself in a technoscientific anxiety over population growth”. The
1990s, he suggests, brought an apparent reversal, at
least with regard to Western representations of India; an about-turn also couched in a technoscientific
rationale. Suddenly, thanks to economic liberalization and computer technology, the entire population of India was no longer considered superfluous
and disposable. There emerged an ideal Indian: an
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“equal citizen in the age of globalization”, a neoliberalized individual who produced and consumed
commodities, who earned “subjectivity under the
sign of the brand”. What this rhetoric occludes is the
continued existence of those without such subjecthood; those who suffer from ‘under development’,
who live beyond the ‘digital divide’. Philip calls for
more complex, multi-valenced critical theorization
of the situation, stressing the need to “push harder
on the assertion of a putative incommensurability
between the ‘high-tech’ and the ‘primitive’”. I think
this is well accomplished in The White Tiger by Aravind Adiga, who has been described as a contemporary Indian Dickens. In this novel Adiga provides
a biting exposé of the realities of life in digital and
non-digital India (which he calls ‘the Darkness’),
and the inescapable ‘entanglements’ between the
people of the Darkness and those who wield preand postcolonial, local and global, forms of power.
James Sey engages a darker approach to dealing
with superfluous people than their white-out from
EDITORIAL

public consciousness through clever re-branding
and triumphalist neo-liberal spin. Mobilising Giorgio Agamben’s notion of a ‘state of exception’ Sey
analyses the disgrace of the encarceral conditions
borne by black psychiatric patients under apartheid. However, like Jayawardane, who notes waves
of discomfort in the audience at the opening of a
retrospective exhibition of David Goldblatt’s high
apartheid photographs, Sey does not allow comfortable dismissal of apartheid iniquities as the bygones
of history. Apart from the fact that conditions in
some South African psychiatric institutions are not
necessarily very different today, what is of broader
concern is that the state of exception, and resulting
‘bare life’ he describes is generalized and globalised:
it produces the condition suffered by refugees and
displaced peoples all over the world, what Agamben
terms homo sacer, the ‘living dead’.
Christa Kuljian returns such considerations to
South Africa with her description of the living conditions of those who take refuge in Johannesburg’s
Central Methodist Church. Here Kuljian reveals the
inconvenient truth that poverty can induce a bare life
very close to that brought about by war, violence and
despotic regimes. While many of the abject inhabitants of Central Methodist are political and economic
refugees from Zimbabwe, a significant portion are
indigent South Africans with nowhere else to go, no
one else to turn to. The shocking fact is that extreme
poverty produces a carceral form of bare life where
the internment fence is not literal: it is constituted
through denial by everyone else. It is this denial that
generates living dead.

poverty can induce a ‘bare life’ very close to that
brought about by war, violence and despotic
regimes
Widespread denial of exploitation and injustice
also occurs in other situations. In her investigative
internet artwork New Coal, Tegan Bristow focuses
the spotlight on a sector that has been extraordinarily effective in avoiding critical attention from
intellectuals, activists, artists and the media: mining. Thanks to a small but active global network of
grassroots activist organizations, it is possible to
find out what the extractive industries are up to, but
it’s not a particularly easy exercise. The only thing
more remarkable and shocking than the extent of
the environmental destruction and depth of human
rights abuses that the mining sector wreaks all over
the world, is the silence about it.
The only thing more remarkable and shocking than
the extent of the environmental destruction and
depth of human rights abuses the mining sector
wreaks all over the world, is the silence about it.
Who, or what, is to blame for denial that is so ubiquitous and entrenched that it becomes societal disavowal? The collusion of governments and Big Capital, certainly. But individuals who consume with
ignore-ance are also implicated. It is not only diamonds that are bloody: the short history of coltan
extraction makes the use of mobile phones and other
electronic goods questionable for anyone with ethical sensibilities. Presently it is almost impossible to
live a consumer lifestyle without being implicated in
the funding of extreme exploitation of peoples and
places. Is this an acceptable situation?
3
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Those people who find themselves situated between a mineral and the wealth its exploitation
makes for a few become superfluous, disposable;
their habitat expendable. Too often the physical,
social and cultural environment of such people becomes so degraded that it can support little more
than bare life. Too often resource extraction and any
notion of ‘for all’ are mutually incompatible. Bristow
examines the effects of coal mining in the Rhur Valley in Germany, and asks whether such effects are
desirable in the Mapungubwe Valley in South Africa.
Significantly, given the illuminating power
attributed to visual art in other articles, the only
artwork (as opposed to discussion of art) in this
Volume swings the tables: Bristow uses ‘pre formatted text’ that exists elsewhere on the web – textual
information, analysis, journalism, advocacy – as a
medium to ‘paint’ with.

Bristow’s art work is not finished. She invites web
browsers to collaborate in her investigative creation
and contribute links. Like The Salon itself as a project, New Coal is an invitation to self-conscientization, to public commentary, to ongoing dialogue …
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Apartheid: A Double-Crossing
Louise Bethlehem

(The Hebrew University, Jerusalem)
Examining the mobilization of the term ‘apartheid’
in Israel, Louise Bethlehem discusses the ways in
which dissident Israeli intellectuals, artists and
activists contest the erasure of the Palestinian
past and present; how they ‘speak otherwise’ to
elaborate a differently inflected Israeli identity.
In the background stands a ruin: partly collapsed
stone walls, a cavity, the roundness of a dome. There
are fields receding to a line of cypress trees, perhaps.
I reconstruct, filling in the details from memory, or
from a template of the ruin ([ הברוחchurvah] in Hebrew; [ خربةkhirbe] in Arabic). This is a landscape so
intimately familiar that it does not warrant a second
glance. But the camera which fixes the ruin at the
center of its frame does not look away. In the foreground, cars are passing. The camera is positioned
so as to register the precise rhythms of their passing.
One after the other, the cars speed past the ruin –
their drivers impervious to its presence and to that
of the camera, both. Their staccato passage is held in
counterpoint against the silent duration of the ruin.
And still the camera does not look away. Nor do I.
The lens delivers its freight of commentary slowly,
cumulatively. This long spool of cars loops back on
itself the way a spool of film in a video installation
unfolds, then curls back on itself, begins its broadcast anew. And indeed, it is a video installation that
I am recalling, the work of the Israeli artist Oded
Shimshon: one of a series of pieces by Jewish Israelis and Palestinian citizens of Israel assembled by
APARTHEID: A DOUBLE-CROSSING

activist curator Norma Musih for the launch of the
gallery attached to the learning center of the dissident Israeli organization, Zochrot, on August 30,
2007.
Oded Shimshon’s staging of the visibility of the
ruin defamiliarizes the landscape in precisely the
manner that Viktor Shklovsky, the Russian Formalist literary theorist who gave us the term defamiliarization, might have anticipated. Perception is prolonged in defiance of the habituation that renders a
second glance redundant. Perception is prolonged
as the movement of the cars that hold and cede the
frame, time after time. Their ongoing transience
makes the intransience, the intransigence, of the
ruin perceptible. For all its unyielding materiality as
a signpost of that which has been but has been made
to be no more, the Palestinian ruin must nevertheless be brought back into the field of vision of the
Israeli spectator, must be re-materialized, through
a type of framing. Figure and ground shift position,
subtly. It is the grounding of the ruin that is made to
emerge into the field of vision for the Jewish Israeli
spectator. The stone of the ruin is rendered-stonier,
we might say echoing Shklovsky’s famous phrase.
Oded Shimshon’s installation deliberately contests
the regime of invisibility, as banal as it is violent,
that follows on the ideological contract which obtains between the Israeli landscape – I use this adjective advisedly – and a spectator interpellated by
Zionist repertoires of the gaze. The eye confronts the
historical evidence of this having been an inhabited
landscape, saturated with rival cultural, religious
and national claims, but they remain subliminal.
The gaze confirms the regulatory codes of Zionism,
which as the late Baruch Kimmerling, a radical Israeli sociologist pointed out, routinely sanctify oc-

cupied territory as desirable while marking its Palestinian inhabitants as profoundly undesirable. The
ruin, I am suggesting, is the “unthought known” of
the Israeli cult of landscape in the pregnant phrase
of the psychoanalyst Christopher Bollas.
The gaze confirms the regulatory codes of Zionism,
which … sanctify occupied territory as desirable
while marking its Palestinian inhabitants as profoundly undesirable.
In Volume 2 of The Salon, Saree Makdisi also gazes out upon ruin; surveys, more significantly, what
Anne Laura Stoler might term processes of ruination
that bring a certain kind of detritus into being. It is a
distinctly political agency – the inscription of power
– that is at stake here. Contemplating his visit to the
half-demolished neighbourhood of Fietas in central
Johannesburg in the company of anti-apartheid
activists who grew up there, Makdisi writes: “For
anyone who has been to Palestine, the grass-grown
wasteland of Fietas looks familiar for good reason:
it has its counterpart in every grass-covered ruin
of every one of the hundreds of towns and villages
in Palestine whose people were driven from their
homes in 1948 because a racial logic dictated that
they should not live in a space supposedly decreed
(by God and the United Nations) to another people;
in every wind-swept wasteland of Gaza where many
of those same refugees’ homes were once again bulldozed by the Israeli army to clear lines of sight and
make room for free-fire zones; and in every corner of
occupied East Jerusalem.” The analogy, apartheid
here/apartheid there, is an explicit dimension of
his commentary, and, to echo his phrase, with good
reason. I will not reiterate the specific contours of
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an argument which is rehearsed in much the same
form by various voices within the activist and dissident intellectual community in Israel, on the part
of both Jewish Israelis and Palestinians. Rather,
I would like to point to the manner in which Saree
Makdisi’s use of the term “apartheid” functions in
much the same way as the placement of Oded Shimshon’s camera does in order to make access to certain occluded forms of knowledge and practices of
resistance possible. It is this that I take to be exemplary for the purposes of a political critique.
The use of the term “apartheid” has a discernible
history of application in Israel. The word has, in fact,
long come to stand apart as a term in the Hebrew
lexicon. Aleph, pey, resh, tet, hey, yud, yud, daled.
Untranslated yet transcribed in a modality of translation that Jacques Derrida, in dedicating his book
Specters of Marx to the anti-apartheid activist Chris
Hani, once identified as metonymic. “One name for
another, a part for the whole: the historic violence of
Apartheid can always be treated as a metonymy” he
writes, and continues , “At once part, cause, effect,
example, what is happening there translates what
takes place here, always here, wherever one is and
wherever one looks, closest to home.” Derrida’s invocation of apartheid to frame what one sees when
one looks closest to home has long had particular
resonance for me. For you see, I am a “long-distance
South African,” in Denis Hirson’s beautiful formulation. One who has lived in Israel since 1985. I cross
the phrase “closest to home” twice. A double-crossing. But in crossing it as a historian of apartheid-era
South African literature; in crossing it through what
my translator Oded Wolkstein and I have recently
termed the “emergent allegory” of the Hebrew-language version of my book on the subject; in crossing
6

it, more significantly, through the devices of an analogical pedagogy, I have come to learn that “apartheid” functions less as metonymy than as catachresis – or new naming – in the context, precisely, of
what Saree Makdisi analyses as Zionism’s properly
linguistic denialism.
I have come to learn that “apartheid” functions less
as metonymy than as catachresis … in the context,
precisely, of … Zionism’s properly linguistic
denialism.
Consider one of the very earliest mobilizations of the
analogy between the spatial regimes of the newly independent State of Israel and the increasingly strident apartheid state on the part of Azriel Karlibach,
the editor of the liberal Zionist newspaper Ma’ariv,
in December 1953. Karlibach is writing against the
backdrop of the staging of the Hebrew-language
version of the musical based on Alan Paton’s Cry
the Beloved Country by the national Israeli theater,
Habima, in May 1953. (I owe this citation to the generosity of my colleague, Eitan Bar-Yosef, who is meticulously plotting the history of that production).
Karlibach contests the appropriation of Palestinian
land through increasingly ramified constitutional
and bureaucratic means, and the rendering available
of this land to kibbutzim and collective settlements
– his ideological opponents within the national
hegemony. The Palestinian owners of the land, he
writes caustically, have been prevented from accessing it “ever since the end of colonialism and the end
of racist land laws and the end of discrimination and
the beginning of human rights and the sanctity of
democracy were declared in this land”. Addressing
his daughter, Karlibach invites her to join him in a

hypothetical visit to “one of the homesteads on this
stolen land …. They will speak there of a [theatrical
production based on the novel] of a courageous author who raised his voice in his own country against
the oppression of the blacks at the hands of the
whites – despite the fact that he himself is a member of the white race. And they will speak there loftily against racial supremacy and against the theft of
indigenous land in far-off Africa …. And then turn
your ears away from the noble words, and turn it towards the good earth of the land on whose soil these
speeches are borne. Listen – and you will hear: This
beloved country cries too. And you will arise and you
will grow up and you will remedy the injustice – and
you will silence that cry” [my translation]. The fact
that the word apartheid is never explicitly used is
less significant than other omissions. The pointedly
Biblical rhetoric of the passage carried by the subjunctive verb forms of the Hebrew identify Karlibach
as a Zionist. It is the state’s political mismanagement, to his mind, of land allocation that he wants
to contest: not, it should be noted, the legitimacy of
Zionist nationalism. The analogy with South Africa
proceeds through Karlibach’s attachment to Paton’s
own anachronistic, and pointedly Biblical, poetics.
We witness the compact of one liberal with another.
While Karlibach can point to the theft of land, he
cannot name the nakba ( – )نكبةthe Palestinian national catastrophe of 1948 – as such. There is a generational consistency here. In his editor’s introduction to an anthology of Hebrew poetry representing
the nakba written between 1948 and 1958 published
recently by Zochrot, Hannan Hever points to the
manner in which Hebrew poets of the period assimilate the Palestinian historical trauma in a form of
premature closure. The nakba, where present in
The Salon: Volume Three

their writing at all, is present more often than not, as
indirection, euphemism, circumlocution within the
redemptive retrospect of the Zionist narrative. The
first-person testimony of Palestinian refugees regarding life in Palestine before 1948, as well as regarding the expulsion and its aftermath, which exists in taut counterpoint in the anthology to the body
of poems it collects throws the omissions of the Hebrew literary canon into stark relief. Hever points to
a cyclical erasure of memory: a forgetting that preserves the Palestinian past just beneath the skin in
the way that Hebrew toponyms preserve Palestinian
place-names in barely disguised form in order for
the work of forgetting to be orchestrated again and
again as an index of Zionist mastery. It is as if in the
Hebrew form of the place-name, the Jewish settlers
perfect the end result of conquest without wholly
severing themselves from the traumatic repression
occasioned by this very conquest.
Where the term “apartheid” brushes against the
grain of the Hebrew language which hosts – and is
unsettled – by it, its use exceeds the seductions of
a purely gestural politics. To invoke “apartheid” as
signifier is to render certain signifieds especially salient. Saree Makdisi has enumerated some of them
for us, as has Israeli geographer Oren Yiftachel who
uses the notion of a “creeping apartheid” to focus
on Israeli policy within the Green line as an “undeclared” political order that is continuing to entrench
differential citizenship under its sovereignty. Hannan Hever and Yehouda Shenhav have pointed to
the potential gains, viewed from the perspective
of knowledge production and, implicitly, political
agency, that might result from viewing the Occupation through the optic of “colonialism”.

APARTHEID: A DOUBLE-CROSSING

Adi Ophir and Ariella Azoulay, for their part, in
a crucial recent Hebrew-language volume on the
Occupation mobilize the idea of a “regime that is
not one” – there is a studied allusion to feminist
philosopher Luce Irigaray here – to stress that the
governance of the Occupied Palestinian Territories
has become integral to the Israeli regime itself. The
Occupation, they claim, while historically contingent, should no longer be thought of as extraneous.
On the contrary, the bifurcation of the Israeli regime
between two forms – the rule of law together with
limited ethnic discrimination on the one side of the
Green line, and military occupation together with
the rigid ethnic stratification of space on the other
– itself comes to characterize the consistency of a
regime committed neither to permanent annexation
of, nor to withdrawal from, the Occupied Palestinian
Territories. In providing a new conceptual language
with which to think about the Israeli state, Ophir
and Azoulay join other dissident Israeli intellectuals in delineating the anatomy of “racism without
racism” in David Theo Goldberg’s sense. The mobilization of “apartheid” intersects this trajectory, but
other options exist.
What political consequences, what visions of
solidarity among … “the governed” might arise
were the term nakba to have currency … for Jewish
citizens of the state more generally?
What political consequences, what visions of solidarity among the category Ariella Azoulay terms
“the governed” might arise were the term nakba to
have currency, not only for anti-Occupation activists
in (what remains of) the Israeli left but for Jewish
citizens of the state more generally? In her recent

work on The Civil Contract of Photography, Ariella
Azoulay re-writes “the political” as the sphere of relations between “the governed”, whether they are
bearers of the privilege of citizenship or not. In the
model that she proposes, cultural analysis (of photographic archives depicting the ongoing Occupation
of Palestine, for example) can be liberated from the
structural determinants of “politics” constrained by
notions of sovereignty that have coalesced in the collective fictions of the putatively democratic nationstate. The nation-state, she argues, brings bonds of
identification between the citizen and the state into
being through a variety of ideological means causing
citizens to forget that they are: “first and foremost,
governed …. This, then, allows the state to divide the
governed – partitioning off noncitizens from citizens – and to mobilize the privileged citizens against
other groups of ruled subjects. An emphasis on the
dimension of being governed allows a rethinking of
the political sphere as a space of relations between
the governed, whose political duty is first and foremost a duty toward one another, rather than toward
the ruling power”. It is just such a disposition towards “political duty” that I take to underlie the interventions of the organization Zochrot, to which I
have already alluded.
Zochrot exists to narrate the nakba in Hebrew
in an effort to contest the linguistic and ideological
erasure of Palestinian life and to create a basis for
a different political configuration. It organizes tours
led by Palestinian refugees to destroyed villages,
or to mixed cities having large pre-1948 Palestinian populations, during the course of which signs
commemorating Arabic street names erased from
public space after the establishment of the State of
Israel are posted in an effort to reference the oc7

cluded histories of these places – including histories of co-existence. The organization is committed
to teaching the history and geography of the nakba
and to translating relevant material into Hebrew.
It undertakes advocacy projects, organizes demonstrations, and participates in the activities of refugee
organizations. The Zochrot Learning Centre in Tel
Aviv houses an art gallery which has staged important interventions, including Ariella Azoulay’s crucial exhibitions Constituent Violence 1947-1950 and
Architecture of Destruction.
Zochrot exist to narrate the nakba in Hebrew in
an effort to contest the linguistic and ideological
erasure of Palestinian life and to create a basis for a
different political configuration.
The gallery exists alongside a Hebrew-language
publication Sedek ()סדק, a word which literally
means crack or fissure, but which evokes a not-quite
homophone, [ צדקtzedek] – that is to say, justice.
Both gallery and publication seek to stage work and
analysis “produced on and as a consequence of the
Nakba” and to open a “critical, civic discussion”
rooted in the category of place and the relationships
woven around it in the formulation of curator-activist, Norma Musih (http://www.zochrot.org/index.
php?id=585). The linguistic subversion present as
a willed différance in the title of the journal Sedek
is played out in the very name of the organization
itself. Zochrot ( )זוכרותis the feminine plural form
of the verb to remember – an imperative which is
routinely associated with the Holocaust for Jewish Israelis, as activist and Holocaust scholar Amos
Goldberg recently pointed out to me. The adoption
of the feminine form challenges the normative pre8

scriptions of Hebrew grammar, and with it the masculinist, often also explicitly militarist, dimensions
of gendered public space in Jewish Israeli culture
– a dimension of its activity that brings it into alliance with the social and epistemological challenges
posed by the exemplary radical women’s organization Machsom Watch/Checkpoint Watch.
In its resolute production of discourse, in Hebrew, but also in Arabic and in English, Zochrot
stages an ongoing allegorical performance of a differently inflected Israeli identity – to the extent that
allegory means, literally, to speak otherwise (from
the Greek allos, other, and agoreuein, to speak). “I
almost forgot”, says the male speaker in the advertising poster altered by Zochrot activists as a provocation or aide-mémoire on Independence Day/Nakba Day 2008. “I almost forgot”, he voices through
the addition of the Zochrot balloon caption, “that
the Palestinian refugees did not always live in refugee camps”.

The increasing diffusion of the term “nakba” ()נכבה
in Hebrew, untranslated but transliterated, nun,
chaf, bet, hey, suggest that the politics of solidarity
with the Palestinian cause has resources that exceed
separatism, or the entitlement of a mere standing
apart.

Used with permission. For the full intervention, see the Zochrot
web-site: http://www.nakbainhebrew.org/index.php?id=418.
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Israel/Palestine: Apartheid
of a special type?

proper’ (within its pre-1967 boundaries), ‘Greater
Israel’ (within the post-1967 boundaries), and
‘Greater Palestine’ (a demographic rather than geographic concept, covering all Arabs who trace their
origins to pre-1948 Palestine). While discussion of
the relationship between the first two components is
common, the third component – and its relevance to
the apartheid analogy – is usually ignored.
Second, we need to distinguish between historical apartheid (the specific system that prevailed in
South Africa between 1948 and 1994), and the generic notion of apartheid that stands for an oppressive system which allocates political and social rights
in a differentiated manner based on people’s origins
(including but not restricted to race). This is especially the case as some features of apartheid in South
Africa changed during the course of its own historical evolution and thus cannot serve as a benchmark
in evaluating other political systems.

Ran Greenstein

(University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg)
One approach to challenging the ‘apartheid of a
special type’ in Israel/Palestine would be to foster
bi-nationalism. This, argues Ran Greenstein,
would accommodate members of both national
groups as equals, and would facilitate negotiation
underpinned by the discourse and values of
democracy, justice, equality and human rights,
rather than those of diplomacy and statehood.
In the last decade, the notion that the Israeli system
of political and military control bears strong resemblance to the apartheid system in South Africa has
gained ground. It is invoked regularly by movements
and activists opposed to the 1967 occupation and to
other aspects of Israeli policies vis-à-vis the Palestinian-Arab people. It is denounced regularly by official Israeli spokespersons and unofficial apologists.
The more empirical and theoretical discussion of the
nature of the respective regimes and their trajectories has become marginalized in the process. Only
a few studies pursue such comparison with analytical rigour. (Exceptions are my book Genealogies of
Conflict; Liberation and Democratization by Mona
Younis; and Hilla Dayan’s chapter “Regimes of Separation” in the 2009 volume The Power of Inclusive
Exclusion).
There are three crucial distinctions we must
make in order to avoid the usual conceptual and political muddle that afflict the debate.
ISRAEL / PALASTINE

Palestine Mandate Stamp
UK Government, Public Domain

First, we need to consider which Israel is our topic of concern: Israel as it exists today, with boundaries extending from the Mediterranean to the river
Jordan, or Israel as it existed before 1967, along the
Green Line? Is it Israel as a state that encompasses
all its citizens, within the Green Line and beyond?
Israel as it defines itself, or as it is defined by others? And which definition is legitimate according to
international law? Which boundaries (geographical,
political, ideological and moral) are most relevant to
our discussion? What are their implications for our
understanding of the nature of the regime?
Perhaps the central question in this respect is
the relationship between three components: ‘Israel

the generic notion of apartheid that stands for an
oppressive system which allocates political and
social rights in a differentiated manner based on
people’s origins
Third, we need to distinguish between the extent
of similarity of South African laws, structures and
practices to their Israeli equivalents, and consequent
strategies of political change. Even if we conclude
that there is a great degree of structural similarity
between the two states, it would not tell us much
about how we can apply political strategies used
successfully in the former case to the latter case.
Neither would it tell us much about the direction in
which the Israeli system of control is heading. For
that we need to undertake a concrete analysis of
9

Israeli/Palestinian societies, their local and international allegiances, bases of support, vulnerabilities,
and so on.

What is apartheid?
The International Convention on the Suppression
and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid, adopted
by the UN General Assembly in November 1973, regards apartheid as “a crime against humanity” and
a violation of international law. Apartheid means
“similar policies and practices of racial segregation and discrimination as practised in southern
Africa … committed for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining domination by one racial group of
persons over any other racial group of persons and
systematically oppressing them”. A long list of such
practices ensues, including “denial to a member or
members of a racial group or groups of the right to
life and liberty of person … by the infringement of
their freedom or dignity”, and measures “calculated
to prevent a racial group or groups from participation in the political, social, economic and cultural
life of the country and the deliberate creation of
conditions preventing the full development of such
a group or groups”. In addition, this includes measures “designed to divide the population along racial
lines by the creation of separate reserves and ghettos for the members of a racial group or groups, the
prohibition of mixed marriages among members of
various racial groups, the expropriation of landed
property belonging to a racial group or groups or to
members thereof”. (http://www.anc.org.za/un/uncrime.htm)
This is not an exhaustive list – and not all practices must be present simultaneously to qualify as
10
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apartheid – but it is based on key elements of South
African apartheid. If we focus on the notion of race,
the definition clearly is not relevant to the relations
between Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs. Both
groups are racially diverse and cannot be distinguished on the basis of physical appearance.
Having said that, we must consider that race
– just like apartheid – is a term that can apply beyond its conceptual and geographical origins. The
International Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination, adopted by the UN
General Assembly in December 1965, applies the
term racial discrimination to “any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour,
descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the
purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing,
of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, economic, social, cultural or any other field
of public life.” (http://www2.ohchr.org/english/
law/cerd.htm).

Putting together the two Conventions, we end
up with a definition of apartheid as a set of policies
and practices of legal discrimination, political exclusion, and social marginalization, based on racial,
national or ethnic origins. This definition obviously
draws on South African apartheid but cannot be reduced to it. Our attention should be directed to the
actual practices of the state, and the extent to which
they are exclusionary or discriminatory, rather than
to the degree of similarity to the historical case of
apartheid South Africa. We should be interested in
the substance of political and social arrangements
rather than in the labels we can stick on them. How
this definition, then, applies to Israel in substantive
terms is a key theme addressed here.
The starting point for this discussion is that it is
impossible to look at Israel in isolation from the occupied territories. In other words, regardless of legal
distinctions, Greater Israel is the effective boundary
of control and meaningful unit of political analysis. Recent work by critical Israeli scholars such as
Yehouda Shenhav, Meron Benvenisti, Neve Gordon, Oren Yiftachel, Ariella Azoulai and Adi Ophir,
makes this point powerfully, even if they do not all
agree about details of the analysis. Greater Palestine
is another essential part of the picture even though
it lies beyond the 1948 and 1967 boundaries. In fact,
how Palestinians from the ‘beyond’ came to occupy
that position, and remain there against their will, is
part of the system of control which is left largely unaddressed. Perhaps uniquely in modern history, the
Israeli regime was founded historically – and continues to be based – on the forcible exclusion of a
large part of its potential citizens. How to conceptualize this state of affairs remains a challenge.
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it is impossible to look at Israel in isolation from
the occupied territories .... Greater Israel is the
effective boundary of control and meaningful unit
of political analysis
Despite the rise of an integrated system of domination over all of Greater Israel, many critical voices
direct attention to the occupied territories and use
the apartheid label to describe and condemn Israeli
control there. Famous references to the notion of
apartheid in Israel/Palestine by former US President
Jimmy Carter, Archbishop Desmond Tutu and John
Dugard, the rapporteur for the UN Commission on
Human Rights, are restricted to Israeli practices of
occupation and do not deal with Israel ‘proper’. This
is the case also for the 2009 report by the South African Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC),
titled “Occupation, Colonialism, Apartheid”.
That the conceptual distinction between Israel
and the occupied territories is still so entrenched,
even though Israel has occupied the territories for
43 years out of its 62 years of existence, is a testimony to the success of its strategy to externalize them
from its body politic while retaining effective control over them. It is also a testimony to the spirit of
nationalist resistance to the occupation (in the territories) and struggle for equal rights by Palestinian
citizens of Israel.

Comparison to South Africa
In a nutshell, when we look at different aspects of
Israeli policies in comparison to South African
apartheid, Palestinian citizens are granted rights
that were denied to the majority of black people,
occupied Palestinians are treated in much the same
ISRAEL / PALASTINE

way as black people were treated (especially residents of the ‘homelands’), and Palestinian refugees
are excluded to a far greater degree than black South
Africans ever were. Considering apartheid in the
generic sense, then, Israeli policies and practices
meet many – not all – of the criteria identified in
the international convention on apartheid, with the
qualification that they are based on ethno-national
rather than racial grounds.
Israeli policies and practices meet many – not
all – of the criteria identified in the international
convention on apartheid
This does not mean that Israeli society, state, and
system of control are indeed the same as those of
historical South African apartheid, although they do
bear family resemblances. No case is like any other.
While the technologies of rule (coercive, legal and
physical) used by Israel have largely converged with
their apartheid counterparts, crucial differences between the societies remain. These involve ideological motivations, economic strategies, and political
configurations. In all these respects, Israel/Palestine
shows greater tendency towards exclusion than was
the case for South Africa. To understand why that is
the case we need to examine historical trajectories.
Contemporary South Africa is the product of a
long history, which saw various colonial forces (the
Dutch East India Company and the British Empire,
Afrikaner and English settlers, missionaries, farming and mining lords and so on), collaborate and
compete over the control of various indigenous
groups. Over centuries, during a long period of expansion, this pattern created a multi-layered system
of domination, collaboration and resistance. White

supremacy was a means to ensure white prosperity,
using black labour as its foundation.
During the same period, the nature of resistance
changed as well, from early attempts to retain or regain independence to a struggle for incorporation on
an equal basis, prompted by the massive presence of
indigenous people in the white-dominated economy.
The exploitation of their labour gave black people a
crucial strategic lever for change due to their indispensable role in ensuring white prosperity. Since the
1930s at least, radical political movements aimed to
transform the state rather than form independent
political structures. By the late 1970s, white elites
had started to realize that apartheid was becoming
counter-productive in ensuring prosperity. It was
too costly and cumbersome, and increasingly irrational from an economic point of view: it hampered
the creation of an internal market and prevented a
shift to a technology-oriented growth strategy. The
resistance movement that grew after the 1976 Soweto uprising, combined with international pressure
and increasing stress on the state’s resources and
capacity, gave the final push towards a negotiated
settlement. This took the form of a unified political
framework, within which numerous social struggles
continue to unfold.
The South African trajectory can be contrasted
with that of Israel/Palestine, which produced two
distinct ethno-national groups. The formation of
Israel in 1948 and the unfolding of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict have deepened the divide between
the communities (though they also gave rise to Palestinian citizens as an intermediary group). A major reason for this diversion is that settler Jews and
indigenous Arabs had started to consolidate their
group identities – linked to broader ethno-national
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in South Africa, whereas it has become a goal in its
own right in Israel/Palestine.
Political domination was a means to an economic
goal in South Africa, whereas it has become a goal
in its own right in Israel/Palestine.

End US Aid to Israel
Flickr: Freepal

collectives – before the initial encounter between
them, whereas settlers and indigenous people in
South Africa formed their collective identities locally in the course of the colonial encounter itself.
As a result, the Zionist project has faced indigenous
people as an obstacle to be removed from the land in
order to clear the way for Jewish immigration into
the country. White settlers in South Africa, in contrast, focused on controlling resources and populations (land and labour) to enhance their wealth. Political domination was a means to an economic goal
12

On the basis of this trajectory, the founding act of
the State of Israel in 1948 was inextricably linked
with the nakba – the ethnic cleansing of the majority of the indigenous population living in the areas
allocated to the new state. This has had contradictory effects: on the one hand, the removal of most Palestinians and the relegation of the rest to the status
of a permanently marginalized minority allowed the
state to adopt democratic norms premised on Jewish demographic dominance. On the other hand, the
same process ensured a permanent external threat
from Palestinians who were dispossessed in 1948.
Neither outcome had parallels in South Africa under
apartheid. With the 1967 occupation, a new component was added to the picture, moving it closer to
historical apartheid: a large number of people were
incorporated into the Israeli labour market but remained disenfranchised. The state was unwilling to
extend to them political rights enjoyed by Palestinian citizens, and unable to impose on them another
round of ethnic cleansing. They remain stuck in the
middle, subject to a huge legal-military apparatus
aimed to ensure their subordination, without annexation and without ethnic ‘purification’.

Apartheid of a Special Type
If we de-link historical South African apartheid from
its generic form, we no longer need to retain a focus

on South African racial policies and practices. And
yet, it would be useful to keep a focus on comparing apartheid South Africa and Israel to highlight
crucial features of both regimes. The point of a comparative analysis is not to provide a list of similarities and differences but to use some cases in order
to reflect critically on others, and thus learn more
about all of them.
Back in the early 1960s, the South African Communist Party coined the term ‘colonialism of a special
type’ to refer to a system that combined the colonial
legacies of racial discrimination, political exclusion
and socio-economic inequalities, with political independence from the British Empire. It used this novel
concept to devise a strategy for political change that
treated local whites as potential allies rather than
as colonial invaders to be removed from the territory. Making analytical sense of apartheid in South
Africa was relatively straightforward since it was an
integrated system of legal-political control. Making sense of generic apartheid in the case of Israel
is more complicated. The degree of legal-political
differentiation is greater, as it includes an array of
formal and informal military regulations in the occupied territories, and policies delegating powers
and resources to non-state institutions (The Jewish
Agency, Jewish National Fund) that act on behalf of
the state but are not open to public scrutiny. That
much of the relevant legal apparatus applies beyond
Israeli boundaries (to Jews, all of whom are regarded as potential citizens, and to Palestinians, all
of whom are regarded as prohibited persons), adds
another dimension to the analysis. For this reason,
we may talk about ‘apartheid of a special type’ – a
unique system that combines democratic norms,
military occupation, and exclusion/inclusion of
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extra-territorial populations. There is no easy way
of capturing this diversity with a single overarching
concept.
‘apartheid of a special type’ – a unique system that
combines democratic norms, military occupation,
and exclusion/inclusion of extra-territorial
populations
What are some of the characteristics of this special
system?
• It is based on an ethno-national distinction between Jewish insiders and Palestinian Arab outsiders. This distinction has a religious dimension – the
only way to join the Jewish group is through conversion – but is not affected by degree of religious
adherence.
• It uses this distinction to expand citizenship
beyond its territory (potentially to all Jews) and to
contract citizenship within it (Palestinian residents
of the occupied territories have no citizenship, and
cannot become citizens). Thus, it is open to all nonresident members of one ethno-national group,
wherever they are and regardless of their personal
history and actual links to the territory. It is closed
to all non-resident members of the other ethnonational group, wherever they are and regardless of
their personal history and actual links to the territory.
• It is based on the permanent blurring of physical boundaries. At no point in its existence have the
state’s boundaries been fixed by law, nor are they
likely to in the foreseeable future. Its boundaries are
permanently temporary, as evidenced by continued
talk of the occupation as temporary, even though
it has already outlived historical apartheid (which
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effectively lasted 42 years). These boundaries are
asymmetrical: porous in one direction (expansion
of military forces and settlers into neighbouring
territories) and impermeable in another direction
(severe restrictions on entry of Palestinians – from
the occupied territories and the Diaspora – into its
territories).
• It combines different modes of rule: civilian authority with all the institutions of a formal democracy within the Green Line, and military authority
without democratic pretensions beyond the Line.
In times of crisis, the military mode of rule tends to
spill over into the Green Line to apply to Palestinian citizens. At all times, the civilian mode of rule
spills over beyond the Green Line to apply to Jewish
citizens residing there. The distinction between the
two sides of the Green Line is constantly eroding as
a result, and norms and practices developed under
the occupation filter back into Israel: as the phrase
goes, the ‘Jewish democratic state’ is ‘democratic’
for Jews and ‘Jewish’ for Arabs.
• It is in fact a ‘Jewish demographic state’. Demography – the fear that Jews may become a minority – is the prime concern behind the policies of all
mainstream forces. All state structures, policies and
proposed solutions to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are geared, in consequence, to meet the concern
for a permanent Jewish majority exercising political domination in the State of Israel (in whichever
boundaries).
It is in fact a ‘Jewish demographic state’.
Demography – the fear that Jews may become a
minority – is the prime concern behind the policies
of all mainstream forces.

How do these features compare with historical South
African apartheid?
• The foundation of apartheid was a racial distinction between whites and blacks rather than an ethno-national distinction. Racial groups were internally divided on the basis of language, religion and
ethnic origins, and externally linked in various ways
across the colour line. This can be contrasted with
Israel/Palestine in which lines of division usually
overlap. Potential bases for cross-cutting affiliations
that existed early on – anti-Zionist orthodox Jews,
Arabic-speaking Jews – were undermined by the simultaneous rise of the Zionist movement and Arab
nationalism to a dominant position in the course of
the 20th century. This left no space for those straddling multiple identities.
• In South Africa then, there was a contradiction
between the organization of the state around the
single axis of race, and social reality which allowed
more diversity in practice and multiple lines of division as well as cooperation. This opened up opportunities for change. The apartheid state endeavoured
to eliminate this contradiction by entrenching residential, educational, religious and cultural segregation, and by seeking to shift its basis of legitimacy
from race to national identity, but to no avail. Its
capacity was limited and it was further eroded over
time. In Israel/Palestine there is tighter fit between
the organization of the state and social reality, with
one crucial exception: Palestinian citizens are positioned in between Jewish citizens and Palestinian non-citizens. They are the only segment of the
population of Greater Israel/Palestine that is fully
bilingual, familiar with political and cultural realities across the ethnic divide, with enough freedom to
organize but not enough rights to align themselves
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with the oppressive status quo. As a minority group
(15-20% of Israeli citizens and of Palestinian Arabs)
they cannot drive change on their own but may act
as crucial catalysts for change.
• Under historical apartheid a key goal of the state
was to ensure that black people performed their role
as providers of labour, without raising social and political demands. The strategy used for that focused
on externalizing them. They were physically present
in white homes, factories, farms and service industries, but absent (politically and legally) as rightsbearing citizens. Those who were no longer or not
yet functional for the white-dominated economy
were prevented from moving into the urban areas
or forcibly removed to the ‘reserves’ (Bantustans or
homelands): children, women – especially mothers
– and old people. Able-bodied blacks who worked
in the cities were supposed to commute – daily or
monthly and even annually – between the places
where they had jobs (but no political rights) and the
places where they had political rights (but no jobs).
• This system of migrant labour opened up a contradiction between political and economic imperatives. To fulfil apartheid ideology, it broke down
families and the social order, hampered efforts to
create a skilled labour force, reduced productivity,
and gave rise to crime and social protest. To control
people’s movements, it created a bloated and expensive repressive apparatus, which put a constant burden on state resources and capacities. Domestic and
industrial employers faced increasing difficulties in
meeting their labour needs. From an economic asset
(for whites) it became an economic liability. It had
to go.
• The economic imperative of the Israeli system, in
contrast, has been to create employment for Jewish
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immigrants. Palestinian labour was used by certain
groups at times because it was available and convenient, but it was never central to Jewish prosperity in
Israel. After the outbreak of the first Intifada in the
late 1980s, and under conditions of globalization, it
could easily be replaced by politically unproblematic
Chinese, Turkish, Thai and Romanian workers. In
addition, a massive wave of Russian Jewish immigration in the 1990s helped this process. The externalization of Palestinians, through denial of rights,
ethnic cleansing and ‘disengagement’, has presented
no economic problems for Israeli Jews. There is little evidence of the contradiction between economic
and political imperatives that undermined apartheid South Africa.
• Apartheid was the latest in a long list of regimes
in which white settlers dominated indigenous black
people in South Africa. For most of the colonial period, people of European origins were in the minority, relying on military power, technological superiority, and ‘divide and rule’ strategies, to entrench
their rule. Demography was never an overriding
concern. As long as security of person, property and
investment could be guaranteed, there was no need
for numerical dominance. When repression proved
increasingly counter-productive, a deal exchanging political power for ongoing prosperity became
an option acceptable to the majority of whites. Can
such a deal be offered to Israeli Jews, for whom a demographic majority is the key to domination and the
guarantee of political survival on their own terms?
Most likely, not.
In summary then, apartheid of a special type in Israel is different from historical apartheid in South
Africa in three major respects:

• At its foundation are consolidated and relatively
impermeable ethno-national identities, with few
cross-cutting affiliations across the principal ethnic
divide in society.
• It is relatively free of economic imperatives that
run counter to its overall exclusionary thrust, because it is not dependent on the exploitation of indigenous labour, and;
• Its main quest is for demographic majority as the
basis for legal, military and political domination.
In all these respects it is a system that is less prone
to an integrative solution along the lines of postapartheid South Africa. At the same time, it is subject to contradictions of its own, which are crucial to
its dynamics and present potential opportunities for
change:
• Its foundational act of ethnic cleansing left behind a weak and disorganized minority Arab group.
With Palestinians no longer a demographic threat,
the rump community could be incorporated into the
political system which displayed many of the characteristics of a ‘normal’ democracy. Its members
used this to re-organize and build a foundation for
resistance politics, combining parliamentary and
protest activities that have challenged Israel’s exclusionary structures from within. This strategic location has given them a vantage point from which to
play a vanguard role in the struggle to transform the
system.
• The geographically expansionist drive of the
Zionist project clashes with the demographic imperative to ensure a Jewish majority. Ethnic cleansing along the lines of 1948 might provide a way to
reconcile these thrusts, but it is not feasible under
the glare of international media and public opinion.
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an important role. The rise of civil society movements and alternative media is increasingly counteracting the unconditional support given by western governments and traditional media to the Israeli
state, though not necessarily all its policies. The
Internet has not quite killed Israeli PR yet, but has
definitely wounded it. There is thus room for cautious optimism that the tide of is beginning to turn.

Confrontation – Jabalia Camp, Gaza Strip, Palestine
Flickr: cromacom

Although no immediate change is likely, it is clear
that the status quo is becoming increasingly unstable and is not going to last.
• The changing international scene is beginning to
show signs of eroding support for some aspects of
the Israeli regime. For two decades Israel benefited
from an international context that saw the collapse
of the Soviet block and its policies of isolating Israel
in alliance with ‘progressive’ third world regimes.
The turn of the USA and its western allies against
major Arab and Islamic forces also benefited the Israeli regime, which positioned itself as the frontline
in the ‘war on terror’. This period was used to entrench its hold on the occupied territories, divide the
Palestinian people and its leadership, crush resistance to the occupation, and silence critical voices.
In the last few years though, both Israel’s capacity
to dominate its region, and the west’s support for
its campaigns, have declined. It is not facing serious
military or political challenges yet, but expressions
of weakness abound. Among them, growing international solidarity with the Palestinian struggle plays
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The changing international scene is beginning to
show signs of eroding support for some aspects of
the Israeli regime.

Prospects, Solutions and Strategies
Where does all this leave us? Avoiding the temptation for easy labels and name calling, we must examine the actual consequences of the analysis.
In Israel/Palestine there are two ethno-national
groups. Israeli Jews are unified by their legal status as full citizens. Palestinian Arabs are divided
by their legal status into citizens in ‘Israel proper’,
resident non-citizens in ‘Greater Israel’, and nonresident non-citizens in ‘Greater Palestine’. The two
groups are distinct by virtue of their language, political identity, religion and ethnic origins. Only about
10% of them (Palestinian Israeli citizens) are fully
bilingual. Many Jews have Arab cultural origins, but
their legacy has been erased through three generations of political and cultural assimilation. The delusion that these ‘Arab Jews’ actually or potentially
share any political consciousness – even if in a dormant form – with Palestinians must be laid to rest.
On the face of it, this would seem an ideal argument
for a two-state solution, but things are a bit more
complicated than that.

The South African rainbow nation, which was
based on the multiplicity of identities and the absence of a single axis of division to align them all
– unity in diversity – is clearly unlikely to be replicated in Israel/Palestine. Elements in South Africa
such as the use of English as the medium of political
communication, shared by all groups, or Christianity as a religious umbrella for the majority of people
from all groups, do not exist in Greater Israel/Palestine. At the same time, if we look at ‘Israel proper’ in
isolation, the situation may be similar to South Africa. People of all backgrounds – veteran Ashkenazi
and Mizrahi Jews, new Russian and Ethiopian immigrants, and Palestinian citizens – use Hebrew in
their daily interaction and share similar social and
cultural tastes. In mixed towns, such as Haifa, Jaffa,
Acre, there are neighbourhoods in which Jews and
Arabs live together with little to distinguish between
their life styles except for their home language and
religious practices. Without idealizing the situation,
they have much more in common with one another
than white suburbanites have with rural black South
Africans, during apartheid or now.
Of course, we cannot look at them in isolation,
just as we cannot look at the relatively benign
white–coloured interaction in apartheid Cape Town
in isolation from the broader racial scene in the
country. What we can do is use these emerging realities to build a foundation for a new political perspective, that of bi-nationalism. Bi-nationalism is not a
‘solution’, and does not compete with the endlessly
discussed but vacuous one-state or two-state solutions. It is an approach based on the recognition that
two ethno-national groups live together in the same
country, separately within homogenous villages
and towns in some areas, but also mixed to varying
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degrees in other areas. Historical patterns of demographic engineering including forced population
movement and dispersal (most notably the 1948 nakba and the post-1967 settlement project) have created a patchwork quilt of mono-ethnic and bi-ethnic
regions, separated by political intent rather than by
geographical logic.
Acknowledging this bi-national reality is not an
argument for a particular form of state. Rather it is
a call to base any future political arrangement on
the need to accommodate members of both national
groups as equals, at both individual and collective
levels. In the words of radical Jewish activists who
put together the 2004 Olga Document, “this country
belongs to all its sons and daughters – citizens and
residents, both present and absentees (the uprooted
Palestinian citizens of Israel in ‘48) – with no discrimination on personal or communal grounds, irrespective of citizenship or nationality, religion, culture, ethnicity or gender.” (http://www.nimn.org/
Perspectives/israeli_voices/000233.php?section)
This statement of principles must not be confused
with a call to establish a one state or a bi-national
state. It is the essential condition for the success of
any arrangement. The alternative would be an imposition by one side on the other, which would render a solution unviable.
Acknowledging this bi-national reality ... is a call to
base any future political arrangement on the need
to accommodate members of both national groups
as equals
It is interesting to note that the formulation above
seems to draw on the 1955 Freedom Charter, which
asserted, “South Africa belongs to all who live in it,
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black and white”. The simple elegance of the South
African original was transformed here into a comprehensive but very cumbersome language, a testimony to the difficulty of conveying unity in the face
of rigid fragmentation. But it is far less difficult to
convey unity – as a first step – among all Israeli citizens. Making Israel a state of and for all its citizens
is both logical (just as France is a French state, the
home of all French people, and South Africa is the
state of all South Africans, so should Israel become
an Israeli state, the home of all Israeli people) and
just. In the same way that Nicolas Sarkozy of Hungarian (partly-Jewish) origins and Zinedine Zidane
of Algerian-Muslim origins can be citizens equal to
the descendants of the Gauls, all Israeli citizens are
entitled to an equal status regardless of their links to
the ancient Hebrews.
At the same time, unlike France, in Israel people
seek incorporation as individuals and as groups.
In the Vision Documents, a series of proposals and
statements written by academics, intellectuals and
activists representing the Palestinian-Arab minority in Israel, the quest for equality is combined with
the quest for recognition as a national collective.
For example, in the Haifa Declaration they call for a
“change in the definition of the State of Israel from
a Jewish state to a democratic state established on
national and civil equality between the two national
groups, and enshrining the principles of banning
discrimination and of equality between all of its citizens and residents” (www.mada-research.org/UserFiles/file/haifaenglish.pdf) There is an unresolved
tension here between the call for a democratic state
with no ethnic character, and the notion of equality between ethnically-defined groups. A similar
though milder tension is found in the post-apartheid

South African constitution, which establishes nonracialism as an overarching principle but recognizes
racially-based affirmative action policies. This is an
explicit attempt to redress historical legacies of racial discrimination, particularly regarding access to
land and employment, without recognizing the permanent existence of racial groups.
There is an unresolved tension here between the
call for a democratic state with no ethnic character,
and the notion of equality between ethnicallydefined groups.
The bi-national approach is compatible with either
option: a non-ethnic state, and a state that enshrines
equality between individual citizens and provides
structured representation for groups in fields such
as education and culture. Both must lead to the removal of “all forms of ethnic superiority, be that executive, structural, legal or symbolic”, and the adoption of “policies of corrective justice in all aspects of
life in order to compensate for the damage inflicted
on the Palestinian Arabs due to the ethnic favoritism policies of the Jews.” (http://www.adalah.org/
newsletter/eng/dec06/tasawor-mostaqbali.pdf)
Democratizing Israel in this way is important in its
own right and also as a way to reinforce other campaigns. If Palestinian citizens are no longer ostracized as illegitimate actors, the struggle against the
occupation would receive a big boost by escaping the
confines of the progressive Jewish left.
Making Israel a state of all its citizens would
not change the boundaries of political sovereignty,
would have no demographic implications, and would
require no negotiation with external forces. It would
not challenge ‘the right of Israel to exist’ but rather
The Salon: Volume Three
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seek to modify the internal basis for its self-legitimation. In other words, it would be a process carried
out entirely by its own citizens, probably undertaken
over a period of time. Making Greater Israel a state
of all its residents, and establishing common citizenship, is different in all these respects, however. It
would mean a fundamental change in the boundaries of citizenship and the allocation of power, requiring a radical re-alignment of the political scene. It is
not feasible in the short term as there are no serious
political forces advocating it at present, and it cannot be seen as a substitute for the ongoing struggle
against the 1967 occupation.
The occupation is the biggest festering sore in
Israeli-Palestinian relations. Futile negotiations
over the last two decades have led to its intensification rather than mitigation. The only way forward is
an ongoing campaign to put an end to occupation,
without having anything to do with the diplomatic
process or with the one-state, two-states, debate.
The occupation manifests itself in the daily life of the
population in numerous ways (both in Gaza and the
ISRAEL / PALASTINE

West Bank, though differently). Wherever it operates it gives rise to localized resistance. Resistance to
restrictions – on free movement, access to land, economic activity, water use, study, construction, and
so on – must be supported, with the use of all means
excluding armed attacks on civilians – demonstrations, sanctions, boycotts, mass defiance campaigns,
legal challenges in Israeli and international courts,
appeals to global public opinion, and the like. I am
in no position to provide tactical advice – local activists are the authority on the matter – but strategically it is important to de-link the struggle against the
occupation from the state of negotiations between
Israel and the Palestinian Authority (or Hamas). A
crucial lesson of the South African transition is that
subordinating local struggles to the requirements of
grand diplomacy helped the ANC gain power, but it
also frequently led – after the transition – to the neglect of the concerns that gave rise to the struggle in
the first place.
The third dimension of Greater Palestine – refugees and their rights – is the most challenging to the
boundaries of Israeli citizenship and control. It can
be resolved only in a staggered manner. First, the
present absentees – about 25% of the Palestinian
population in Israel itself who were removed from
their original homes in 1948 but have become citizens – must be allowed access to their property and
confiscated land. This would have no demographic
implications and would not involve changes in citizenship status. Second, the original 1948 refugees
could be invited back: only about 50 - 75,000 of them
are still alive, a small number that could be accommodated demographically and logistically with ease
(an addition of 1% to the population). Such steps obviously would create a precedent. And, indeed, the

fear of the majority of the Israeli-Jewish population
is that any recognition – even symbolic and limited
in its practical implications – of the right of return
would lead to an uncontrolled influx of millions of
refugees. This is highly unlikely – research indicates
that only about 10% of eligible people are likely to
exercise the right of return – but the matter would
require ongoing educational, political and legal
campaigns. (The work of the Badil Resource Center
for Palestinian Residency and Refugee Rights stands
out in this respect: www.badil.org.) Again, it is strategically important that the struggle have nothing
to do with the one-state, two-states, debate or with
diplomacy. The right of return is vested in individuals and they are the only ones who can negotiate on
their own behalf.
only about 10% of eligible people are likely to
exercise the right of return
It is this issue, above all, that makes the Israeli
apartheid of a special type different from historical
South African apartheid, and more difficult to overcome. As a result, Palestinians have been deprived
of the key weapon of struggle used by black South
Africans: their strategic location in the economy and
their ability to strike and disrupt the daily lives of
white citizens, as a crucial political lever. Due to the
historical trajectory of excluding indigenous people
in Israel/Palestine, compared to their incorporation
in a subordinate role in South Africa, they operate
largely outside the boundaries of the Israeli-dominated economic system. This exclusion is not complete – it does not apply to Palestinian citizens and
to a minority among West Bank residents – but it
applies in Gaza and fully in Greater Palestine. Those
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excluded in this way can apply pressure from the
outside – using protest, diplomacy and violence –
but lack a meaningful strategy of change from within. In this respect, they are dependent on the work
of forces internal to Israel (Palestinian citizens together with progressive Israeli Jews), and on pressure applied by forces in the Middle East region and
internationally. Solidarity and educational efforts
are crucial here, as well as the evolving sanctions
and boycotts campaigns.

Conclusion
By way of broad conclusion, a political strategy that
might work would anchor the concerns above in the
language of democracy, justice, equality and human
rights, instead of that of diplomacy and statehood.
The advantage of this approach is that it can associate itself with the global justice movement and
struggles of diverse independent forces, civil society
organizations, media activists, and so on.
What possible form could such strategy take? A
thorough discussion deserves a study on its own,
and only a brief outline – focusing on campaigns
within ‘Israel proper’ – is possible here. First, we
must recognize that progressive forces can neither
ignore nationalism (risking total marginalization)
nor surrender to it (risking losing their voice). Second, in a society historically shaped by sharp ethnonational conflict most social and political issues are
affected by the conflict, but should not be reduced to
it. Third, the conflict can be seen as an overall framework, but its many dimensions may be better tackled
as multiple political fronts that call for different local
approaches and contingent alliances. This requires
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charting a course that would go beyond nationalism
without seeking to write it off.
Concretely, a series of campaigns that position
Palestinian national demands within a broader
framework of rights is one way of establishing a link
between particular and universal discourses and
opening the way for cooperation between Palestinians and – at least some – Israeli Jews on specific
issues. Examples may include questions of access
to land (affecting Palestinians as well as ethnically
and socially marginalized Jewish groups); questions
of citizenship and immigration policies (affecting
Palestinians as well as many Jews with ambiguous
legal status such as recent Russian and Ethiopian
immigrants); questions of labour organization, jobs
and access to services (affecting Palestinians, working class Jews, and migrant workers from Eastern
Europe and South-East Asia); questions of culture,
education and social exclusion (affecting Palestinians, Oriental Jews and orthodox Jews); questions
of gender and sexuality (affecting everyone), and so
on.
Each of these campaigns would involve alliances between different groups working for different
causes, but they all share, in their specific domains,
a quest for greater equality and democracy for all,
regardless of origins. They all fall under the ‘radical democracy’ approach as advanced by Ernesto
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, though with no necessary overarching ‘hegemonic articulation’ to unify
them. Unlike the traditional approach of the radical
left, this strategy is not based on expectations that
Jews would renounce Zionist ideology, confront
state power directly, and opt for a common socialist future. Rather, it assumes that they would show
some willingness to address some of the concerns

of Palestinians, working jointly with them, if these
were in line with their own concerns.
This approach does not tackle directly all of the
core issues of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, some of
which pit Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs against
each other as mutually exclusive groups fighting
over resources and rights. In the short to medium
term there is no prospect of weakening the boundaries between these groups or constructing an identity
that would transcend ethno-nationalist loyalties.
No easy formulas to deal with this situation exist,
and current debates over one or two-state solutions
miss the point: the Palestinian population was fragmented in 1948 and further in 1967. A holistic political solution would address all its components (the
1948 dispersal of refugees, the 1967 occupation, and
the fate of Palestinians citizens), but is very unlikely
ever to be implemented simultaneously. Hence,
forces seeking to change the status quo need to work
on each component on its own, instead of seeking
in vain to solve all issues in one big bang, with some
magic formula.
Progress on one front should not be impeded by
the lack of progress on another, and the final outcome cannot be predicted in advance. The key guiding principle for a solution is common to all components, however: the need for a bi-national approach,
which would treat members of each ethno-national
group equally, as individuals as well as collectives.
The combination of a political approach operating
on many different but related fronts, with a new
mode of activism focused on direct action and creative media, educational, and legal strategies, may
be the way forward. There are no obvious answers
here, but posing the right questions is a crucial step
towards a solution.
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Difficult Liberation: Reading
Levinas in Africa

It was the right idea. But fifteen years later, we
sit with stupid levels of inequality, unemployment,
poverty, corruption and violence. Good people are
working to analyse, explain and address these conditions, and South Africans characteristically have
a deep confidence in their own capacity to “make a
plan” and find a way. No doubt everything necessary
for democratic development is available to the powers that be – if they (and we) are skilful and daring
and lucky enough. If there is the will.

Helen Douglas

(Philosophy in Practice, Cape Town)
Violence, justice, peace. The challenge faced by
post-apartheid South Africans to reconstruct
and reconcile rather than give in to fear, hate
and despair is underpinned, suggests Helen
Douglas, by the challenge of finding the courage to
understand what we know and draw conclusions.
Extending Levinas beyond Levinas, Douglas
reveals a Moebius loop between his call to find the
basic goodness at the beginning of every social
relation and the South African concept of ubuntu.

But there is also an injury at the level of the heart,
to our humanness, that comes from a fractured
history and the memory and the experience of
brutality. If it were just a storm that had hit us,
bad weather, a natural disaster, there would be no
real problem. We’d be getting on with it, as people
do. That there is such a problem indicates the
difference between the violence of nature and the
violence of man. After human violence, there is the
question of justice.

Let Jews be Jews. Let Christians be Christians. Let
Africans be Africans and Europeans Europeans.
Let white people and black people be.
Let those with many flags be. Let those with none
be.

***
In a raging tempest, people do what they can with
whatever they have, just to survive. It’s very immediate and real. Unhinged from our normal routine, we
may well be surprised to discover what we are capable of. After the storm, stunned by sudden calm, we
begin to look around again, to clear away the wreckage, to discover and to mourn for what has been lost.
We start to think about rebuilding and going on with
our lives.
After centuries of the violence that Africa has
weathered at the hands of Europe, how are black
people and white people to live together now? What
are we to trust in? How to begin again?
DIFFICULT LIBERATION
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In South Africa, the first democratic government
introduced a set of socio-economic policies called
the Reconstruction and Development Programme.
Its premise was that the work of social inclusion
and reconstruction – building what Desmond Tutu
called “the rainbow nation of God” – could itself be
the engine of economic development. At the same
time, the moral legacy of apartheid (although not of
colonialism and slavery; a line was drawn) was referred to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

For justice, it is important to determine what was
done by whom to whom and what happened then,
to tell our stories of force and resistance, to hear and
record the endless catalogue of harm. But even if
we could gather every bit of evidence, it would not
be sufficient. “It is not knowledge we lack; what is
missing is the courage to understand what we know
and draw conclusions.” This is the central message
of Sven Lindquist’s book Exterminate the Brutes,
which follows the logic of extermination behind
Europe’s 19th-century imperial “adventures” in
Africa that lead directly to the gates of Auschwitz.
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“It is not knowledge we lack; what is missing is the
courage to understand what we know and draw
conclusions.”
If we are going to reconstruct and reconcile, we need
the courage to dig down to the roots of our experience, to understand what we know and to draw conclusions. It takes courage because we are terribly
frightened of what we will find. Sometimes we are
close to despair. What are we, that this could have
happened? Is it violence all the way down, with us?
Fear and hatred: as it was in the beginning, is now
and ever shall be? Is it world without end, amen?
We read Levinas, in Africa and elsewhere, because he says No, look closer. The world is always
being interrupted. By what? By the powerless Face
of an other that calls us to our responsibility. Look
closer, look carefully. There is a basic goodness to
be found at the beginning of every social relation.
“Every social relation”, he says in Totality and Infinity, “leads like a shunt … back to the presentation
of the other to the same without the intermediary
of any image or sign, solely by the expression of the
face.” He’s not saying they should. He claims they
do. Every social relation. And that philosophy’s job
is to trace these forms back to proximity.
This is encouraging.
***
There is a basic scene of historical injustice that we
post-colonials in Africa continue to live with. It has
two antagonists: those who were generally oppressors and those who were generally oppressed.
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Consider first the situation of the oppressors,
the Europeans, from the strangers who started all
the trouble to we who continue to benefit from racebased privilege. Beyond our intention, beyond our
choice, we whites find ourselves in the wrong, simply because we were born into a certain history, implicated on arrival, already five hundred pages into
the book. And also, of course, to the extent that this
is none of our doing, as innocent and blameless as
infants. It’s not fair.
To realise our own freedom, we need a way to escape this inexorable history and so, first, we have to
face it. Raised on Christian beliefs about the wages
of sin, this also scares us half to death. But there is
also a genuine desire to make things right, to live together in freedom. A variety of strategies are in play.
One is simply to declare history finished or irrelevant, a wishful thought that we could just reset to
zero and begin afresh. Another is to succumb to history in shame and white guilt, perhaps to withdraw
from the present in order to make amends for the
past, or at least to minimise the continuing privilege
of whiteness. But there is no freedom there. Plus
it’s not very useful, and it’s not what black people
are asking for. There’s also something tricky about
confession, especially confessing for what one has
not done: it can be taken as an invitation to more
violence by both the perpetrators and their victims.
Nor does it seem that we can effectively settle our
account. Reparation is beyond reckoning, although
it must somehow be made. Could we declare bankruptcy and ask for our debt to be forgiven? We are
certainly not bankrupt, and I think there is work for
us to do.
The problem with all these strategies is that we
whites still think we can choose and decide for our-

selves and by ourselves: that sense of primacy, taking charge of our destiny by the force of our will. We
think that is where our freedom resides. But it may
be precisely what keeps us trapped.
Gayatri Spivak has a suggestion: “What we are
asking is that the holders of the hegemonic discourse should de-hegemonise their position and
themselves learn how to occupy the subject position
of the other.” Does that mean just turning the tables,
so the master becomes the slave? On the contrary.
Reading Levinas, we begin to learn the possibilities
of a certain passivity, of a “relaxation of virility without cowardice”.
***
As the historically oppressed, Africans have a different challenge: to establish a place in the world on
their own terms, and to take up a position vis-à-vis
Europe. At one level, in community, to find solace
and to express the beauty of scorned cultural ways
and traditions. At another, as the injured party, to
navigate the terrain of a moral high ground, to avoid
the temptations of victimhood or vengeance. Like
Jews after the Holocaust, Africans need to resolve
their “national question” and enter into history on
their own terms.
But they bear an even greater vocation to the extent that it falls largely to them to establish the peace
in whose name we all went to war. Writing in the
Mail and Guardian on 24 September, 2009, Njabulo Ndebele remarked: “it is vital to recognise that …
South Africans may not hold the same quantum of
responsibility and accountability. If you are black at
this historic juncture, you hold the greater share …
because we told ourselves that … we had the mission
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not only to free ourselves from oppression, but also
to free the oppressor. We deeply believed this. What
… is our assessment of how we have carried out this
task and this responsibility?”
Faced with such a daunting assignment, black
Africans are also reading Levinas. In the first Wiser
Review in 2004, Achille Mbembe refers to Jewish
and black thought as “two of the most powerful traditions that have taken to its deepest philosophical
consequences our understanding of bondage, captivity, exile and death – and therefore of freedom”.
He brings Levinas and other Jewish writers together
with Fanon and other black writers in order to examine “the relationship between freedom and ethics – a freedom that is aware of itself as an ethical
practice.”
Europeans who want to escape history; Africans
who want to enter into it. As Levinas found with
Jews and Christians, our antagonistic fates may also
prove complementary. And so we are reading Levinas to see how that might work out.
Europeans who want to escape history; Africans
who want to enter into it. As Levinas found with
Jews and Christians, our antagonistic fates may
also prove complementary.
***
I am guided here by the plan Levinas sets out in the
Foreword to his Difficult Freedom: Essays on Judaism. It is perceptibly written with the same sensibility one finds in his writing on subjectivity, where
opening to the other in responsibility for the other’s
suffering produces within the subject (or produces
the subject as) an alignment of the two realms of beDIFFICULT LIBERATION

ing and ethics. What describes the I in Otherwise
than Being or Beyond Essence here also describes
Judaism.
Levinas says that the essays, compiled over the
years following the Second World War, bear witness to: “a living sense of tradition, one nourished
by stern texts that are more alive than life itself” that
require “a keen ear” and the work of “difficult exegesis”. Then, in four paragraphs, he sketches a path
of rapprochement between Jews and Christians in
Europe, after great violence:

our ideologies and our philosophies – and follow it
back to its earliest origins, to see where a movement
towards interiority and separation is redirected back
into the world and called to service by the weird
gravity of ethical alterity – and also where it hardens itself against that call or is moved to violence.
Throughout his writing we find Levinas doing this,
as a Jew, as a European, and as a philosopher. “How
good it is to be a Jew!” he exclaims in Difficult Freedom.
***

1. After the war, Jews turned inward, going back to
their roots to once again take up a position vis-àvis Christian Europe.
2. The “polemic” is “immediately” interrupted and
raised (Levinas’s readers will recognise that this
“immediate interruption” and the dimension
of height signals proximity, the Face) … by the
memory of Christian “open-heartedness” and
“fraternal acts” … in which the two “antagonistic
fates are shown to be complementary”.
3. But this neighbourly state is in turn interrupted
by, and gains meaning from, the rise of the starving masses of the Third World (the third party,
other others), which reminds Jews and Christians
of the sacred responsibility to nourish.
4. This “inversion” – within the pursuit of identity,
with no change of direction – defines Judaism …
and gives rise to Jewish ritual, and Jewish service
without thought of reward – its deep meaning
shared with Christian liturgy.

Nevertheless, it is odd to read Levinas in Africa. He
routinely dismisses as “underdeveloped” or “exotic”
any nations that are not “people of the Book” – not
monotheists descended from good Greek and Hebrew lines. For example, in this Foreword to Difficult Freedom, the “third party” Third World appears
like a deus ex machina, entering from the wings to
bond the two real protagonists: European Jews and
European Christians. Why is it that they arise as
“ravaged by hunger” rather than ravaged by centuries of European greed and inhumanity? What has
happened to justice?
Levinas has mistaken the Third World, but the
corrective is surely to carry on testing his universal
claim of ethical interrelatedness beyond Europe’s
borders. Extend Levinas beyond Levinas: why not?

If Levinas is right about social relations, we should
similarly be able to take any social aspect of our
identity – race, nationality, language, religion, class,

Levinas has mistaken the Third World, but the
corrective is surely to carry on testing his universal
claim of ethical interrelatedness beyond Europe’s
borders.
We could consider, just for example, black South
African subjects who similarly turned inward after
apartheid ended, looking to their origins in order to
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take up a position in freedom. Their work was not an
exegesis of ancient texts, but of a long-lived communal tradition that rests on a particular understanding of humanness called ubuntu. This is usually rendered in English as “I am because we are”.
Appeals to ubuntu are ubiquitous in South African life, from law courts to boardrooms to daily
newspapers. In a Heritage Day opinion piece in
the Cape Times on 28 September, 2009, Simphiwe
Sesanti wrote of the need to educate children to be
“true Africans” so that they “will know from an early
age that it is culturally offensive when one child eats
bread … without offering it to the one who is without.” How good it is to be an African!
The “we are” of ubuntu is profoundly open to
third parties, to the Face of the Other, to strangers
and the indigent. And its “I am” is also overburdened
by boundless responsibility. But it is not identical to
Levinas’s analysis of ethical subjectivity. Levinas’s
“ethics as first philosophy” and African ubuntu are
more like mirror images on a Moebius strip. Levinas deconstructs and challenges the excesses of a
European notion of individual freedom, but African
readers of Levinas have a different starting place. It
follows that the questions they bring to philosophy
– and their phenomenological analyses – are bound
to be different than his. It will be interesting to see
how they proceed.
***
If we white and black Africans are all caught up in an
intrigue of proximity and responsibility: what new
understanding do we get from reading Levinas?
First, he provides a different understanding of
the way that liberation from violent oppression must
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each other to a work through which we recognise
each other. To be disengaged from the totality
while at the same time accomplishing a work in
it is not to stand against the totality, but for it –
that is, in its service. To serve the totality is to fight
for justice. The totality is constituted by violence
and corruption. The work consists in introducing
equality into a world turned over to the interplay
and the mortal strife of freedoms.

Dance 1
Flikr: John Curley

pass through the demands of Justice. What has been
done to call apartheid to account is correct, but a
deeper signification is missing. Justice, like the subject and the Face, is a portal between the realms of
being and ethics. As subjectivity expiates for the violence of presence, Justice can expiate the violence of
history. Justice here is not a concept but a work that,
as Levinas suggests in the essay “The I and the Totality”, “consists of introducing equality into a world
turned over to the interplay and the mortal strife of
freedoms.”
That phrase is found at the end of a typically
dense paragraph that could itself provide a schema
of sorts for our difficult liberation; that is, for both
disengaging from history and entering into it, for
justice:
We are we because, commanding from identity to
identity, we are disengaged from the totality and
from history. But we are we in that we command

The totality here could be anything we identify ourselves with, such as ethnicity, religion, nationality:
all the structures of interest which are constituted
in violence, but which are nevertheless necessary for
the material work of justice.
Second, reading Levinas also might show us a
way out of the quagmire of identity politics that liberal multiculturalism – which remains suspicious of
difference – cannot. How do you resist racism (or encompass diversity), without perpetuating the myths
of race? In the private sphere, how can one acknowledge and observe a communal identity without it
congealing into essentialism or fundamentalism? In
the public sphere, how do you create a non-racial society that attends to the claims of people oppressed
as black? How, for instance, can you track the progress of black university students or other affirmative
action programmes without keeping files based on
racial categorisation? South African policy makers
and intellectuals struggle with this.
reading Levinas also might show us a way out of the
quagmire of identity politics
These are questions that reading Levinas allows us
to approach differently. First of all, is ethical responsibility a function of identity? If so, my allegiance is
to my own kind in the great chain of being and difThe Salon: Volume Three

ference, my “us” posed against some other “them”.
Then the natural justice of self-preservation would
extend to cover what is mine, what I cherish, what I
choose, what depends upon me and falls within my
mastery.
Or is identity already a function of responsibility
for the truly other, even the truly other in the face of
the ones nearest to me?
The African National Congress has historically
defined the aim of the South African “national democratic revolution” as the liberation of “black people
in general, and Africans in particular”. In this formula, “national” roughly refers to indigenous (African) rule and the end of colonialism; “democratic”
means universal suffrage and the end of authoritarian minority rule; “revolution” signals a decisive
break with those political economies; “black people”
includes all those who were targeted by apartheid
law – coloured, Indian or African; while “Africans”
means exclusively the latter, formerly categorised as
“native” or “Bantu”, those who form the majority of
the population and who, as a group, faced the greatest oppression under apartheid. With this characterisation, the ANC was able to bring together a
famously broad church of nationalists, communists,
trade unions and civic organisations.
Throughout the years of struggle, its political reports spoke in dialectical Marxist terms of “contradictions” and “motive forces”, with strategic analyses
that viewed the political arena as inhabited by various national groups and social classes acting more
or less rationally in pursuit of their own interests.
Political activity was understood as the advancement-of-being of this group and that group, and the
dynamic antagonisms and alliances that arise from
this. Undeniably, this is a valid, useful and necesDIFFICULT LIBERATION

sary perspective. But it doesn’t get to the heart of the
matter.
If the struggle against oppression reduced simply to self-interest, there would have been no place
for a white revolutionary like Bram Fischer. Levinas
opens up an earlier meaning, beyond essence and
interest, revealing ethics as the hidden source of political activity. “With the arrival of the other man,”
he writes, “there is something more important than
my life. That is the life of the other.”
Levinas opens up an earlier meaning, beyond
essence and interest, revealing ethics as the hidden
source of political activity.
To transpose Difficult Freedom from Nazi Europe
to apartheid South Africa: “the experience of [apartheid] brought many [blacks] into fraternal contact
with [whites] who opened their hearts to them –
which is to say, risked everything for their sake.”
In their different ways, whether as traitors or heroes to their blood- or class-identified communities,
black and white anti-apartheid activists were also
always “for the Other”, comrades in the service of
a common humanity that doesn’t depend on commonality.
***
The scene that has obsessed us since 1994 has been
cast in black and white, probably necessarily so. But
that polemic is also immediately interrupted and
raised when we come face to face with the other others, those before whom we – both white and black
– find ourselves responsible. Those who have been
excluded by the narrowing of the frame of justice:
Indian South Africans and those from the array of

communities bundled together under the label “coloured”. Those who, it is said, were not white enough
then and are not black enough now. Beyond them,
all the stranger neighbours, refugees and foreigners,
the marginalised and vulnerable, the ancestors and
the new generations. It gets complicated. But this
very complexity reveals that the “antagonistic destinies” of Europe and Africa are perhaps complementary after all. We who have been so immersed with
each other are brought up short by these third parties, called to re-examine our political programmes
and our claims of entitlement, called to the work of
justice, to understand what we know and to draw
conclusions, commanding each other to this work in
which we recognise each other.
this very complexity reveals that the “antagonistic
destinies” of Europe and Africa are perhaps
complementary after all
Levinas writes: “For the little humanity that adorns
the earth, a relaxation of essence … is needed.” This
call to responsibility, which comes from elsewhere
yet does not alienate, disengages the self from an
imperious or desperate identification with the Same,
with the commonality of a community – but without rejecting or disdaining it either. There is nothing
fundamentally wrong with where we come from, and
no need to beg to be otherwise. Indeed, our communities supply the resources that allow us to be present and useful for each other. Remember Levinas’s
claim: every social relation leads, like a shunt, back
to a singular responsibility for peace, “for the near
and the far-off”. This is as true for us “Europeans”
as anyone.
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A commitment to justice entails understanding
history. A commitment to peace entails transcending it. What could it be, Mbembe’s “freedom that is
aware of itself as an ethical practice?” The freedom
of Africans who would enter history as the liberators
of their oppressors? Of Europeans who would allow
themselves to be liberated by Africa? These questions lead us to interrogate our economic, political
and social relations and conditions. But even earlier,
to try to grasp the deep significance of what it is to
be human. An ethical practice: my responsibility for
the freedom of the other, my freedom that does not
begin from me.

This essay was first presented at “Lectures de Difficile Liberté / Readings of Difficult Freedom”, SIREL/NALS. Toulouse, France, 4–9 July, 2010.
Helen Douglas runs a philosophical counseling
practice in Cape Town: www.philosophy-practice.
co.za. She has just published: Love and Arms: Violence and Justification after Levinas. Pittsburgh:
Trivium Publications.

A commitment to justice entails understanding
history. A commitment to peace entails
transcending it.
As Levinas writes in “A Religion for Adults”:
This freedom is not in the least bit pathological, or
strained or heartrending. It relegates the values to
do with roots and institutes other forms of fidelity
and responsibility. Man, after all, is not a tree, and
humanity is not a forest. It promotes more human
forms, for they presuppose a conscious commitment; freer forms, for they allow us to glimpse a
human society and horizons vaster that those of
the village where we were born.
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Postcolonial Technopolitics:
Reflections on the Indian experience
Kavita Philip

(Director, Critical Theory Institute, University
of California Irvine)
When, how, why, and in whose interests did
western representations of the Third World,
and particularly India, morph into postmodern
technoscience? Taking on Lyotard, subaltern
studies, and champions of the brand-saturated
techno-capitalism of post-liberalization India,
Kavita Philip embarks on a project to read
technoscience as text, political practice and
geopolitical strategy, rather than simplistically as
technocratic code.
(I) Stinking hot: In which we explore western representations of the technoscientific
and of the Third World
The images to the right are both visions of the 21st
century. Each was produced in an encounter between a Western traveler and a post-colonial technoscientific landscape. The first is from a book by Paul
Ehrlich in 1968, the second from Thomas Friedman
in 2005. Both invoke the 21st century as a limit. The
first, imagining it as an apocalyptic limit, marked
by a panicked double interrogative (“CARRYING
CAPACITY REACHED??”), predicts that the earth’s
carrying capacity will be reached by 2002 (an anxious reference to Malthusian theories of population
and resource scarcity). The second represents ships
falling off the edge of a flat earth (a tongue-in-cheek
allusion to the pre-Ptolemaic belief in a flat earth),
POSTCOLONIAL TECHNOPOLITICS

and imagines, analogously, nineteenth-century beliefs in distance and culture as naïve illusions that
have been rendered obsolete by network technologies. This spanning of the globe is a new technoscientific truth – one that can be leveraged by savvy
business strategists.
Paul Ehrlich and Thomas Friedman are American academics, liberal social scientists who made
casual visits to India. (I say “casual” in the sense
that these were not research trips shaped by long
scholarly study, or historical and linguistic training).
They each open their best-selling, world-shaping
books with their personal, touristic, experience of
India. Why are these touristic images so compelling
to their readership, and what changed between 1968
25

and 2006, to make the respective books, and their
“Indian” framings, so divergent?
Consider these passages, from page 1 of each
book:
Paul Ehrlich, The Population Bomb (1968):
I have understood the population explosion intellectually for a long time. I came to understand it
emotionally one stinking hot night in Delhi a few
years ago. My wife and daughter and I were returning to our hotel in an ancient taxi. The seats were
hopping with fleas. The only functional gear was
third. As we crawled through the city, we entered a
crowded slum area. The temperature was well over
100, and the air was a haze of dust and smoke. The
streets seemed alive with people. People eating,
people washing, people sleeping. People visiting,
arguing, and screaming. People thrusting their
hands through the taxi window, begging. People
defecating and urinating. People clinging to buses.
People herding animals. People, people, people,
people …. All three of us were, frankly, frightened
… [but] the problems of Delhi and Calcutta are our
problems too …. We must all learn to identify with
the plight of our less fortunate fellows on spaceship Earth if we are to help both them and ourselves to survive.

Thomas Friedman, The World is Flat (2005):
“Aim at either Microsoft or IBM.” I was standing
on the first tee at the KGA Golf Club in downtown
Bangalore, in southern India, when my playing
partner pointed at two shiny glass-and-steel buildings off in the distance, just behind the first green.
The Goldman Sachs building wasn’t done yet ….
HP and Texas Instruments had their offices on the
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back nine, along the tenth hole …. The tee markers
were from Epson, the printer company, and one of
our caddies was wearing a hat from 3M. Outside,
some of the traffic signs were also sponsored by
Texas Instruments, and the Pizza Hut billboard on
the way over showed a steaming pizza, under the
headline “Gigabites of Taste!”
…. Columbus was searching for hardware – precious metals, silk, and spices – the sources of
wealth in his day. I was searching for software,
brainpower, complex algorithms, knowledge
workers, call centers, transmission protocols,
break-throughs in optical engineering – the sources of wealth in our day.

Much of late 20th century global political economy
pivots, unnoticed, on histories of science and technology. If we look back at de-colonization and postcolonial development through the lens of histories
of technoscience, some aspects come into clearer
focus.
Much of late 20th century global political economy
pivots, unnoticed, on histories of science and
technology.
The West’s scientific concern with India in the 1970s
was fixated on an apparently out-of-control Third
World population. But the scholarship grabbing the
headlines wasn’t Amartya Sen’s careful work on the
relationship of female literacy to national fertility
rates – despite the fact that the “Kerala model” was
already being widely cited even in neoclassical economics. (This was a rich scholarly conversation coeval with Ehrlich’s population work, and strongly influenced by traditions of Fabian socialism, feminist
economics, and the geopolitics of non-alignment.) It

was Ehrlich’s alarmist call to population control that
articulated the scholarly rationale for population
anxieties. Ehrlich’s book resonated not just with any
social scientists, but with a strategically important
State security apparatus and its enabling scholarly
apparatus.
At mid century, with the wave of de-colonizations and the accompanying complexes of nationalist, anti-capitalist and non-alignment movements in
ex-colonial nations, a growing US fear of the Third
World expressed itself in a technoscientific anxiety
over population growth. Sheer numbers of people
(“people, people, people, people”) were seen as a
reason for “why they hate us” – this seemed clearer
than the explanations offered by the complex histories of settlement, control, exploitation and resistance with whose legacies post-colonial societies
were wrestling.
At mid century … a growing US fear of the Third
World expressed itself in a technoscientific anxiety
over population growth.
First-Third world geopolitics in the 1970s drew on
assumptions from the science of population, on
the calculus of demographics and an equilibriumequation of danger and fear (“we were all three
frightened”, Ehrlich says, invoking the spectre of
1857, white women and children threatened by the
proximity of native bodies), leavened by pity for the
“plight of the less fortunate” (this liberal framing
effectively serving as a public relations exercise to
elicit support for aid programs that required population control for the transfer of development dollars).
The 1990s bring an apparent reversal. The reversal, too, is undergirded by a technoscientific ratioThe Salon: Volume Three

nale. If the complex cultural and political challenges
of first-third world decolonization and post-colonial
relations were short-circuited in the 1970s by the
science of population (promising a technocratic cut
through the social messiness, delivering an equation
among the variables fertility, GDP, carrying capacity, linking human bodies and agrarian productivity),
the complexities of the 1990s are rendered again in
technocratic form, but this time via the measures of
computational networked communication.

Many histories of institutional and academic development have linked mid-century population
studies to State Department mandates, as well as
funding from well-connected non-profits (such as
the Rockefeller Foundation, Population Council,
business networks, and State imperatives combined efforts to develop departments of demography, population). Few histories of the contemporary moment have linked State department
imperatives to the study of networks, but similar
connections can be seen in the work of John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt (http://www.rand.org/
pubs/monograph_reports/MR1382/), as well as
in the blogs of netwar observers like John Robb
(see:http://globalguerrillas.typepad.com/globalguerrillas/ and John Robb’s book, Brave New
War: The Next Stage of Terrorism and the End of
Globalization).
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In the 1990s, we note how brand-names undergird, and punctuate, the euphoria in Friedman’s
happy narrative, while Ehlich’s fear-filled 1968 narratives drew literally on colonial tropes of heat and
dust.

We see here a transition from colonial modernity, but to what? The image of the ideal Indian seems
to shift from the liberal population manager to the
neo-liberalized individual, producing and consuming under the sign of the commodity. The Third
World comes of age, then, as it becomes an equal
citizen in the age of globalization, earning subjectivity under the sign of the brand. Nevertheless, commodification is not the whole story here.

The Third World … becomes an equal citizen in the
age of globalization, earning subjectivity under the
sign of the brand.
The expansion of the capacities of the autonomous
self acting subject of modernity is accompanied by
the discarding of those without subjectivity. Under
modernity, these were the “people without history;”
in the tele-connected post-modern, they appear, in
Lyotard’s narrative, to remain superfluous and expendable. While excess and superfluity are indeed
population metaphors that bleed over from the modern to post-modern, and colonial to post-colonial
contexts, their scope and significance have shifted.
I invoke Lyotard here to show the centrality of
this concept to even metropolitan imaginations of
the postmodern condition. This issue has, of course,
been taken up in much greater philosophical detail
by Achille Mbembe (2001, 2003), and extended into
a set of questions that have since defined the cutting
edge of postcolonial theory. Those discussions, although not explicit here, define the stakes of the task
at hand, that is, rethinking the technological and the
post-colonial together. In the contradictory space
of post-liberalization India, it is popularly believed
that this “third-world” State has “grown out of” the
need to directly exercise its sovereign powers of life
and death. But we only need to follow social movements and activist writing (such as work by Arundathi Roy) to see that sovereign destructive violence
is displaced and translated, but in no way a relic of
the past.
Today we pay attention to the ways in which new
geographies of unevenness and under-development
characterize tele-connected global spaces. Numerous scholars of urban development after modernity
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showed how the equation between countryside and
cities, and between first and third world, have been
transformed since the late 1970s. Postmodern political economies draw on remotely tele-connected
urban centers in a transnational daisy-chain, rather
than each drawing primarily on its rural hinterland.
Thus the economies of Shanghai, Tokyo, New York,
Los Angeles, Amsterdam, Cairo, Mumbai, for example, would be connected to each other, minute
to minute, night and day, rather than their primary
connections being to their own rural hinterlands, as
in the picture formerly drawn by Raymond Williams
in The Country and the City. This shift has been
widely noted, at times even over-drawn, by a range
of commentators ranging from geographers like
Edward Soja to sociologists like Saskia Sassen. Critics have suggested that early postmodern analyses
overstated the new configuration and underestimated the staying power of the old. Neither metaphors of smooth continuity nor abrupt rupture quite
capture the shift; but it is clear the sedimentations
of the modern rural-urban articulation continue
to haunt the postmodern dream of remote action
at a distance. What the new 24-7 chains of “global
cities” made clear was that we needed a more multivalenced way to talk about the functions of the Third
World in an emerging globality. No longer could the
entire population of the Third World be considered
superfluous and disposable; suddenly the smooth
surface of the construct of “Third World” (invoked
by progressive and conservative commentators
alike, a massive formation with a history of colonization that loomed over its future with a determining
force) showed striations, variations, unevenness,
and ambivalent depths. Not all of it struggled to
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escape from domination; indeed many of its inhabitants seemed eagerly to embrace the new globalism.
we needed a more multi-valenced way to talk about
the functions of the Third World in an emerging
globality. No longer could the entire population
of the Third World be considered superfluous and
disposable
What of Lyotard’s genuine anguish, then, of the dividing of Humanity into two parts? “One faces the
challenge of complexity, the other that ancient and
terrible challenge of its own survival,” contends
Lyotard, drawing a picture in which the destiny of
ever-increasing complexity pulls away from the drag
of history; future and past are pitted against each
other, divided up along first and third world axes.
First world subjects become more complex in their
entanglement with the new metaphysics of the network, while third world subjects have no time to
raise their heads from the struggle to survive.
While we acknowledge the persistence of inequality, we must contest the implicit legacy of such
simple first-third world distinctions. It remains the
task of scholars to contest the separation of humanity into these two parts, not by claiming uniformity
but by accounting for the multiple striations among
and within every putative “part” of humanity.
When it comes to India, popular journalistic wisdom suggests that technology allowed the nation to
leave underdevelopment behind it, with 1991 (liberalization) marking the watershed. In this narrative
it appears that, sometime between Ehrlich’s 1968
description and Friedman’s 2006 euphoria, India
left the ranks of the Third World. Thanks to its new
brand image, it is no longer a superfluous / dispos-

able population. Indeed many nationalist economists and demographers gain a lot of mileage with
this thesis, arguing that the population control experts of the 1970s have been proven wrong; that it is
India’s huge population that has made it the destination of choice for remote services, such as data entry,
call centers, and the massive business process outsourcing that propelled the late 20th-century technological boom. Boosterist, forward-looking entrepreneurial Indians would add to this argument with the
observation that sub-continental nationalists and
socialists have harped too long on the legacies of
colonialism. If not for the English-language literacy
and the science-based curricula that the British Empire left behind along with railways and roads, they
suggest, India would never have had either the linguistic competencies for call centers, or the potential
for growth that engineering and computer science
education hold out for the 21st century.
However, although the 1st/2nd/3rd world conceptualizations have splintered, there remains an
intransigent residue – India’s colonial legacy has not
completely transformed itself into the comparative
advantage of linguistic competence plus low wages
and a 12-hour temporal head start.
India’s colonial legacy has not completely
transformed itself into the comparative advantage
of linguistic competence plus low wages and a 12hour temporal head start.
The second phenomenon people usually turn to, in
explaining the transmutation of base populations
into IT gold, is urbanization. There has been an explosion of erudite work on this phenomenon, but
the lines are drawn in broadly political fashion, once
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again. Consider, for example Mike Davis and the Financial Times, on opposite sides of this: in his book
Planet of Slums Mike Davis calls urbanization of the
globe unsustainable. Much of the urban world,” Davis warns, “is rushing backwards to the age of Dickens.” In an article on the 19th of February, 2009, The
Financial Times calls for more urbanization:
Do too many Indians live in cities? No,
too few do. Nearly 60 per cent of India’s labour
force works in agriculture, producing just 17 per
cent of national output. Even by 2030, according
to the poverty report, only 41 per cent of the population will be urban. That compares with China,
where 47 per cent of people are already city-dwellers, and rich nations where 80 per cent or above
is normal. India’s slums give the impression that
urbanisation has reached saturation point. But
no nation has achieved prosperity without a shift
from farming to manufacturing. India’s problem is
lack of urban infrastructure and job opportunities,
not city life. (D. Pilling, “Can Slumdogs Become
Millionaires”.)

The Financial Times deploys the narrative of technological progress. This kind of progress invokes
new kinds of humans – this story is not about savages, but about a human commensurate with the
technological object that has been conjured by the
1990s.
So, there may still be a divide – but it is not exactly
the one Lyotard invokes between 3rd world survival
and 1st world complexity. Nor the one between domestic and public, women and men, colonized and
colonizer that we are familiar with from subaltern
studies. (I am thinking here of Spivak in Grey Room,
and work by Partha Chatterjee, Dipesh Chakravarty
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and Tanika Sarkar, in Subaltern Studies, on 19th century domesticity). But, I suggest, we are seeing a new
rhetorical split: between the fetishized constructions
of a new kind of technohuman, transcending the organic, and the displacement of an older construction, of pre-technological subjects without history,
mired in the muck.
Thomas Friedman’s new golf-playing third world
human is different, he might argue, because computational technology has shaped him anew. We
are by now used to seeing identity and subjectivity
as shaped by the social and historical, even by the
technological. Nationalist and corporate developers,
too, echo this notion when they advocate technocapitalism as the route to modernity, with computational efficacy always available for deployment as
a hard-edged weapon with which to turn back two
centuries of constructions of the abject and effeminate. The post-colonial human, no longer savage,
seems to have used the magic wand of technology
to dissolve the binaries of master and slave. Some
post-colonials have qualified for entry into history,
as modern subjects. It is technological efficacy that
shifts the swarming sub-human mass of Ehrlich’s
Delhi experience into the suave, brand-saturated individuals of Friedman’s Bangalore.
In this frame, in which identity is shaped by technology, the self can be seen as a social technology –
thus we can extend the traditional domains of social
science and the humanities to new domains.
It is technological efficacy that shifts the swarming
sub-human mass of Ehrlich’s Delhi experience
into the suave, brand-saturated individuals of
Friedman’s Bangalore.

Analogously, we once thought sex and gender were
separated as biology and culture, one determined
and the other constructed, the former fact and the
latter a fiction. Now we habitually explore how both
are performed. Similarly technology and subjectivity now are released from the binary of fact versus fiction. But although it is now common to explore the
endlessly interesting ways in which the self is a social technology, and subjectivity depends on a technological armature, it is worth reminding ourselves
that technology cannot be called upon as an abstract
philosophical, transcendental, or even juridical explanation for a particular form of selfhood. Technology itself has no inherent shape or transcendental
function. Technology cannot be a given, but is in any
historical period a consolidation, a sedimentation, a
conjuration of particular ideas and things. These assemblages “develo[p] entirely within the historical
dimension” – as Foucault noted, in an essay titled
“Society Must be Defended” in the volume Essential
Works: Ethics. Technology emerges out of forces of
contestation and antagonism (what Foucault characterized as “war,” moving war from an occasional
outbreak of formal conflicts into the everyday hostilities and collaborations through which subjects and
knowledge emerge). Technology is not the agent of
transparent communication, the mechanism of pure
instrumentality, nor even the apparatus of order and
rationality.
We must read technology and science as text, and
as historical practice, but not just instrumentally or
even ideologically. Here’s Foucault, discussing his
method, in Society Must Be Defended:
In summary, as against the philosophico-juridical
discourse organized in terms of the problem of
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sovereignty and law, this discourse which deciphers the continued existence of war in society is
essentially a historico-political discourse, a discourse in which truth functions as a weapon for a
partisan victory, a discourse at once darkly critical
and intensely mythical.

In other words, although ideology critique is useful, the realm of the philosophico-juridical does not
do all the work we need in the transnational study
of technoscience. Rather, we must read technoscience’s contingent, temporary formations via its geopolitical contingencies and its temporal disjunctures
– its histories, politics, and perpetual hauntings.
In the early twenty-first century, India is often
invoked as an exemplary post-colonial technoscientific space. India’s economic liberalization (dating from the early 1990s), its entry into the World
Trade Organization’s IPR regime, and its post-9/11,
post-tsunami role in global security discourse, have
formed an enabling frame for the emergence of particular forms of proprietary techno-scientific knowledge. New forms of citizenship, subjectivity, and
knowledge-based development proper to the twenty-first century post-colonial state are emerging.
What modes of knowing, and what kinds of citizensubjects, are proper to this historical moment?
Terms such as development and the “digital divide” have filled the space of these questions, becoming shorthand for what is seen as a regrettable,
but redressable, unevenness in the distribution of
the new global forms of wealth: high-speed connectivity and rapid flows of information and capital. I
suggest that we push harder on the assertion of a
putative incommensurability between the “hightech” and the “primitive.” Rather than being radi30

cally disjunct, these concepts are mutually constitutive. In order to explore the nature of this mutual
constitution, and to understand the ways in which
it is continuous with the legacies of colonialism but,
at the same time, reinvents itself in novel ways, we
must do more than catalogue the modern inequities
that continue to characterize postcolonial technosciences.
The proprietary logics of technology and personhood are more complicated than either policy makers or anti-commodification activists have allowed.
Many critics of commodification see (a) technology
as a static tool that can be used for or against marginal populations, or (b) particular patent claims as
violating the spirit of nature, community and/or tradition, or (c) neo-liberal legislation on personhood
and property as directly continuing an Enlightenment project that selectively disenfranchised colonized and enslaved populations. However, we are
living through a period characterized both by continuities with and radical dissimilarities from Enlightenment and colonial logics of property. The application of a “rule of property” to India is not new;
indeed, the exploration of links among personhood,
property, trade, and the state in the eighteenth century formed the basis for a historiographic revolution in the wake of Ranajit Guha’s 1982 book A Rule
of Property for Bengal.
The proprietary logics of technology and
personhood are more complicated than either
policy makers or anti-commodification activists
have allowed.
If the dominant and resistant discourses of property appear to be experiencing a renaissance, is

this because the liberal paradigm has triumphed,
or because its futures are uncertain? After a halfcentury of commitment to a Fabian socialist state
committed to poverty-alleviation and income redistribution, India entered a new period (part of a
broader historical transformation of welfare states
into trade states) with the liberalizing reforms of
the early 1990s, consolidated in 2005 with the entry
into force of the new patent regime. The new citizen emerges through the construction of new shared
meanings of scientific truth, technological progress,
and propriety.
II Why Postcolonial?
Embedded within most conversations about postcolonialism is inevitably a recognition of the theoretical “crisis” of postmodernism, involving the crisis of representation, adequacy, and truth. We don’t
have the time for a history of the term, but we could
recall some milestones in our thinking about it. In
critical theoretical discourse, the terms postmodern
and postcolonial emerged approximately co-evally,
and intertwined in contradictory ways. For example,
the space of the Third World was invoked several
times in Lyotard’s Postmodern Condition, as well as
in his other works. Consider this assertion from his
1980s’ essay The Inhuman:
Public space today is transformed into a market of
cultural commodities, in which ‘the new’ has become an additional source of surplus-value.
When the point is to extend the capacities of the
monad, it seems reasonable to abandon, or even
actively to destroy, those parts of the human race
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which appear superfluous, useless for that goal.
For example, the populations of the Third World.

Lyotard reflected, in his 1985 essay, Notes on the
meaning of Post:
We could say that there exists a sort of destiny, or
involuntary destination toward a condition that
is increasingly complex. The needs for security,
identity, and happiness springing from our immediate condition as living beings, ,as social beings,
now seem irrelevant next to this sort of constraint
to complexify, mediatize, quantify, synthesize, and
modify …. Humanity is divided into two parts. One
faces the challenge of complexity, the other that
ancient and terrible challenge of its own survival.

In addition to a new attention to science’s internal
discursive revolutions, the yoking of philosophical concerns to the material, economic effects of
multinational capital was a significant thread that
Lyotard’s Report added to critical theoretical discussions of post-modernism. Many subsequent
commentators took up the related themes of justice
and foundationalism. Mark Poster noted, in his 1995
book The Second Media Age:
As the second media age unfolds and permeates
everyday practices, one political issue will be the
construction of new combinations of technology
with multiple genders and ethnicities. These technocultures will hopefully be no return to an origin,
no new foundationalism or essentialism, but a …
struggle against restrictions of systematic inequalities, hierarchies and asymmetries.
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The sharing of the “post” prefix between postmodern and postcolonial, might symptomatically indicate the historical shifts in political power that decolonization entailed, and which had far-reaching
epistemological implications.
In his 1991 article, “Is the Post- in Postmodernism the
Post- in Postcolonial?” Anthony Appiah cautioned
that “Postcoloniality is the condition of what we
might ungenerously call a comprador intelligentsia.”
Appiah’s and other voices brought a modification of
the notion that post-colonialism dealt simply with
the historical era after the world was done with
colonialism. Instead of the simple post- or after, he
argued, we need to have conversations that began
from different locations, formulating a critique that
includes in its scope post-realism, post-nativism,
post-communitarianism, and post-modernism.
He suggested that the view from “here” and from
“there” were different; and that they offered different
implications for the role of postmodernism, and the
meaning of the “post” in both postmodernism and
postcolonialism. For Appiah: “The role that Africa,
like the rest of the Third World, plays for EuroAmerican postmodernism … must be distinguished
from the role postmodernism might play in the
Third World”.
Appiah’s critiques grew out of his readings of
postmodern African literature. Analogously, the
question I have asked, about when and where the
move to postmodern technoscience occurs in the
representations of the Third World, must emerge
out of our readings of technoscience (in which we
read technoscience as text, as political practice, as
geopolitical strategy – not as technocratic code). It is
in this inquiry that Ehrlich’s and Friedman’s iconic
20th century representations of the technoscientific
and of the Third World come into focus – but only
as a starting point. We have much work to do if we

would like the texts and practices of technoscience
to speak to us with as much richness as the traditional objects of critical theory have until now.
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The Uses of ‘Ex-centricity’: Cool
Reflections from Hot Places

of anxieties about borders and strangers that grow
in proportion to global integration. Sci-fi and action movie nerds have delighted in the film’s many
references to classics of the genre – from Alien and
Blade Runner to RoboCop and Terminator 2. More
serious minds, on the other hand, might accuse me
of invoking something too trivial, too ephemeral for
serious intellectual consideration. But I would argue
that the film exemplifies an enduring feature of “enlightenment” in its broadest sense: the importance
of estrangement from received wisdom and reigning
pieties in the way we interrogate the human condition. Estrangement is a necessary component of the
production of new, questioning insight into the familiar and the taken-for-granted. It is the cornerstone of critical thinking of all kinds.

Jean Comaroff

(Department of Anthropology, University of
Chicago; Chicago Center for Contemporary
Theory)
Inspired by District 9, a sci-fi movie set in South
Africa, Jean Comaroff argues for the analytical
power of estrangement and defamiliarisation, and
the importance of ex-centric perspectives in any
quest for critical self-understanding.
In the summer of 2009, movie-goers across the
world were captivated by a surprising blockbuster, a
relatively low-budget film from the Global South. As
a bemused Mike Ryan wrote in Starpulse Entertainment News, District 9, which on the face of it was
just another tired “Man Versus Scary Alien” story,
had no business being a great picture, let alone an
allegory of our time. This hot item arrived like a blast
from somewhere else, from a peripheral place we
seldom associate with the cultural cutting-edge. A
giant space ship appears over Johannesburg, South
Africa. Its sizeable, starving population is brought
down to earth with the help of humanitarian sympathizers from across the globe. But the do-gooders
lose interest, leaving the impoverished aliens to
fend for themselves in an urban slum, exploited by
organized crime and threatened by the xenophobia
of their human neighbors, who refer to the crustacean-like strangers as “prawns.” The drama begins
when the state hires a private military corporation
to relocate the aliens to a refugee camp beyond the
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Estrangement is a necessary component of the
production of new, questioning insight into the
familiar and the taken-for-granted.

Poster for the film District 9

city. Each is served with an eviction notice that seeks
signed consent to his or her own dispossession.
Hailed by Lisa Schwartzbaum in Entertainment
Weekly as “madly original, cheekily political, and altogether exciting”, the film has garnered great praise
for making a high-tech thriller speak poignantly of
some of the paradoxes of our late modern world,
a world of porous frontiers and abject refugees, of
expansive but inconstant humanitarian sympathy;

There have been many champions of alienation as
a route to enlightenment. The Russian Formalists
referred to it as “defamiliarization”; the dramatist,
Bertold Brecht, Frederick Jameson reminds us,
called it the “estrangement effect”. As an orientation, it draws on a productive paradox at the heart of
the concept of alienation itself: a simultaneous quality of dislocation and demystification, the kind of
unsettling discrepancy that W.E.B. Du Bois dubbed
“double consciousness,” and that Edward Said saw
as the positive effect of exile. It is this same illuminating displacement that anthropologists pursue in
making sense of the meaning of social and cultural
phenomena across the lines of radical difference in
space and time.
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The unsettling impact of District 9, then, stems
from the fact that it estranges us in a double sense,
offering “other worldly” insight of two distinct, but
not unrelated kinds. The first is the critical dislocation of the extraterrestrial. The second the instructive disorientation that comes of looking at our own
world from what, following Homi Bhabha, I would
term an ex-centric location, a place beyond the traditional heartland of Euro-America.
the instructive disorientation that comes of looking
at our own world from … an ex-centric location,
a place beyond the traditional heartland of EuroAmerica
In its twin ex-centricities, District 9 invites comparison with that classic work of alien fiction-as-critique,
H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds (1898), about a Martian invasion of imperial London. In 1953, a movie
version would relocate it to Los Angeles, center of a
new kind of empire, that of global image production.
Well’s original aliens prefigured the hapless postcolonial “prawns” in several ways: they, too, had what
Wells described as “Gorgon groups of tentacles,”
with which they gesticulated as they grunted in communication. But Wells was also writing in the shadow of Darwin. His aliens were less abject refugees
than superior beings from what he termed a “cooler
world.” Possessed of highly evolved brains and bodies they viewed humans as an inferior, expendable
species. Wells meant his tale not merely as a jolt to
what Peter Fitting terms the “complacency of his
contemporaries,” but also as a commentary on the
nature of colonial conquest. In it’s opening pages,
he notes that the Martian disdain for lowlier, more
earth-bound forms of life could be likened to the
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Alien tripod illustration by Alvim Corréa, from the 1906 French
edition of H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds.
Public Domain

wars of extermination waged by European invaders
on peoples whom they judged racially inferior: the
aboriginals of Tasmania, for example. This critique,
clothed in extraterrestrial allegory, was one of the
earliest, most unflinching denunciations of the violence of British imperialism. Sci-fi at its best, says
Darko Suvin, veteran scholar of the genre, is about
seeing what is hidden “yet [is] advancing upon us.”
War of the Worlds was clairvoyant in another
way relevant to my theme here. It was also a story of
“first contact,” of a consequential first meeting be-

tween humans and aliens. At the time of its writing,
it invoked European voyages of discovery, and expanding colonial frontiers in Africa and India, where
encounters with “others” provided the foil against
which a distinctive sense of “Western” civilization
took shape. This was also the era in which anthropology, the science of human being in the world, was
first gaining recognition. In its founding years, the
discipline focused chiefly on the comparative study
of other, often radically different cultures, those at
the margins of the great European empires. It set
out to catalogue the broad range of human social and
physical variation, with the aim, as Clifford Geertz
would put it in The Interpretation of Cultures, of
enlarging “the universe of human discourse.” But its
ex-centric method ensured it another, more subversive role: that of nudging the metropole into critical forms of self-discovery. By throwing a skeptical,
relativizing light on the axiomatic truths and established institutions of the European heartland, it cast
a shadow of doubt upon them, making clear that
they were, in fact, particular to their time and place:
that they were not the indisputable end-point of all
social evolution, of the search for universal truth.
In the manner of H.G. Wells, anthropologists gave
graphic account of different ways of organizing human society or defining the value and the purposes
of life. They challenged us to reflect – as alien visitors might – on our priorities, principles, and precepts, on the organization of our economic and educational systems, on our family lives, our modes of
government and our health care.
Like District 9 and War of the Worlds, in short,
the ex-centric perspective of anthropology has long
prompted us to see ourselves in defamiliarized light.
A famous example speaks of another kind of alien
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in Africa, immortalized in the volume, Witchcraft,
Oracles and Magic among the Azande, published
by Edward Evans-Pritchard in 1937. This work explores the Zande faith in witches, raising questions
about the ways in which unquestioned truths – paradigms, if you will – are maintained by communities of believers against the onslaught of doubt and
disproof. Witchcraft provides an explanation for
why it is that “bad things happen to good people.” It
attributes misfortune, be it illness or loss of wealth,
to the ill-will or jealousy of others. Evans-Pritchard
was concerned to explain how ideas so obviously fallacious to the European mind might retain plausibility among an otherwise canny and skeptical African
people. The Azande, he insisted, reasoned from evidence in a fully empirical manner. But they did so
in such a way as to protect their core assumptions
from being refuted – this by a process of “secondary
elaboration” that discounted evidence which undermined their entrenched assumptions.
the ex-centric perspective of anthropology has long
prompted us to see ourselves in defamiliarized light
Evans-Pritchard’s account of the triumph of African witches over disbelief was to have a signal
impact on the manner in which philosophers came
to think about Western thought itself. One, the
Hungarian-British Michael Polanyi – note how
many boundary-crossing scholars have themselves
been aliens – found the account of Zande reasoning
highly suggestive. He saw in it a model for the way
in which “tacit awareness,” the kind of knowledge
that Pierre Bourdieu suggests “goes without saying
because it comes without saying,” is perpetuated
in spite of counter-experience and disproof. His
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Book cover by Troy Thayne for War of the Worlds by H.G. Wells.
Public Domain.

work anticipated Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, often named one of the most
influential books of the late Twentieth Century.
Kuhn famously posited that, in the everyday practice of “normal science,” researchers tend to protect
theoretical paradigms in which they have vested
their faith by discounting as “mistakes” those data
that seem to refute their hypothesis. They engage,
in other words, in precisely the same forms of secondary elaboration as do the Zande in justifying the
existence of witches.
If the Zande occult unsettled home-truths about
the workings of empirical reason, the extra-terrestrials in District 9 breach boundaries of a different
sort. They raise questions about why it is that borders and aliens have become such an overriding pre-

occupation – not merely in ex-centric places, but everywhere nowadays. The United States, for instance,
is famously a nation built by naturalizing strangers.
Yet strangers have become an unnatural source of
anxiety for Americans. The movie urges us to ask
why, in an era that has seen the ever more global
flow of goods, images, currency, and knowledge, the
migration of human beings should be a matter of
hyper-ambivalence; why international frontiers are
such sensitive sites of dis-ease about security; why
they should be the object of contradictory efforts to
ensure their openness, thus to facilitate the free passage of capital and commodities, and their closure,
to protect national polities from the loss of scarce
jobs and the unrestricted inflow of undesirable people; why, also, the meaning of identity, belonging,
and citizenship should pose such urgent challenges
in everyday life and in scholarship; why global efforts
to protect the rights of refugees and asylum-seekers
should exist alongside xenophobia and the abuse of
aliens. It urges us to understand why it is that the
treatment of strangers emerges as a yardstick of
universal human rights and social justice. District
9, like anthropology, makes plain that what is happening most evidently in ex-centric places teaches
us not about aliens, but about ourselves, about our
world, about its contradictions. Those faraway places, in other worlds, pre-figure in many ways what we
ourselves are becoming. More than this, the history
of the modern world, sometimes stranger than the
best science fiction, shows all too often how circumstances can make the most secure of us into aliens.
It urges us to understand why it is that the
treatment of strangers emerges as a yardstick of
universal human rights and social justice.
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The point of ex-centric visions, in conclusion, is to
make sense of the present and future of our world
by means of the act of critical estrangement. In this
respect, travel certainly broadens the mind; the
many American students who join “study abroad”
programs each year learn a great deal – most of all,
about how others view the United States. But estrangement is ultimately an attitude, one that should
permit us productively to ‘go elsewhere’ without
actually leaving home: it enables creative doubleconsciousness, both detachment and engagement; it
facilitates an ex-centric relationship with the world,
both the world of others, and the world which we
call our own.

This essay was redacted from an address to the Autumn Commencement at the University of Chicago,
2009.
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Making the Invisible Visible: a Story
of the Central Methodist Church
Christa Kuljian

(Ruth First Fellow, Wits Journalism
University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg)
By opening the doors of the Central Methodist
Church to the homeless and destitute of inner
Johannesburg, Bishop Paul Verryn forced
recognition of their plight into the consciousness of
the powerful. The result, reveals Christa Kuljian,
is disarray in the halls of power equivalent only
to the mess on the street. Battles rage amongst
clergy, between politicians, within the civil service,
and in the courts - with the police, civil society,
individual citizens and the media backing all sides.
But ultimately neither responsibility nor positive
action is taken. Nothing meaningful is done to
assist the people symptomatic of the problem. And
the root problem itself, inequality and poverty,
remains largely unacknowledged.
Every Friday night at 7pm at the Central Methodist
Church, there is a refugee meeting. When I began
my research in April this year, I planned to attend
one of these meetings. My expectation was to meet
in a conference room around a large table with about
twenty people. I was so wrong.
The first meeting I attend is on a chilly April evening. At the entrance of the five-story Church building, women sit behind low tables – selling chicken
and spinach, pap and gravy, sweets, snacks and
coffee. In the sanctuary on the first floor, over 500
people are waiting for the meeting to start. Men with
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Friday night refugee meeting
Photo credit: Siven Maslamoney

worn clothing walk in carrying flat cardboard boxes
that will later be their beds. Women and children sit
close to the front. The green carpet is frayed, many
of the seats in the pews are broken and the lights are
dim. I find a seat. One person coughs, then another.
There is a cacophony of coughing. Someone hands
me a copy of the minutes from last week’s meeting.
Minutes? I didn’t expect minutes. Bishop Paul
Verryn chairs the meeting and Elizabeth Cheza, a
Church resident, sits next to him taking notes. Men
and women come up to the front to report on different activities – adult education, the crèche, the Albert Street School, computer training, sewing, book
club, soccer and karate. Organizations working with
the Church also communicate with the residents,
including Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) – which
operates a clinic on the ground floor, Solidarity
Peace Trust, and the Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation (CSVR). The Bishop uses
the platform to discuss issues of the week – often security in the building, job opportunities, and toilets.

“I’ve spoken more about toilets and plumbing in
this Church than I have about Jesus,” he says. At a
meeting in May, the Bishop said, “I don’t understand
how people go to the toilet and get angry with the
toilet. Who puts oil and pap or sadza in the sink? I’m
not prepared to tolerate this vandalism anymore.
From now on, we are going to have security in the
toilets. You’ll close the door, and security will listen
to what you’re doing in there. I got this idea from the
Rosebank Mall.”
There are eight rules for Church residents. No
smoking. No drinking. No fighting. No stealing. No
sex in the building unless you are in the married
couples accommodation. Keep yourself and your
area clean and attend a service every night at 7pm.
Lastly, the Church requires that all residents are involved in at least one educational activity.
After the meeting, at about 9pm, residents start
putting their mats and blankets on the floor. Soon
there’s no place for your feet. One night, I left the
meeting out of a side door and found myself in a
dark passage, stepping around people’s heads and
their belongings.
There are designated rooms and spaces for women and children and married couples. The landings
and stairs have become bedrooms. Walking into the
basement is a descent past bedding and hanging
clothes. It is an informal settlement in a building.
At my second refugee meeting, I met Freedom
Chivima, a former resident of the Church who has
a brown belt in karate and teaches karate to other
residents. Freedom was born in Zimbabwe in 1980
– the year of his country’s independence. He has five
siblings there who he helps to support. He was training for his black belt, but his family, along with the
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Freedom Chivima
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rest of the country, hit tough financial times so his
training stopped.
Freedom came to South Africa, on his own, to
search for work and moved into Central Methodist
in January 2008. He found a cupboard behind the
vestry that became his bed. Helpfully, in a Church
with constant water and sanitation problems, Freedom is a plumber. Many at the Church are professionals – teachers, nurses, university lecturers and
artisans like Freedom. Freedom found work at another building in the city on January 27, 2008. He
was thrilled. Three days later, at about 11pm, Freedom was asleep in the cupboard. That’s the night
the police raided the Church. “I was traumatized,”
he said. “I thought I was going to be deported. It was
my first time in a police vehicle. I was sitting there
thinking, ‘now my job is gone.’ ”
During that midnight raid, the police broke windows and doors. They pulled the Bishop down the
stairs by his belt loops. More than 500 people were
arrested and most held for several days. “They vandalized my church, kicking anything that moved
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including pregnant women, children and disabled
people” said the Bishop. “They didn’t have a search
warrant.” The Legal Resources Centre and a group
of attorneys stepped forward to represent the residents. No one was ever charged.
The police said the raid was part of a plan to combat crime and that they acted after receiving complaints from businesses in the area. Freedom was released the following morning because he convinced
a policewoman that he was from Botswana by speaking Setswana, his mother’s home language. “I was
lucky,” he said. “My friend spent a month at Sun City
[Diepkloof Prison].”
Judge Sutherland of the High Court compared
the police raid on the church “to grotesque apartheid-era abuses of 20 years ago.”

Paul Verryn
Photo credit: Siven Maslamoney

Paul Verryn has been a Minister in the Methodist Church since he was 21. He became the Superintendent Minister at Central Methodist in 1997.
Technically, he is no longer Bishop. Not because of
his suspension in January this year but because his

term as elected Bishop ended in December 2009.
His term as Superintendent Minister continues until 2013. The name “Bishop” has stuck, however,
and everyone in the Church still calls him that. The
Bishop says that you have a choice in the city. “You
can either put razor wire around the church or you
can open the doors.”
“you have a choice in the city. You can either put
razor wire around the church or you can open the
doors.”
Researchers estimate that there are likely 600,000
to 650,000 Zimbabweans in Johannesburg. The
Solidarity Peace Trust says Central Methodist is the
“highly visible tip of a huge iceberg of Zimbabweans
in Central Johannesburg.”
Freedom was still living in the church when the
May 2008 xenophobic violence erupted. He was
working as part of the Church’s 17-man security detail. “Oh no, here comes another raid,” he thought.
But this time the police offered protection. “One day,
these guys were coming down Jeppe Street, coming for us. But the police came and the crowd dispersed,” he said.
The xenophobic violence in May 2008 and the
failed Zimbabwe elections in March and June that
same year resulted in an increased flow of migrants
to the Church. By the end of 2008, the numbers living in the Church swelled to over 2,000 and people
began sleeping outside the Church as well.
About eighty percent of the Church residents are
Zimbabwean. The next largest group is homeless
South Africans. The Bishop says, “Central Methodist is seen as a place to house foreign nationals, but
it’s not. It’s a confrontation to society around those
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in poverty, many of whom happen to be foreign nationals.” He also refers to the Church as “a protest
against the disparity between rich and poor. It’s a
sin,” he says.
“Central Methodist is … a confrontation to society
around those in poverty … a protest against the
disparity between rich and poor.”

Cleo showed me the space in the small chapel on
the ground floor between pews four and five where
she slept when she first arrived at the Church. She
looked for piece jobs, did ironing, typing and sold
the Sunday Times. Then she started working at the
Church, cleaning, doing administration and preparing for communion.
The Gauteng City Region Observatory did a quality of life survey for 2009 and captured the reality
of migration to the City. Twenty percent of those interviewed were not living in Gauteng five years ago.
The Bishop says, “Many of the buildings that poor
people live in in the inner city make this place look
like a five star hotel.”
While the City was not oblivious to the problem,
there was no unified policy towards migrants. The
Inner-City Charter, finalized in 2007, acknowledged
large numbers of migrants. The Mayor opened a Migrant Help Desk in 2007, which was important symbolically, but generally the City’s support has been
extremely limited.

Cleo Buthelezi
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Cleo Buthelezi, is a 37 year old South African, who
moved into the Church five years ago. She wasn’t always destitute. She grew up as the youngest of seven
children in Nqutu, KwaZulu-Natal and went to the
University of Port Elizabeth, but she was forced to
leave because she couldn’t pay her fees. In 2004,
Cleo got a call from a friend to take up a job as a
receptionist in Johannesburg. She stayed with her
cousin. Several months later, she lost her job and
her place to stay so she spent two nights sleeping in
Park Station with her two year old son. She had nowhere else to go.
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Phil Harrison was the head of the department for
development planning and urban management for
the City from 2006 through 2009. He helped form a
task team to engage with Central Methodist. When I
asked him about the City’s policy towards migrants,
he said, “The City has taken a progressive view toward migrants, but it’s not just the City. There is no
clear national policy toward migrants. There’s no
framework. No certainty.”
For over fifteen years, Phil studied urban development and South African cities, especially Johannesburg. He conducted research and wrote journal
articles suggesting solutions to urban problems. In
late 2006, he left Wits University to work for the
City.
He and Ruby Mathang, a member of the Mayoral Committee and the political head for planning,
formed a partnership. They were part of the City’s
task team that met with the Bishop in January 2009
to address the growing numbers of people living at
the Church and to explore long term solutions.
According to Phil, it was at this meeting that
the Bishop requested that the City provide a building to relocate the thousands of migrants who were
sleeping in and around the Church. Phil and Ruby
Mathang took up the task. They identified the MOTH
Building on Loveday Street that could accommodate
750 residents. By early February, Amos Masondo’s
Mayoral Committee approved a plan. Phil helped
secure the commitment of the Gauteng Province to
fund the building’s ongoing management costs. He
also found the funds to sign on the Johannesburg
Development Agency (JDA) to renovate the building.
The JDA had worked in the area before on an
upgrade of public space. In 2007, the City spent R12
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The MOTH Building
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The High Court
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million to revamp the area around the Church and
the High Court. The idea was to develop an attractive
“legal precinct.” The JDA installed unique paving,
benches and street lights along Pritchard and Von
Brandis Streets, and a new, modern, red clock at the
corner of Pritchard and Smal. Despite this upgrade,
I have heard that many people in City government
refer to this area as the “chaos” precinct.
The Church sits on the corner of Pritchard and
Smal Streets. The Smal Street Mall is one of the busiest walk ways in the City. The High Court building
occupies the entire block on Pritchard from Smal
to Von Brandis. Across from the High Court stands
Schreiners Chambers, and Innes Chambers, which
is abandoned as many advocates left for new premises in Sandton in the late 1990s. Next to the Church
on the other side is Pitje Chambers, a building that
was renovated in 2006 to attract advocates back to
the precinct. On the same side of Smal Street as the
Church stands the abandoned Johannesburg Sun.
Everyone who drives to the area – attorneys, judges

and members of the Church congregation – parks in
a garage beneath the hotel.
Rose Bond is the building manager for Pitje
Chambers. For months, when Rose arrived at work
before 6am, she couldn’t get into the basement parking because people were sleeping on the ramp. She
hooted, patiently waited for everyone to move, and
then inched down past the scores of people rising
from their blankets and moving their bags and belongings. But then, Rose snapped … “People wash
themselves every morning in Pritchard Street, leaving the street and the sidewalk in a filthy, smelly
state” says Rose. “They have no problem at all with
throwing their waste on the pavement, urinating
wherever they can, defecating in public, and loitering for most of the day.”
In mid-2008, when the residents at the Church
increased substantially, Rose began meeting with
the City. “I would call the police to ask them to
help,” she said. They would say, ‘No we can’t come.
We have a directive from the Mayor’s office not to
interfere because we’ll get bad international media.”
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The High Court on the left, Pitje Chambers on the right and
Central Methodist Church in the centre
Photo credit: Christa Kuljian

Rose called the Mayor’s office to ask them when
they were going to clean the streets. “We would have
these frustrating conversations that would go on for
weeks,” she said. For example,
“I would ask, ‘When are you going to clean the
street?’
The City said, ‘We’re waiting for delivery of ecoli
cleaning chemicals.’
Then I said, ‘OK then, we’ll buy our own and do the
cleaning ourselves.’
‘No, but you have to use bio-degradable ecoli cleaning chemicals.’
‘Where do you get bio-degradable ecoli cleaning
chemicals?’
‘You can’t get it in South Africa. We are waiting for a
shipment from China.’”
“At that point,” said Rose, “I wanted to put the phone
down.”
Phil Harrison said that in early 2009, the City’s
task team worked to implement several short term
measures. With growing health concerns, the Bish39
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op agreed that the City would conduct regular health
inspections and provide fumigation services. The
City also provided more regular waste collection
and, in February 2009, installed a set of 19 temporary toilets along Pritchard Street. “We thought we
were doing a good thing with those toilets,” says
Phil. “But they became the main gripe.”
Rose said it made things worse. “It made it even
more embarrassing to invite attorneys and clients to
the building.”
“We were very sympathetic to the migrants and
their situation,” said Rose. “That’s why it took so
long for us to take action. In February 2009, I was at
a meeting that the City convened in Braamfontein. It
was in a lovely office with tea and beautiful snacks. I
thought to myself, we should have had the meeting
at Pitje Chambers so everyone could have seen the
garbage and the portable toilets and smelled the
urine and sewage. I don’t want any more of these
beautiful snacks.”
Pitje Chambers took up a legal case against the
City and the Church. They applied for a court order
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compelling the City to remove the thousands of migrants from the Church because their presence had
become a health hazard.
In her affidavit, Rose said, “The church and the
municipality obviously have no reasonable plan to
effectively address the plight of these displaced people, including housing them in a dignified manner
… the displaced persons, the Church and the toilets
have now totally destroyed the idea of a world class
legal precinct that would lure practitioners back to
Johannesburg.”
In his responding affidavit, the Bishop said that
the Church was sympathetic to the problems faced
by Pitje Chambers and shopkeepers on Pritchard
Street and the Smal Street Mall, but that “these
problems are the direct result of the State’s failure
to observe its national and international obligations
to provide shelter for homeless refugees and asylum
seekers.”
“these problems are the direct result of the State’s
failure to observe its national and international
obligations to provide shelter for homeless refugees
and asylum seekers.”
After numerous emergency meetings, on the 20
March, 2009, on the High Court steps, all parties
reached agreement and Pitje Chambers did not
pursue the court order and they withdrew the case.
The City agreed to supply two security guards at the
entrance and exit to Pitje Chambers, and a dedicated
team for refuse removal in the area. The City also
agreed to remove the portable toilets along Pritchard
Street and opened the public toilets on the corner of
Pritchard and Von Brandis twenty-four hours a day.

“The City” is not one unified body. I’ve heard one
urban researcher call it a multi-headed hydra. Phil
confirms that he witnessed many opposing views
within the bureaucracy. Lael Bethlehem, the former
Director of the JDA says the City is like a Jackson
Pollack painting with many painters. “Everyone is
throwing paint at the canvas at the same time,” she
says.
The City wasn’t the only one throwing paint. During the week that Pitje Chambers took up its legal
case in March 2009, the Department of Home Affairs closed down the refugee reception centre on
the show grounds in Musina, Limpopo Province,
saying it was always meant to be temporary.
Several Johannesburg papers reported that migrants from Musina were being given transport to
Johannesburg by mini-bus taxis but no one was
sure who was providing it. Rumors circulated that
the Bishop was subsidizing the move. The Mail and
Guardian later reported that the UN High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) provided the funding.
The Mayor and his Mayoral committee visited
the Church and had concerns about people sleeping on the street. Qedani Dorothy Mahlangu, then
the Gauteng MEC for local government said that the
UNHCR had created a crisis in Johannesburg. She
announced that “any church, any community hall
is not meant to be inhabited by people. I think [the
Bishop] is exposing them to more danger. We are
not condoning what he is doing. We condemn it.”
In late March, just as the Pitje Chambers case was
being negotiated, the UNHCR and Home Affairs distributed tokens to over 2,500 people at the Church
who were eligible for relocation to other buildings,
including the MOTH building. Freedom Chivima
got a token and registered. He said, “I didn’t have
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Mayor Masondo and Phil Harrison were left without funding. The Mayor wrote to the provincial MEC
for Social Development saying that the City had already spent R9 million on the MOTH building and
that expectations were high from the media and the
Church, but to no avail.

a choice. I didn’t know how long my job would last,
so I needed to make sure I would have accommodation.”

The Gauteng Province reneged on its commitment
to fund the ongoing costs of the MOTH building.

Section of the fence that is closed each night
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Top of the fence between the Smal Street Mall and the church
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Despite the withdrawal of the Pitje Chambers
case, tensions in the area continued to rise. The
Bishop received a death threat. Judges at the High
Court continued to be incensed by the mess at their
doorstep. One attorney told me that Lawyers for Human Rights that had acted for the people sleeping
on the street was concerned that they would never
again get a fair trial from the High Court judges. The
Smal Street Mall business owners erected a fence
between the Church and the Mall that closed from
6pm until 6am every night to prevent people from
sleeping on the pavement.
In June 2009, the Deputy Judge President of
the High Court wrote a letter to Johannesburg
Metropolitan Police Department (JMPD) and
the Mayor saying “this is an urgent appeal for
intervention and immediate action.”
On the night of July 3, 2009, more than 350 people were arrested outside the Church for “loitering.”
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This was not the first police action in the area since
January 2008, but it was the largest. Chief Superintendent Wayne Minnaar said on SABC radio, “This
is part of Operation Chachamela, a campaign to ensure that people comply with the by-laws and that
we clean up the city.”
more than 350 people were arrested outside the
Church for “loitering”
Phil Harrison says the July raid “came as a surprise.
People had been registered by Home Affairs. They
were preparing to move.” Just three months earlier,
Home Affairs had announced plans to regularize the
legal status of Zimbabweans in South Africa and announced a moratorium on deportations.
Days after the July raid there was another development. The Gauteng Province reneged on its commitment to fund the ongoing costs of the MOTH
building. They decided that provincial budget cuts
meant that they would no longer have the resources.

Since the police raid in July 2009, there have been
many significant developments. With the help of
Legal Resources Centre, Lawyers for Human Rights
and Section 27, the Church took the City and JMPD
to court over the raid. The case is challenging the City
by-laws on loitering as unconstitutional. The parties are nearing a settlement, however, that police
will no longer make unnecessary arrests in the area.
In October 2009, there was a 3am surprise visit by
Molebatsi Bopape, the Chair of the Gauteng legislature’s health and social development portfolio committee. She held public hearings and declared that
the Church should be closed immediately. Allegations of abuse at the Church arose along with growing concerns for over 50 unaccompanied minors.
Many of the children moved to another Methodist
facility in Soweto. In January 2010, with the support
of the Bishop, the court named Dr. Ann Skelton as a
legal curator for these children.
the Church took the City and JMPD to court over
the raid … challenging the City by-laws on loitering
as unconstitutional
Also, in January, the Presiding Bishop of the Methodist Church suspended Bishop Verryn for taking
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legal steps to name the curator and for speaking to
the media without permission. In May, an arbitrator
set aside the charges and the Bishop’s suspension
was lifted. There is still talk of people moving from
the Church to the MOTH building with funding from
the UNDP, but since the plan was first presented in
January 2009, no one has moved.

and now shares a small room – an old storage closet
– with her two children and another woman friend.
I asked Cleo if she ever thinks about moving out
of the Church. “I only want to part ways when things
are on smooth ground,” she said. “The Bishop is
having a hard time because he’s helping other people. I know some people don’t see it like that. But he
has taught me that I can make it, that I can believe
in myself. He has changed my life to see that life is
about other people.”
Just after the police raid last year, the numbers of
people living inside the Church went up over 2,000
because everyone moved inside. Now, more than a
year later, the number of people living in the Church
has decreased to under a thousand. I asked Freedom
and Cleo why they thought this was so. Cleo said that
people were concerned when the Bishop was suspended in January 2010. “They didn’t know what
would happen.” Freedom said he thought the “word
had gone out that it was too crowded,” and that fears
about xenophobia played a part.

Rose Bond was surprised in August when the
City sent her legal papers compelling Pitje to include
the national and provincial departments of Human
Settlements and Housing in the case against the
City. “We withdrew from that case,” she said. “Why
did they spend R50,000 on legal fees? Why did they
dig up an old bone?” Rose is pleased that the toilets
are gone and that now she can make her way down
the ramp to the parking garage.
Phil Harrison is back at Wits as a Research Professor and is also a member of the National Planning Commission, where he will have to address new
complex problems.
Freedom Chivima moved with his wife and his
four-year old daughter to other accommodation
downtown but his daughter still attends the crèche at
the Church. He says, “This is my family. I’m attached
to the Church. If I don’t come here for a day or two,
I don’t feel good.” In April this year, with support
from the Bishop and a karate school in Fordsburg,
Freedom earned his black belt in karate.

the Presiding Bishop of the Methodist Church
suspended Bishop Verryn
In June this year, Paul Verryn began a new organization called Peace Action to monitor xenophobia.
Cleo Buthelezi has been active with Peace Action.
She also provides training and facilitates workshops
on peace building and mediation based on a certificate course she completed at CSVR. She recently began a cleaning programme outside the Church and
the High Court to offer employment to single women with children. Cleo moved from the Chapel floor
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Freedom Chivima and his daughter at the pre-school at Central
Methodist Church
Photo credit: Siven Maslamoney

Central Methodist is a visible and continuous reminder of many challenges we South Africans face
in our society and in our city – poverty, migration,
xenophobia, policing, inner city housing and shelter,
the vulnerable position of women and children, the
gap between rich and poor.
The Church makes visible the crisis in Zimbabwe.
In fact, the Church is a barometer. When events in
Zimbabwe worsen, the numbers of people sleeping
on the Church floor escalates. The Bishop says there
will be no long term solution until we deal with the
endemic problems in the region. “The flow of migrants is like a tide,” he said. “Sometimes it will be
less and sometimes more.”
The Church makes visible the fact that Johannesburg is a city of migrants, many of whom live in
shocking conditions. As we all know, Johannesburg
was founded by migrants attracted to the river of
gold. For its first century, Johannesburg was populated by people coming from all over South Africa,
MAKING THE INVISIBLE VISIBLE

Freedom Chivima with his black belt in karate
Photo credit: Christa Kuljian

the region and the world. Continuing migration
contributes to a crisis of housing and shelter in the
inner city that has been recognized but not fully addressed.
Central Methodist and the entire High Court district make visible the clash between the vision of a
World Class City and the reality of many people’s
lives. There is a conflict between the desire for a
World Class precinct and the Church as a refuge for
people with no resources. South Africa’s high Gini
coefficient is on display right there at the corner of
Pritchard and Smal.
South Africa’s high Gini coefficient is on display
right there at the corner of Pritchard and Smal.
I asked Phil Harrison about the City’s vision for a
World Class African City. He says that in fact the
City’s current official policy document, the Growth
and Development Strategy of 2006, calls for a
“World Class African City for All.” Unfortunately,

One of the many signs celebrating Johannesburg as “A World
Class African Host City.”
Photo credit: Christa Kuljian

the “for all” was dropped from the City’s letterhead
and from every banner and billboard throughout the
World Cup and therefore from the City’s consciousness.
It is clear that the Church cannot deal with the
challenges of migration and migrant accommodation alone. As Hermann Reuter of MSF wrote in the
Mail and Guardian, “The church has become like an
ambulance – visibly exposing a dilemma and raising
the alarm …. But the ambulance is not the problem
and it cannot be dealt with as such.” He says, “the
government wants to deal with the Church in isolation from the broader challenge … [and to blame]
Paul Verryn for somehow creating this situation.”
This is not a story of good and evil. It would be
easy if we could blame the Bishop or the Mayor. But
at least they are in there with their boots on, as was
Phil Harrison and Rose Bond. Perhaps we could
blame Freedom Chivima for leaving Zimbabwe for
South Africa or Cleo Buthelezi for ending up home43

less with her child on the floor of Park Station. But
we cannot. We have to take responsibility as a society. We cannot look away. If we decide that addressing poverty and inequality in this country is
the challenge that must guide every action we take,
wouldn’t that be powerful. Now, wouldn’t that be
World Class?

This article was first delivered as the “Ruth
First Memorial Lecture” at the University of the
Witwatersrand, 17th of August, 2010. Christa
Kuljian can be reached at christak@alignafrica.
com
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The Black Asylum
James Sey

(Research Fellow, Fine Art, Design and Architecture, University of Johannesburg)
What do the inmates of apartheid’s infamous black
mental asylums have in common with today’s
refugees in camps all over the world, and slum
dwellers in contemporary third-world mega
cities? They all, argues James Sey, result from the
operation of a ‘state of exception’ instituted by a
powerful few; they live a ‘bare life’; they are the
‘living dead’.
There exists an important and revealing parallel between the nature of the pathologisation of patients
in the institutional space of the ‘mental asylum’ in
the segregationist and apartheid South African state,
and the figures of the refugee and camp inmate in
contemporary global society.
The first part to my argument requires a re-examination of the commonly understood context of
the literal physical displacement of black people (a
common enough feature of South African segregationism and high apartheid) in the light of the specific nature of mental hospitals, both in terms of
the spaces they occupy, and the role, functions and
characteristics of the people who inhabit them as
patients and doctors. The larger political context for
the institutions is that of white supremacist ideologies – in their colonial democratic and later fullyblown nationalist apartheid guises. These fashioned
South Africa into the most sustained political and
juridical form of what Giorgio Agamben terms a

THE BLACK ASYLUM

‘state of exception’ outside of National Socialist Germany that the modern world has known.
Secondly I suggest that, with the advent of a ‘hyper-capitalist’ and virtual global economy (which in
turn leads to a huge increase in itinerant and denationalised, largely poor populations) the figure of the
refugee and camp inmate has become a more common one, and that these populations are also examples of the operation of a global state of exception.
Ultimately the black South African mental patient,
and the apartheid asylum, form a kind of template
for the now much more generalised, and globalised,
condition in which refugees and displaced populations find themselves – that of the ‘living dead’ or, in
Agamben’s term, homo sacer.
The physical and spatial history of mental institutions in South Africa is a microcosm of the separatist architecture of the country that was present
from its very beginnings as an industrialised nation,
as urbanisation developed after gold was discovered
in the nineteenth century. The separatist policy was
summarized in 1921, long before the high apartheid
era, by the Stallard Commission into land use policy:
“The native should only be allowed to enter urban
areas, which are essentially the white man’s creation, when he is willing to enter and to minister to
the needs of the white man, and should depart there
from when he ceases so to minister”.
Institutional psychiatric medical practice had begun in South Africa in the early eighteenth century,
with the establishment of a small hospital in Cape
Town to cater specifically for mentally deranged
persons in 1711. In 1846 the famous prison colony
on Robben Island was converted into a hospital for
lepers, lunatics and other chronically ill patients.
By 1912, the Robben Island Infirmary housed 500

Still from the short film The Black Asylum 1 by James Sey.
Courtesy James Sey.

mental patients. Around this period several other
‘lunatic asylums’ were built, ensuring that mentally
ill patients were largely isolated from the community. These included the Town Hill Asylum in Pietermaritzburg, Fort England Mental Hospital in Grahamstown, Valkenberg Lunatic Asylum in Cape Town,
and the Pretoria Lunatic Asylum. From the beginning these facilities were racially segregated. The
country’s first Mental Disorders Act was introduced
in 1916, but no provision was made in it for neurotic
and personality disorders, alcohol dependence or
learning disability.
From its earliest institutional history psychiatry and psychology in the country had a fraught
relationship with segregationism and apartheid,
gradually coming to be seen as more and more collusive. By the end of the period of high apartheid in
the late 1970s, psychiatry as a discipline was highly
criticised by the international community. Psychiatric services were inspected by overseas groups and
condemned. In 1978 the American Psychiatric Association compiled a report, published in 1983, after a committee of leading American psychiatrists
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inspected psychiatric facilities in South Africa. They
found that psychiatric care for Black people was
grossly inferior to that for White people, that unacceptable medical practices had resulted in needless
deaths of Black patients, and that “apartheid has a
destructive impact on the families, social institutions, and the mental health of black South Africans”
(American Psychiatric Association, 1983). Similarly,
in 1983, a Special Committee on the Political Abuse
of Psychiatry of the Royal College of Psychiatrists
investigated the matter and found substantial evidence of racial discrimination in the provision of
psychiatric services.
Psychiatric services were inspected by overseas
groups and condemned.
Over the decades, regimes of treatment and programmes for rehabilitation rarely reached the majority black population. Instead they were separated
out into largely carceral institutions, often incorporating a function as a camp for lepers, tuberculosis
sufferers, and victims of other dread diseases.
That such spaces were not really designed to
treat and rehabilitate victims of psychopathologies
is discussed by Tiffany Jones, who in a 2003 essay
entitled “Monopoly on Madness”, uncovers the history of the Smith Mitchell company. She describes
the way in which the company began operations in
the 1960s, in collusion with the apartheid government, to move the majority of black mental health
care patients into designated rural facilities, in order that state funds and resources might be concentrated on urban facilities for white patients. By the
1980s the company housed almost half of all black
mental patients in the country. Highly profitable
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through a state subsidy system and the awarding
of tendered contracts to provide beds and services,
the company slashed costs and maximised profits –
much of which went to Nationalist government ministers and MPs who sat on the board of the group
of companies – by the simple expedient of not providing adequate facilities for patients. The locations
themselves were barely converted abandoned mine
workers’ hostels in semi-rural or rural areas, often
with limited sanitation and water facilities, and the
patients slept on hard palettes. Medical care was rudimentary, with very few qualified nursing staff, and
therapy was often limited to the manufacture of toys
and other craft goods, which were sold commercially, the takings going to the hospital.
the Smith Mitchell company ... slashed costs and
maximised profits ... by the simple expedient of not
providing adequate facilities for patients
This representative physical instantiation of the
anomalous and carceral nature of the treatment of
mental illness in South Africa might be understood,
along with many similar large-scale medically eugenic phenomena such as the American Tuskegee
experiment, as examples of what Giorgio Agamben
calls the operation of a “state of exception”.
In his 2005 book on the subject, Agamben defines this state as follows:
Modern totalitarianism can be defined as the establishment, by means of the state of exception,
of a legal civil war that allows for the physical
elimination not only of political adversaries but
of entire categories of citizens who for some reason cannot be integrated into the political system.

[T]he voluntary creation of a state of emergency
(though perhaps not declared in the technical
sense) has become one of the essential practices of
contemporary states [in attempting to justify the
operation of a state of exception], including socalled democratic ones.

This theory of the modern state of exception hinges
on the creation of a “biopolitical” state, one focused
on the ordering and understanding of the human being and its body as the essential productive unit motivating state power. It also hinges on a much older
conception, analysed in Agamben’s earlier work
Homo Sacer, of the human being acquiring the status of a subject only if they can embody the political
life of a citizen of a state by demonstrating the state’s
values. If not, then state power may operate on the
body in a state of “bare life” – in order to decide on
the continuing value of that life. In Agamben’s formulation: “It can even be said that the production of
a biopolitical body is the original activity of sovereign power” (Homo Sacer 1998:6). But the state of
bare life is not the simple opposite of a productive
biopolitical subject, according to Agamben – it acts
as a limit condition against which the biopolitical
subject can be delineated. Thus the conditions under which it is possible to conceive of a state of exception, he argues, is built into the epistemological
fabric of modern democracy, through the appeal to
the prevention or exclusion of the state of bare life
via the imposition of exceptional state power.
But the state of bare life is not the simple opposite
of a productive biopolitical subject ... it acts as
a limit condition against which the biopolitical
subject can be delineated.
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Michel Foucault had analysed the positive version of
this conception in the different genealogical areas of
key socio-political institutions as a convergence of
political techniques with technologies of the self. In
the institution of the asylum he traces these transformations in the juridical and medical view of madness
and its treatment to a mutation in the form of power
and knowledge in the early modern era, which is of a
fundamentally spatial character. In tracing the shift
in European societies from medical models of exclusion to those of inclusion, Foucault uses the emblem
of the shift from medical models of leprosy to those
of the plague. In older societies, lepers were excluded from society, both literally and symbolically, cast
out to the notorious outsider ‘colonies’ in a diseased
mirror image of the colonial empires of the European powers of the nineteenth century. This model is
gradually replaced by that of the plague. Here, those
afflicted are contained within a quarantined sector
of the community, where movement in and out is
strictly controlled, and the behaviour of plague victims is also closely monitored. This is symptomatic,
in the field of public health, of power coming to be
used in the positive mode of productive biopolitics,
which characterizes modern identity formation and
the organisation of power/knowledge.
The biopolitical system produces subjects whose
modes of normal mental and physical functioning,
as well as their pathological departures from such
discourses and practices of normalization, are intensely observed and documented by forms of institutional power and knowledge. In his 1967 study
Madness and Civilization Foucault marks out the
origins of a shift in the treatment of madness in the
asylum that sees it as a fall away from a moral order, one that was in the process in the West, durTHE BLACK ASYLUM

Still from the short film The Black Asylum 1 by James Sey.
Courtesy James Sey.

ing the eighteenth century, of becoming secular and
adopting both a juridico-medical and an ergonomic
character. The goal of treatment of the mad, first
in houses of confinement, and later in the ‘birth of
the asylum’, is to rehabilitate the insane prisoner
into a moral order that restored him or her to health
through their own true realisation of the transcendental nature of such morality and their voluntary
return to it as a rational and labouring being. The
key for Foucault in the development of such a normative model for the treatment of mental illness is
the establishment of the juridical-medical power at
the heart of the institution in the person of the doctor, and the restoration of the insane to a position of
labour productivity.
This juridico-medical component of the biopolitical transformation of the state becomes more
clear as the doctor-patient coupling takes shape over
time. The doctor comes to occupy an important legislative position in gauging the ability of the psychopathological patient to return, cured, to social productivity, and acts as expert witness in judging the

nature of psychological abnormalities and cases of
diminished responsibility in criminal proceedings.
However, the spatial dimension within which
the doctor-patient coupling solidifies is less clear –
if we accept, with Foucault, that the origins of the
relationship are conditioned by the originally carceral and then rehabilitatory nature of the asylum
itself. In this view the space of the asylum solidifies
as a moral space, restoring the mentally disturbed to
normative society by re-establishing a responsibility
to both a social identity and an over-riding religious
principle – both of which are mediated by the figure
of the doctor.
In Foucault’s analysis, the doctor-patient couple
thus takes its place at the juridico-medical centre of
an institution that has a twofold purpose. On one
hand it opens out to the rest of society, in that it has
open access and outpatient facilities, and is geared
to restoring an understanding of the higher principles of the social body to the patient. On the other
hand the institution becomes more internalised in
the nature of its treatment of the mad – that is, it
is focused on the internal struggles of the patient to
return to biopolitical productivity.
But, as part of this twofold process, the physical institution of the asylum itself becomes, in the
architecture of the modern state, a “non-place” (an
evocative term coined by Marc Augé in his 1995 volume Non Places): a concept that links the asylum to
the slum, shanty-town or refugee camp. The world
of the non-place, writes Augé, is: “A world where
people are born in the clinic and die in hospital,
where transit points and temporary abodes are proliferating under luxurious or inhuman conditions
(hotel chains and squats, holiday clubs and refugee
camps, shanty-towns threatened with demolition or
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doomed to festering longevity) … (this world) offers
the anthropologist a new object. Such non-places are
opposed in a dynamic and fluid way to ‘places’, or
more formally anthropological spaces.… Places and
non-places interact like palimpsests on which the
scrambled game of identity and relations is ceaselessly rewritten.”
the physical institution of the asylum itself becomes
... a “non-place” ... a concept that links the asylum
to the slum, shanty-town or refugee camp.
Clearly the non-place of the black South African experience under apartheid, particularly those afflicted
by mental illness or evil magic, impacts fundamentally on the ways in which identity could be inscribed
and relations to the world established. These nonplaces include the shanty-towns and refugee camps
that became definitive of South Africa’s spatial organisation under apartheid – leaving the people in
those non-places in the position of the subject in a
state of bare life in Agamben’s state of exception. In
this conception, we should recall, refugees and other
categories of people who do not bear the full biopolitical life of citizens because they somehow exceed –
or demonstrate the limits of – the parameters of the
state of exception are a symptomatic anomaly that
has to be dealt with. The most representative means
of dealing with the anomaly of the refugee – or any
other excluded category of person – is to put them
in some form of camp, where their ‘rights’, already
attenuated by the state of exception, may be suspended altogether. There are numerous examples of
the functioning of the state of exception in the camp,
from Nazi Germany to Guantanamo Bay and Abu
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Ghraib. The camp is the spatial realisation of the
state of exception.
In South African history, the nature of apartheid
design turned the entire country into a type of camp
– the sprawling ghettoes of the black townships cordoned off outside white owned and run cities, with
controlled movement in and out for those with a
temporary permit. At the very end of this spectrum
of exclusion sat the black mentally ill, locked away in
literal camps such as those run by the Smith Mitchell
company. The South African state under the apartheid government imposed a political system that
depended on a generalised use of the camp concept
in the construction of blacks-only townships and
homelands set apart from the resources and amenities of the cities.
apartheid design turned the entire country into a
type of camp.... At the very end of this spectrum of
exclusion sat the black mentally ill, locked away in
literal camps
As apartheid approached its death throes and resistance grew stronger, the powers available to the
state had to increase – in 1985 the first of two States
of Emergency was declared, effectively imposing
martial law. Agamben generalises such a tendency
to the West as a whole:
The Western political system thus seems to be a
double apparatus, founded in a dialectic between
two heterogeneous and, as it were, antithetical elements; … legal right and pure violence, the law and
the forms of life whose articulation is to be guaranteed by the state of emergency. When the state of
emergency becomes the rule, the political system
transforms into an apparatus of death. (http://

www.generation-online.org/p/fpagambenschmitt.htm)

While it is relatively straightforward to understand
the apartheid state apparatus as exemplary of Agamben’s contention that the Western political system
contains an apparatus of death as part of its democratic dispensation, this leaves several elements of
the relationship relatively unexplored.
Firstly, and most clearly, the apartheid state was
indeed an apparatus of death, and the deathly pallor of that apparatus lingers on in the traumatised
and pathological populations of its transformed
mental health institutions. The transformation of
those institutions from the carceral to the rehabilitatory is by no means complete, and needs a careful
theoretical examination. This needs to happen from
the point of view of providing those institutions with
proper resources and capacity to meet the needs of
a modern democratic state with a public healthcare
system. But it also requires an examination of the
need for transformation in ways that reflect their
not-entirely-Western medical model. This in turn
requires an ongoing institutional engagement with
non-Western modes of the understanding and treatment of mental illness – something that remains under-theorised and under-resourced in South Africa.
Secondly, the analysis of the history of South African mental health institutions needs to take place
within a global context whose parameters are theorised by Agamben and others. Every day there are
reports of the major Western democracies allowing
more and more latitude to ‘extra-democratic’ offices,
primarily military agencies, to operate in parallel –
or even definitively outside – the rule of democratic
law in dealing with refugee or perceived ‘terrorist’
threats. How does South Africa’s commitment to
The Salon: Volume Three
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democracy tally with this increasing tendency in the
global political body? And how far do institutions
like prisons and hospitals still demonstrate the carceral and punitive attitudes of the creation and control of bare life?
Further complicating these questions is, as I have
suggested here, the extent to which the imposition
of a state of exception is increasingly inherent in a
globalised and highly mediated body politic. The
concept of a global, free market-driven and largely
democratic system that the fall of communism ushTHE BLACK ASYLUM

ered in seems in fact to be constantly in debate with
itself about the roles and function of supposedly universal democratic principles. The use of torture in
camps is one such debate, but another is the increasingly attenuated right to privacy, which comes under
threat from the rise of a globally mediated tabloid
and surveillance culture.
In 2006, the New York Times’ columnist Thomas Friedman published a representatively apologist
book about this process called The World is Flat. In
it, he describes how the global economy, then in a
growth cycle, relatively easily overcomes the question of national difference and unequal power relations by appealing to the universalisability and mobility of the new world order. In this emblematic account, capitalism is made ubiquitous by information
systems, and opportunity abounds as market forces
overcome the traditional boundaries of time and
distance through a global communications-driven
logistics system.
But there is a very important by-product of the
globalisation process that Friedman’s proselytising
examples of Indian call-centre success in the US
market elides. This is the rise of the refugee and the
slum. As Slavoj Žižek puts it in his 2008 book, In
Defence of Lost Causes: “The explosive growth of
slums over the last decades, especially in the Third
World mega-cities … is perhaps the crucial geopolitical event of our times.… Since, sometime very soon,
the urban population of the earth will outnumber
the rural population, and since slum inhabitants will
compose the majority of urban dwellers, we are in
no way dealing with a marginal phenomenon. We
are witnessing the fast growth of a population living
outside state control. They are … not an unfortunate

accident, but a necessary product of the innermost
logic of global capitalism.”
As Žižek goes on to point out, the key point
that slum dwellers exist outside of state control in
relatively unregulated areas of urban sprawl brings
them into the same political category as refugee populations who present an administrative and macroeconomic problem to national governments. Both
populations exist in a marginal juridico-political
state that is coterminous with the state of exception:
[T]he defining feature of the slum-dwellers is socio-political, it concerns their (non-) integration
into the legal space of citizenship with (most of)
its incumbent rights … a slum-dweller is a homo
sacer, the systematically generated ‘living dead’ of
global capitalism.

that slum dwellers exist outside of state control in
relatively unregulated areas of urban sprawl brings
them into the same political category as refugee
populations .... a marginal juridico-political state
that is coterminous with the state of exception
The general distribution and rapid growth of slums
and refugee populations should lead us to the consider how the minority citizens of biopolitical states,
party to the rights of such citizens, will dispense such
rights over the majority of those existing in a state of
exception in slums and refugee camps. We should
also compare such a disparate dispensation of socioeconomic and juridico-political power with the obvious disparities of capital and power in the apartheid
state of exception, with its refugee populations in
homelands, its township slums, and its homo sacer
in the political prison and the mental asylum.
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Lastly, there remains to be written a ‘discontinuous history’ of those asylums and mental health institutions themselves in South Africa – in the context of an anthropology of place, and ‘non-place’.
Such an history would naturally focus on the ways
in which such institutions conceived of black mental patients’ illnesses, and whether the replacement
of a carceral model of bare life with that of a democratic and liberal humanism can in fact restore such
people to the body politic and the socius – if, in fact,
the turn to democracy can play a role, as the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission process tried to do,
in turning the living dead into citizens.
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Browsers’ Guidelines to New Coal
Tegan Bristow

(University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg)
Morphing investigative journalism with art-making, Tegan Bristow challenges browsers to interact
with her intentionally disruptive comparison of
the fate of two world heritage sites, both valleys
cursed with coal.
Lush riverine bush on both sides, we come hurtling
around a bend and it flattens into black. That’s it,
just the vast black flatness of coal. Twice when driving past the Thuli Coal mines on the Zimbabwean
side of the Limpopo Valley something extraordinary
has happened. On rounding that bend, rather than
the bustle of mine workers on the flat black surface,
it’s just still – as if someone has hit a pause button –
the only motion, an elephant bull blustering slowly
over the black black coal.
It is this moment that initially inspired this investigative artwork. The impetus for actually making it: simultaneous invitations from Lara Allen to
make a work for The Salon that would comment on
the Vele coal mine threat to the Mapungubwe Valley, and to present a paper at the 16th International
Symposium on Electronic Art, ISEA2010, being held
in the Rhur Valley, Germany.
The introduction to the piece on the works’ site
explains the bizarre congruency between these two
world heritage sites. Briefly, the artwork draws on
online sources to explore the history of the Rhur
Valley in Germany, which had been mined for almost 200 years. The Valley’s inhabitants are now
NEW COAL
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making a desperate attempt to create a ‘cultural
capital’ on the ruins of a decimated industrial landscape. In my artwork, this highly politicised history
is compared to that of Mapungubwe Valley in the far
north of Limpopo Province, South Africa, which is at
this moment being seriously threatened by the Vele
coal mine. Most importantly the work examines a
projected future for the Mapungubwe Valley based
on what has happened in the Rhur Valley. Will the
Mapungubwe Valley suffer the same sad fate? And
why is a thousand year old cultural and natural heritage site considered less important than a coal mine
with a comparatively tiny, but inversely destructive,
40 year estimated life span?

A graphical timeline is the base and central navigation facility of this investigative artwork. On this
timeline I have indicated key time periods for each
region. These periods pertain either to a period of
cultural growth or to mining growth. Gaps between
these periods indicate times during which there is
either no development, or a decline before the next
set of events gets set into motion. The comparison
is not direct: the areas are distinctly different, but it
is this that makes the work relevant. Notice how the
Mapungubwe landscape has been almost untouched
for nearly a thousand years, and how rapidly depleted the Rhur region became.
For this particular piece I have drawn from a
tradition of Internet art that is disruptive in its
viewing; a form termed ‘the aesthetics of failure’
by Michelle White in her book The Body and the
Screen: Theories of Internet Spectatorship. In the

The Valley’s inhabitants are now making a
desperate attempt to create a ‘cultural capital’ on
the ruins of a decimated industrial landscape.
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aesthetics of failure approach, web standardisation
rules are broken and a non ‘ordinary web’ experience
is planned in order to ‘waken’ the viewer into
addressing the content in a different light.
I have drawn from a tradition of Internet art that
is disruptive in its viewing; a form termed ‘the
aesthetics of failure’
I have chosen to use an excess of pop-up windows
that move around the screen and load new content
as one clicks through the base timeline. This allows
me to create a disruptive experience as well as load
a great deal of content into the work. I have adopted
this strategy in order to refer conceptually to the fact
that there is a problem. Similarly the cutting into
pieces of real estate: the screen real estate is a metaphor for the threatened landscape. This method additionally refers to how information is understood
and digested in the Internet age, allowing me to
compose and ‘draw’ with comparison and analysis
of bits and pieces of already formatted data.
Finally, the joy of online artworks is that the
viewer can choose to spend time with the content, or
simply browse through at their own pace. Further,
as the Internet is an interactive communications
medium, viewers can comment and contribute to
the artwork. I have therefore included a ‘contribute
links’ button from which browsers can add links or
comments to the piece.
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David Goldblatt: Returns and Elisions
M. Neelika Jayawardane

(State University of New York-Oswego)
David Goldblatt’s photographs are uncanny in
their capacity to highlight South African un-ease,
suggests Neelika Jayawardane. Reflecting on a
re-visitation of his early oeuvre, Jayawardane
and Goldblatt discuss the photographs’ visual
elaboration of the unspeakable: racial intimacy
and fear, suppressed sexuality, the face of power,
and – most taboo of all – a tension between
responsibility and disavowal engendered in
contemporary viewers.
Winter 1998: I was spending Christmas with Lars,
my then-boyfriend, and his family in their home in a
tiny village located on the border of the Netherlands
and Germany. The church was built in the 13th century. A year before, when his parents moved from an
adjoining village – one that had a church from 11th
century – people asked them, “Don’t you like us anymore?” At the Christmas breakfast table, the conversation was about the funeral plans proposed by
a Japanese millionaire: when he died, he wanted his
Mondrian buried with his body. Over poached eggs
and almond-paste stöllen, the Japanese, as a whole,
were trashed: invading hordes crashing through European museums in platform heels, flashing cameras at paintings.
I was discovering the Dutch: these were extraordinarily situated people, I thought, so sure of their
ownership – their things, and others’ things. For a
person like me, who had never been located in any
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one people or nation, the Dutch were a weird, solid
breed.
And then I saw it – an excuse to satisfy my itch
to get out of there for a few days: a tiny, square image in the local newspaper. It is a Dutch Reformed
Church in South Africa, said the caption. I could see
the detail of brick upon brick, turning into the curvature of the steeple, reduced though that image was
within the village paper.
David Goldblatt’s photograph of the Nederduitse
Gereformeerde Kerk in Quellerina, Johannesburg –
built to re-imagine the great prow of a ship, sailing
the Transvaal high plains – became the first of his
photographs to exercise a holy hold on my imagination. The exhibition, organized by the Netherlands
Architecture Institute (NAi), scrutinised the manner
in which architectural and political issues came to
be so intertwined: understanding the structures of
South Africa would lie at the heart of reconceptualising community, homeland, environment, power,
gender relationships, and – of course – race.
The entrance to the NAi in Rotterdam introduced the visitor to the exhibit via Goldblatt’s images – small and unobtrusive. I stood before the
photographs, and found myself weeping. I couldn’t
tell you why, or for what loss. All I can say is that it
was the first moment in which, after over a decade of
leaving my own childhood home in Zambia – with
only the understanding that it was a location that
had no place for me – I realised that it is possible
to renegotiate a relationship with a place that had
little patience for the nuances of difference. The images before me showed that it is possible to begin a
conversation with one’s history, as impossible and
displacing as it will be, undoubtedly, at times. And
that no amount of Other Love – romantic and erotic

attachments to powerful others who possess an unquestioning belonging to home and nation – was
going to grant me a get-out-of-jail-easy-pass from
the necessity of engaging with that difficult conversation.
The images before me showed that it is possible
to begin a conversation with one’s history,
as impossible and displacing as it will be,
undoubtedly, at times.
It was only in 2006 that I returned to David Goldblatt’s images. A friend in Cape Town told me about
an exhibit of Some Afrikaners Revisited (http://
www.michaelstevenson.com/contemporary/exhibitions/goldblatt/afrikaners/index.htm), an expanded view of Goldblatt’s body of work, first published
in 1975 as Some Afrikaners Photographed. Michael
Stevenson Gallery was, in 2006, located in the fashionable de Waterkant district of Cape Town. The
cobblestoned streets, buildings constructed using a
mixture of crushed seashells and lime, and the particularities of the architectural styles in this area reveal its history: it is the district built by the exiles,
artisans, workers and kitchen maids brought from
the areas in which the Vereenigde Oost-Indische
Compagnie – or the Dutch East India Company –
carried out “colonial activities”, empowered by the
21-year monopoly granted by the States-General of
the Netherlands in 1602. The VOC’s “colonial activities” included the transportation of dissenters and
labourers from its South Asian areas of interest to
other Dutch strongholds, including the Cape. De
Waterkant continued to be a location in which the
descendants of these transported people lived, until
the apartheid-era Group Areas Act was enforced in
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“The bride and her parents-in-law”, near Barkly East, 1966.

“In Martjie Marais’s kitchen in Gamkaskloof”, 1967.

1966, forcing the inhabitants to leave “the Water’s
Side” for the windswept plains an hour away from
the city.
The location of Michael Stevenson Gallery was
difficult to approach without that history in mind.
There, again, were Goldblatt’s photographs: each of
them surprisingly small, and yet, powerfully luminescent. I found that I wanted to walk over to each
one and become intimate with them. Conversing
with those photographs revealed the heart of Goldblatt’s work: his instinctive talent for spotting – and
pinpointing – the things that make South Africans
uneasy, probing the predicaments at the core of contemporary South African existence, and elaborating
upon those unspeakable issues using the sharpness
of an image.
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What was it about these people that allowed them
to carve out a niche in a location that they found so
inhospitable – and so alluring – simultaneously?
What was it about an ordinary Southern African
landscape (one that my Sri Lankan extended family found to be the antithesis of beauty – “without a
leaf to make it green”, exclaimed an aunt) that took
possession, and made people behave as though they
had, indeed, been possessed?
Here, among Goldblatt’s images, were their
kitchens and the soot of their country hearths (“In
Martjie Marais’s kitchen in Gamkaskloof”, 1967),
their marriages (“The bride and her parents-in-law”,
near Barkly East, 1966), their love for their prized
ewes (“J.G. Loots of the farm Quaggasfontein”,
where his family had farmed for more than 200
years, Graaff-Reinet, 1966). Here, juxtaposed, were
the immensity of the landscape they loved, and the
fear with which they held it. And here, also, was the
terror they wielded over those on whom their lives
depended – those they loved, feared, and intimidated into a subordination that removed their humanity (“Johannes van der Linde, farmer and major in

“J.G. Loots of the farm Quaggasfontein”, where his family had
farmed for more than 200 years, Graaff-Reinet, 1966.

the local army reserve, with his head labourer ‘Ou
Sam’”, near Bloemfontein, 1965; and “Shiftboss with
‘his piccanin’”, underground at Randfontein Estates
Gold Mine, Randfontein, 1965).
My ambivalence about home, language, landscape and belonging were not their lot; it was, in
fact, an abundance of belonging with which they
grappled.
Goldblatt himself was an outsider in such belonging, among such situated people. At a young
age, he was already taunted for being Jewish by the
Afrikaner boys around him – but ironically, it was at
English-medium schools that he “experienced serious incidents of anti-Semitism and even sadism, first
at Pretoria Boys High and then at Marist Brothers
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“Johannes van der Linde, farmer and major in the local army
reserve, with his head labourer ‘Ou Sam’”, near Bloemfontein,
1965.

in Johannesburg” (http://www.michaelstevenson.
com/contemporary/exhibitions/goldblatt/afrikaners/index.htm).
He found, despite himself, that he liked the company of the Afrikaners who came to get suited at his
father’s clothing shop, and was beginning to enjoy
the language that he had once disliked so intensely.
When he set out as a photographer, it was to explore
what lay at the heart of their power: to explore the
contradictory nature that those who are enclosed
within protective power structures must, necessarily, cultivate in order to negotiate through ordinary
life, while including/excluding those who live outside of the same power structures.
I was captivated by “Watching home movies”
(Northcliff, Johannesburg, 1968): here, a family is
gathered together to celebrate the birthday of the
grandmother. I remember the collection of young
girls the most vividly: some are seated on low sofas,
others languid on the floor, the fashionable sleeveless mini-dresses of the period revealing the sporty
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“Watching home movies”, Northcliff, Johannesburg, 1968.

thighs and arms of outdoorswomen. The light from
the cinema screen illuminates the delight on their
faces. When I interviewed Goldblatt in July 2010,
seated at the small breakfast table at his flat on Long
Street, Cape Town, this was one of the first images
to which I returned. Maybe it is all the unawareness
inherent in pleasure, ensconced as it is in the photograph – the seeming ability of beauty, luxury, youth,
and power to stand outside of suffering – that got
my attention.
Neelika Jayawardane (NJ): “The last time I’d
spoken to you, you mentioned that the family came
from different parts of South Africa every year, to
watch … actually, themselves in …”
Goldblatt finishes my sentence: “Family films,
ja.”
NJ: And here, also, is an image of a beautiful teenage boy and two girls on a beach, waving and smiling in …

“On the beach, Keurboomstrand”, 1968.

David Goldblatt (DG): Keurboomstrand. (“On
the beach, Keurboomstrand”, 1968.)
NJ: I was thinking, “How beautiful that life seems”,
and how removed they seem from what was happening all around them. The images contain nothing of
strife – the captions contain no mention of anything
other than that the young women gather together
every year to be voyeuristic about their own joys.
DG: But ja, like almost all of the photographs that
I’ve ever done, the strands are very complex. You
see that photograph of the family watching the old
family films? The man of that family was a leading
advocate – a lawyer – who was well known for taking on cases that were not popular with the regime.
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Other images are more stark in their beauty. The
light streaming through “In Martjie Marais’s kitchen
in Gamkaskloof” (1967), seems, at first, to be coming solely from a small, rectangular window hollowed out in the back wall; but then, one notices a
door near the boy is open, illuminating his left side,
and his uncle’s face and crossed leg. Within this illumination, there is also a beatification of the ordinary, rather than a glamourisation of poverty – the
way that Vermeer held his working class subjects in
light, making something very humdrum into the extraordinary, creating the same reflective moment in
which there is a space for meditation.
The captions under the images of Gamkaskloof
describe an isolated valley in which people grew
fruit and dried it, taking “their produce once or twice
a year in a caravan of donkeys over the mountains to
Prince Albert [to] sell it for the things they needed”.
After a road was driven through in 1957, life changed:
“each family has a bakkie and a radio and uses detergent and, when they grow older, the youngsters go to
the towns and do not come back. But withal, life still
retains much of the quality of the isolated existence
they led here for many years.” (In fact, by 2006, everyone had drifted out, and the small settlements in
Gamkaskloof no longer existed.)
It seemed purposeful to me that Goldblatt took
images of those who ploughed and harvested their
own fields, whose homes displayed their unmistakable poverty. The images of “A pensioner with his
wife and a portrait of her first husband” (Wheatlands Plots, near Randfontein, 1962) and of their
daughter, who had bought the furniture in their
voorkamer on a hire-purchase plan, are hardly the
Afrikaners that officialdom would have advertised. I
could only imagine the resistance that Goldblatt en56

“A pensioner with his wife and a portrait of her first husband”,
Wheatlands Plots, near Randfontein, 1962.

countered from the powers that controlled the Afrikaner image: for a group of people who so apotheosised national image, who capitalised on cultivating
a particular brand of superior smugness based on
an erasure of self-awareness and historical knowledge, this public re-presentation of the poorer country cousins must have been a damaging blow. These
were the people for whose benefit the National Party
purportedly made their policies. I asked Goldblatt
about the reasons behind choosing these particular
locations and people for his photographs – people
who were living, almost, in a world outside of the
nation – maybe benefitting, and maybe not, from
apartheid policies.
These were the people for whose benefit the
National Party purportedly made their policies.
DG: Well, I started off with the ambition of doing a
fairly thorough exposition of The Afrikaner people.
So I made it my business to become acquainted with
some leading Afrikaners and upper middle class

people, wealthier people, newly rich. But as I went
along, I realised that I was grossly under-equipped
to do something so ambitious, but secondly, in any
event, I would not want to do it because I’m not interested in creating encyclopaedias and anyone who
ventures to do that is in for a hiding before he starts,
because how do you … how do you create an encyclopaedic view of a people? I don’t think it’s possible;
certainly, it wasn’t possible for me. I don’t think, in
theory, it’s possible at all. So. I then realised that …
although I’d photographed a number of the fat cats
and the more cultured people, in fact, I was more
interested in working class people and farmers.
That was partly because I’d met many of these
people in the course of working in my father’s shop,
in Randfontein. And I knew, from having spoken to
them, and having served them, that many of them
were salt-of-the-earth people. And yet at the same
time, there was this almost naked fear of The Black.
And yet at the same time, there was an intimacy with
blacks that far transcended the intimacy that I knew
in my own home, with my parents, or among friends
and other people in my middle class life. So it’s
obvious that that’s where I had to explore, for me.
It would have been rather pretentious and perhaps
even boring for me to try to penetrate the layers of
the upper echelons of Afrikanerdom. I wasn’t very
interested in them, because in fact, you see, the
support base (and that was one of the things I was
interested in) … the support base for the National
Party and for the church – the Afrikaner churches
– was in the farming and working class Afrikaner
community. They provided the votes – the mass
votes. So I was especially interested in their values.
And ancillary to all of that was the fact that among
middle class and upper class people, particularly if
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they have become acquainted with the media, there
are defence mechanisms that more or less block
access. I’m talking now emotional and psychological access that I sought. Because these people have
learned how to fend off inquiring eyes.
there was this almost naked fear of The Black. And
yet at the same time, there was an intimacy with
blacks that far transcended the intimacy that I
knew in my own home.
NJ: You said that there was an intimacy that you
saw between an Afrikaans person and a black person
who worked for them … and at the same time, a fear
that was sort of an irrational, archetypal fear.
DG: I mean between a white person and the black
person who worked for that white person. In the
middle class whites I came from [there wasn’t the
same intimacy]. So in my own class, it would have
been unthinkable, for example, for a family to spend
a Saturday making a coffin for a black servant. Not
even their own servant … [but] their neighbour’s
servant? (“Making a coffin for the body of a neighbour’s servant whose family could not afford to buy
one”, Bootha Plots, Randfontein, 1962.) I mean,
that’s such a physical thing to do. Make a coffin! You
know? So among my own people, if you like, if they
were generous, they might have given money to the
family for the funeral. Or to buy a coffin, or … but to
actually spend a Saturday making a coffin. This was
something so physical. And I saw it over and over,
not just in that kind of thing, but …. You know if a
black worker in Major van der Linde’s farm took ill,
there’s no question: he or his wife would take them
to hospital straightaway. And probably spend the
DAVID GOLDBLATT

“Making a coffin for the body of a neighbour’s servant whose
family could not afford to buy one”, Bootha Plots, Randfontein,
1962.

“The farmer’s son with his nursemaid”, on the farm
Heimweeberg, near Nietverdiend in the Marico Bushveld, 1964.

night there. With them. And yet at the same time,
he wouldn’t have hesitated to beat up a black worker
who was obstreperous. Ja, these were the kind of
contradictions that you came up against.
And then, of course, there was the sexual intimacy. Which was much more common among Afrikaner men and black women than it was with, say,
middle class Jewish men and black women, or middle class English speakers.
And I think that was largely because Afrikaner
men, very often, grew up on farms where their playmates were black kids. So they had a physical intimacy with black kids right from an early age, and
then suddenly, at puberty, they were told, “No, it’s
forbidden. You can’t do this anymore. You can’t
touch that. Well, of course, once you’re forbidden,
you want to do it.

the farm Heimweeberg, near Nietverdiend in the
Marico Bushveld, 1964)?

NJ: Do you think that’s why so many people comment on that image of the young boy who is with his
minder (“The farmer’s son with his nursemaid”, on

DG: Well, there’s no question to me that that picture
is pregnant – to use the correct word – it’s pregnant
… with all of those things.
NJ: Because there are other images of intimacy.
There’s an image of a boy on a wheeled contraption
– a go-cart. “Kleinbaas with klonkie”, Bootha Plots,
Randfontein, 1963.
DG: Kleinbass with klonkie. And Klonkie with
kleinbass.
NJ: It’s an image of incredible friendship.
DG: Yes, yes. That’s exactly what I’m talking about.
So that kind of intimacy was unknown among most
of my Jewish compatriots. In my own home, however, I have to say that I used to piggyback my nanny’s
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“A girl and her mother at home”, 1979/80.

ers. Probably 60% of the white population of Boksburg was Afrikaners. But that’s not what I was looking at. I was looking at middleclass, white values.
“On the stoep: a girl in her new tutu”, 1979/80.

“Kleinbaas with klonkie”, Bootha Plots, Randfontein, 1963.

kids. We had an intimacy that I didn’t see among my
compatriots in the Jewish community.
The diptych of images portraying the playmates
illustrates the subordination of one friend to the
other. The roles that the two friends are meant to
play are unmistakable: “Kleinbaas”, the bigger of
the two, is in control of the vehicle, but “Klonkie” is
destined to push “Keinbaas” up the hill, when they
came to that part of the road. It is the simultaneous
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intimacy and distance created by each knowing
one’s place.

NJ: And they seem very different from those in
Some Afrikaners.

NJ: The images in In Boksburg. Those are of the
small town, middle class, white community in South
Africa. So they’re not the rural people in Some Afrikaners.

DG: Yes. Ja, but bear in mind that, on the whole,
in In Boksburg I photographed middle class, urban
people. Whereas in Some Afrikaners Photographed,
most of my subjects were – if not always – rural,
then at least peri-urban. They weren’t city slickers.

DG: And furthermore, many of these people are not
Afrikaners. I was very specific. This was the middle
class white community. Mixed. Italian, Portuguese,
Jewish, Greek, English speakers, Afrikaans speak-

NJ: So there’s “girl in her new tutu on her stoep”
and a girl, hair curled at the ends into four ringlets,
and her mother at home – and here, [the girl] is
playing the piano.
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“At the Rugby Dance: in the supper room of the Town Hall”,
1979/80.

“Preparing to serve dinner at the Rugby Dance in the Town
Hall”, 1979/80.

DG: It’s the same girl.

DG: Yes, but that’s a peculiar kind of liveliness.
Her smile is fixed. It’s the fixity that she’s been
taught. “If you’re going to be a ballet dancer, you
must learn to smile, my girl. You can’t have a grim
face. You must smile! And when you’re on point …”

NJ: Oh, it is?! And they [the mother and daughter]
are separated by this kind of vast carpet with a big,
fern-leaf pattern on it. The floor-to-ceiling windows
are covered by elaborate drapery.
DG: That’s right …
The details are impossible to miss: there’s a small,
white dog on the chair to her left; the mother – in
white stockings and white ankle boots – is watching, with another lapdog in its right place. A parrot
is captured in a round wire cage – itself perched
atop a small, intricately scrolled Grecian column.
NJ: There’s very little intimacy between [the mother and daughter]. But when she [the girl] is on her
stoep, in her ballerina outfit, she looks like she’s
alive.
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majorettes” and “Saturday morning at the Hypermarket: Miss Lovely Legs Competition”, 1979/80.
In “Drum Majorettes”, the girls sport black
wide-brimmed hats. Stylised riding coats skim their
raised buttocks, the 1½ inch heel of the silver calflength boots accentuating the bare thighs. One girl
has a satchel over her shoulder, and her pose pulls
up the drape of the coat above her buttock to reveal
the undergarment.
In “Miss Lovely Legs”, the four girls on display
are numbers 11, 12, 16 and 15. No. 11 is the leggiest,
aided by platform sandals and a thin maillot revealing her nipples; 12 and 15’s one-pieces are dangerously high cut. The competition seems to be sponsored by “Cameo” – three pairs of pantyhose in each
pack (small flags advertising the brand drape the
edge of the catwalk). The girls, in the fashion of their
time and class, wear pantyhose, though they have
open toed sandals.

NJ: Ja, and a woman looking on very delightedly.

DG: I think there is, or was, certainly, a very powerful suppressed sexuality in communities like that. It
was a very strange kind of sexuality. Because those
girls in their drum majorette uniforms … you know,
they could have easily passed for whores at the temple. But it was ok. And yet these were convent girls,
many of them. It was ok, because in that particular
set of circumstances, it was ok to reveal your body.
It was, in fact, encouraged. You were encouraged to
strut, and thrust out your chest. And to you know …
the whole thing. So it was a very strange phenomenon. I was fascinated by it.

Then there are several images of sanctioned moments when the female body – and sexuality – are
on display. “At an inter-school competition for drum

there is, or was, certainly, a very powerful suppressed sexuality in communities like that ... it was
a very strange phenomenon. I was fascinated by it.

NJ: Also in In Boksburg, there’s “Preparing to
serve dinner at the Rugby Dance in the Town Hall”
and several other images that surround the Rugby
Dance. There’s a lot of posturing between women,
and there’s one of the supper room of the Town Hall:
a man is pouring a small – a miniature bottles of liquor – into a glass.
DG: Pinkie sticking up …
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NJ: The very beautiful woman …
DG: Beautiful woman, yes … in her tennis dress.
NJ: Yeah, a very new looking tennis dress. I thought,
“She may have put on a different dress [for the photo]”.
DG: Well, I came to that farm, I knocked on the
door, introduced myself, and said, “I’d like to take
photographs here if you don’t mind,” and “May I
take a photograph of you?” and she said, “Yes, you
can, but I first have to change.”
NJ: Oh, she did?

“At an inter-school competition for drum-majorettes”, 1979/80.

NJ: In “Miss Lovely Legs”, a row of children’s faces
is lined up against the edge of the catwalk. Is the entire audience black?
DG: No, not the entire audience. Mixed. And this
was very significant … because that was the only situation in which you could legitimately have a mixed
audience. It was a big hypermarket, so anybody
could shop there. And secondly, it gave ... it gave
permission, if you like, for a black man ... to look
at white pubescence or nubility without fear. If one
of those girls was strutting outside at her parents’
swimming pool, and the gardener stared at her like
that, he would have got a klap.

“Saturday morning at the Hypermarket: Miss Lovely Legs
Competition”, 1979/80.

DG: And she went and she came out in that white
dress.
NJ: What was she wearing before?

you get to gaze at something you are not ordinarily
allowed to is a way to show that what’s on display is
the best thing that there is …
DG: Yes. That’s right. And of course, there are no
black girls in that group. They’re all white. Lily
white, you know.
NJ: “The Farmer’s Wife”. That image was in Some
Afrikaners (“On an old Transvaal farm near Fochsville: the farmer’s wife”, 1965). Laughing. Standing
against the great, expanding crack in the stone wall
behind her.

DG: I don’t remember … but obviously, she didn’t
regard it as … she didn’t feel comfortable in it. And I
er … she was beautiful, and certainly very turned on.
NJ: Yeah. I was thinking that she seemed very selfaware … of the enormous power she carries with her
beauty. But it was so isolated there … so it wasn’t
possible for her to exercise it [her power] because it
required gaze.
DG: Hm.
NJ: And she … was suddenly surprised by your visit.

NJ: And those sanctioned moments also reiterate
superiority …. Creating a “special” situation in which
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DG: Yes.
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lene van Niekerk, who had just won the South African Sunday Times Literary Prize for her novel,
Agaat.
She asked you to describe what it was like growing up in Randfontein; which you did – very honestly, detailing what it was like to live in a country
where (I’m paraphrasing now) “a small, energetic
group of people had taken over … people whose fear
of both black and Jewish people was so great that it
turned into an active hate”. (Here, Goldblatt corrected my understanding: the fear of blacks and Jews
were hardly on the “same level”; rather, “Jews were
not so much feared as envied and distrusted [as] the
‘other’ and the money lenders.”)
“Policeman in a squad car on Church Square”, Pretoria, 1967.

NJ: At one point, van Niekerk asked you about “Policeman in a squad car on Church Square”, Pretoria,
1967.
DG: Policeman in squad car, yes.

“On an old Transvaal farm near Fochsville: the farmer’s wife”,
1965.

DG: Yeah, yes. Absolutely. It was a very interesting
situation. I made it a principle … never ever to take
anything from any subjects that I photographed.
[laughs]
NJ: When Some Afrikaners Revisited was launched
at the 2007 Cape Town Book Fair, Umuzi – your
publisher – organised a “Conversation” with MarDAVID GOLDBLATT

NJ: In my mind, that image survives differently –
but here it is. There are two heads in the car – two
policemen in the car. One is sharply in focus, looking out directly at the camera – his head blocks out
the other policeman. His gauntness, the bone structure makes it look like a Death’s Head. Behind the
car, there’s a row of people standing in line, who are
not in focus. The older man’s eyes are shaded by the
brim of his hat, and the younger man’s eyes are hidden by dark glasses. Two women – one younger, one
older, seem to stare impassively into the afternoon
sun.
DG: Well there’s the squad car … or the policemen
in the squad car in sharp focus in the foreground,

and in the background is this granite building, and
in front of it are a number of people queuing for a
bus. And they are blurred, but they are quite clearly
white. And so for me, that photograph – at first sight
– is one-dimensional. And I don’t like making onedimensional pictures; I hate them … because you’re
judging for the reader how to read the picture. But
on second sight, that photograph is not one-dimensional, because those people are, in fact, all white,
and it’s us, it’s us, the whites of South Africa sheltering behind the policeman’s gun. And there’s no
question that that’s largely what we did. There are
very few whites who were prepared to go out from
that protective encirclement of the armed forces and
deal with black people one to one, as it were.
I don’t like making one-dimensional pictures …
because you’re judging for the reader how to read
the picture.
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NJ: van Niekerk said, “I am going to say something
terrible now. I’m going to say something terrible.
The face of power looks the same everywhere.”

NJ: At that particular interview [with van Niekerk],
what I found particularly interesting was that … the
audience was probably mostly Afrikaner people who
had come to sort of see themselves “revisited”. Most
were women – older women. And they were full of
pleasure – murmuring and animated. The ladies
were perfumed, in their Sunday best …

DG: Oh did she?

DG: Ah, Really? That’s interesting.
NJ: Like they had come for church. In fine clothes.
Hats.
DG: I don’t remember that.
NJ: I was there with a friend of mine from Italy.
So we were probably the only foreign people there.
And there was so much pleasure that it was audible.
But then, when this image was shown, and you said
these things, it just became very, very silent. In fact,
van Niekerk said, “It’s very quiet now … we are all
very quiet.”
DG: (laughter).
NJ: And I thought it was a moment in which one
had to meditate on oneself, really. And face it. And
your photographs were saying that it’s necessary to
do that. That it’s the difficult work necessary for liking yourself.
DG: Sure, yeah.
NJ: But before anything like that could happen, I
think … because it was too frightening … that silence
was broken by something else. I think van Niekerk
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“Senior members of the National Party listen to speeches at the
party’s 50th Anniversary celebrations”, De Wildt, Transvaal,
October 1964.

NJ: I believe that she was referring to – or making a
link with – the current faces of power. At this point,
silence in the room – which had made the space
dense with tension – expanded and released itself in
murmurs of approval. Some clapped, the loudest of
all the young man seated next to me.
DG: Is that so?

showed another image in Some Afrikaners: “Senior
members of the National Party listen to speeches at
the party’s 50th Anniversary celebrations”, De Wildt,
Transvaal, October 1964.

NJ: Yeah.

Here, it is the severity conveyed by the down-turned
lips and the fleshy faces that remain in my memory.
They wear hats, and dark sunglasses or spectacles
covering their eyes; the women have cat’s eyeframes. The man last in line, on the right end – the
oldest – looks to be asleep. Though not identified
by name in the original publication, in Some Afrikaners Revisited, the caption reads: “From left to
right: Senator Jan de Klerk, Minister of Education,
Arts and Science, his wife Corrie, Daan de Wet Nel,
Minister of Bantu Education and Development,
and his wife, Jim Fouche, Minister of Defence, and
an oudstryder who was present at De Wildt when
General J.B.M. Hertzog made his famous ‘SuidAfrika eerste’ (South Africa first) speech there on 7
December 1912.”

NJ: Yes, van Niekerk did an amazing interview. And
then, the audience had a release, finally. They felt
comfortable, because …

DG: I don’t remember that. She was amazing, but I
don’t remember that.

DG: Yeah.
NJ: Now [if there is a direct comparison of the NP
party members to ANC party members], they are not
so bad. In a way, this “release” destroyed the moment created by …
DG: Of the other one …
NJ: Yeah.
DG: That’s really very interesting.
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NJ: The room was … it was a pleasurable experience, but a very tense experience, too. I suppose it’s
a difficult invitation – by someone like a photographer – to meditate on oneself. And people would
much rather quickly move into …

I couldn’t explicitly say some things … which I was
able to do later.

DG: Something more comfortable. Or uncomfortable, in a way, but … something you can handle.
people would much rather quickly move into …
‘Something more comfortable. Or uncomfortable ...
but … something you can handle.’
Looking carefully through the images and captions
in the original publication (Some Afrikaners Photographed) and the reprint (Some Afrikaners Revisited) will produce small, but significant differences.
The library at Cape Town’s National Gallery owns a
first edition of Some Afrikaners – signed by Goldblatt. After a stint at the library, I went to The Book
Lounge (a shop on the corner of Roeland and Buitenkant), which had the new edition. It was here
that I noticed key differences in the text accompanying certain “uncomfortable” images.
NJ: For instance, “Johannes van der Linde, farmer
and major in the local army reserve, with his head
labourer ‘Ou Sam’ near Bloemfontein, 1965”: in the
original, that’s all the text that there is. But in the
new edition, you have the two men in dialogue. Van
der Linde says, “Does the Baas swear at you?” and …
DG: And Ou Sam says, “No, the Boss does not swear
at me”. You always talk in the third person if you’re
inferior.

DAVID GOLDBLATT

“Shiftboss with ‘his piccanin’”, underground at Randfontein
Estates Gold Mine, Randfontein, 1965.

In fact, in Revisited, Goldblatt is even more precise:
“In the manner of respectful indirect address used
in Afrikaans as between a parent and child, van der
Linde asked, ‘Old Sam, does the Baas swear at you?’
To which the reply was, ‘No Baas, the Baas does not
swear at me.’ Near Bloemfontein, Free State, 1965.”
And in “Shiftboss with ‘his piccanin’”, underground
at Randfontein Estates Gold Mine, Randfontein,
1965, Goldblatt includes the comment: “For the
shiftboss the young man carried measuring instruments, a bottle of tea and a ‘pneumo’ jacket; for me –
at the shiftboss’s insistence and over my objections
– he carried my tripod.”
NJ: So what made you add something more to the
captions?

But the images carry that energy, in any case. I saw
that at once, from across the room at Michael Stevenson Gallery. The fear and intensity of the subordination reflected in the so-called piccanin’s downward glare – the only light illuminating this terrible
scene coming from his own miner’s hardhat lamp
– is unmistakable.
Quickly flipping through certain complex photographs in Some Afrikaners, those willful elisions
allow a recollection that is more digestible; those
forced removals make history – and complicity
within that story – more consumable. The collection
that had originally made people feel ashamed – and
was received with vitriol from party leaders because
of the honesty with which those lives were portrayed
for all the world to see – now present the possibility
of a desirable way out. The images in Some Afrikaners picture a people who are removed from grand
doings of the nation: these “salt of the earth” people, going about eking a living out of growing fruit,
raising prize ewes, and dancing at wedding feasts
can hardly be linked to that lineup of grim leaders.
A comparison between the NP leaders and current
leaders of South Africa – or any “face of power”, for
that matter – made the more “dangerous” images in
the book easier to take. But hoping that Goldblatt’s
body of work will make history sweeter – transforming itself into coffee table book – would take a supreme act of erasure.

DG: Well, there were things that I knew that I could
now talk about more openly … you mustn’t forget
that when I first published that first edition, I was on
a knife’s edge. And I implied quite a lot I think, but
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Many thanks to Stefan Blom, who first told me
about the Some Afrikaners Revisited show, and to
the delightful staff at Michael Stevenson Gallery
(now located at 160 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock,
Cape Town), and the staff at the library of the National Gallery, who were gracious in their conversation and direction.
The photographs in the exhibition of Some Afrikaners Revisited were published in book form by
Umuzi, Random House, in 2007.
Another essay by Neelika Jayawardane on David
Goldblatt’s is published on the site Africa is a country: http://africasacountry.com/2010/10/11/davidgoldblatt-takes-manhattan/
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Design in Motion? Urban design
and the post-apartheid city

meaningful and mutually respectful conversation
both internally and in the world.
Crucially, “design” demands the adoption of altered points of view, of new ways of seeing and reading ourselves and our realities. It is only through
these “recognitions” that we can start to imaginatively extrapolate ourselves, to build creatively on
our own particular qualities and quantities. Urban
design, thus, demands a re-imagination of who we
are and who we might become. This pivotal attitude
appears to be the missing factor in Johannesburg
contemporary quest to be a “World Class City”.

Sarah Calburn and Achille Mbembe
(Sarah Calburn Architects, Johannesburg
and University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg)

Sarah Calburn, an architect in private practice
in Johannesburg, and Achille Mbembe a research
professor in history and politics, discuss the
tensions and possibilities of urban design and the
post-apartheid city.
Achille Mbembe (AM): I would like to start our
conversation with a question on urban planning. Urban planning is not simply a product of the social
organization of knowledge. How a society builds and
arranges its urban space and environment also tells
us something about the way it defines itself, its moral boundaries, its symbolic and cultural systems.
When I first came to Johannesburg, having lived
in Paris, New York, Philadelphia, Washington and
Dakar, it was as if the city was still paying the price
of its originary congenital malformation, that is, its
birth in the crucible of racial capitalism. It looked
to me, then, as if apartheid urban planning was a
mere translation of a dark public secret - Apartheid’s
paranoia and primitive response to otherness. How
would you characterize the state of urban planning
or design in South Africa today?
Sarah Calburn (SC): It seems obvious to me,
as a spatial practitioner, that South African urban
planning still acts largely to maintain our deep social
divides, in the process rendering them increasingly
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Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

irreparable. In the main, current development across
the board is severely impoverishing our cities, our
present and future selves. What we have currently
in the guise of “urban design” appears merely as the
progressive hardening of a calloused and damaged
present that is inexplicably devoted to its calloused
and damaged past. “Urban planning” in South Africa
has not yet become “urban design”.
AM: Could you elaborate on the difference between
“urban planning” and “urban design”?
SC: The act of “design” holds implicit the imagination of previously unimagined futures. If it is to be
experimental and innovative, “design” demands the
adoption of critical approaches that are able to open
current problems to new potentials and solutions.
One would think that the projection of a future
scenario via “urban design” should be directed to
the optimistic creation of urban space that can both
frame and nurture a vibrant, diverse society in lively,

AM: What about planning?
SC: Planning as we know it in this city is still directed to simplistic “problem-solving” via largely
uncritical diagrammatisation of existing social relationships. It acts only to entrench historical spatial
and societal divisions. The wide open flatlands of
RDP housing (the Reconstruction and Development
Programme initiated in the immediate aftermath of
Apartheid) is only one of the pernicious examples
that could be cited.
AM: You speak as if nothing has changed since
Meadowlands.
SC: Indeed it seems physically as if nothing has
changed except the quality of construction – which,
terrifyingly, has worsened. The endless unrolling of
the franchised urban environment is another example, made as it is of repetitive fortified enclaves and
identical quasi-public shopping malls.
The net effect of these homogeneous and exclusive developments is that the public domain in
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Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

Johannesburg has gone missing, presumed dead.
Public terrain has been reduced to left over land;
the traffic islands, the under-equipped pavements
that make up the connective tissue of our cities. The
very pre-condition of successful cities – a connective
urban commonality – is so structurally weak that it
cannot hold us together.
AM: Without blaming everything on urban planning, could we then argue that instead of eliciting
reactions of curiosity, astonishment and connectivity, the kind of urban planning we inherited from
apartheid fuels anxieties, awakes aggressivity and
fosters blindness?
SC: It is clear to me that we still cannot see each
other. We still do not know each other fifteen years
after liberation. This is partly because there are no
physical spaces in this city in which we can interact safely. There are no physical points of contact
which are not considered threatening. We are eternally blinkered, both hiding and hidden from each
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one another in the franchised car-bound landscape,
where the “public” is characterized as criminal simply because access is denied to everything except the
left-over space. In these left-over spaces, you can be
arrested for “loitering”, while the “private” glides
seamlessly (windows tight shut) from guarded interior to guarded interior.
Spatially, politically, culturally and economically, it would appear that in the “new” South Africa,
apartheid has morphed seamlessly into a noxious
private-public divide. Separate development is alive
and well in 21st century South Africa. It is dismayingly strange to note, now, the color coded parallel
tracks in the visual metaphor of our failing “rainbow
nation”.
AM: Speaking of the public/private divide, historically we do have in this rugged and hard-edged city
of Johannesburg a tradition of mass movements if
not of “public-ness”. What do you make of this tradition?
SC: The “public” in South Africa still seems to be
characterized as “the Masses”. These are “the People” who, to a large extent, are still considered ungovernable, at least in their daily struggles for survival. The “private”, of course, are the elite – “us”.
The language of both Apartheid and The Struggle,
in equal and hideous measure, would still seem to
pertain. Who are these people, these masses, if not
us, the citizens who share this country, these cities,
these suburbs and these roads?
AM: Johannesburg managers have been trying to
depict the city as a “world class city”. What is the
meaning of this exercise?

Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

SC: This is in essence a febrile branding exercise
that simplistically interprets an undigested fragment
of received knowledge. A World Class City, I would
presume, is identifiable as such: a unique externally
accessible urban environment available to all; a city
that is owned and made legible by its citizens; a city
available to all whether from home or abroad.
Where in Johannesburg, I would ask, is this
“World Class City”? In the walled-off-tree-lined
streetscapes of Parkview? In the decaying and
vibrant streets of the inner city? On the highways
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ing to a different kind of city that would be a city
of connectivity, a city founded on some notion of
commonality and mutuality. Are you suggesting
that urban design in our context and in view of our
history is necessarily a political act?

AM: You spoke of the quasi-absence of a public domain. But you also referred to Johannesburg as a
city of “interiors”. Could you reflect a bit more about
this dialectic of public-ness/private/interior and
how it might help us to rethink the entire project of
urban design in our own context?

SC: If we aspire to some kind of common nationhood, it is time we find our “points of contact”,
the clues that might allow us to build a common
language, a common urbanity, a society in mutually sustaining motion. We urgently need to re-read

SC: When you think about it, it would be more accurate and productive to suggest that Johannesburg
could call itself a “World Class Interior”. It is our interiors that form the spaces we consider safe. These

Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

ourselves out of our internalized attitudes of fight
or flight. We need an exit strategy from the histories that continue to construct the urban landscape
and the urban psyche through defensive tactics of
aggrandizement and fortification and despair. Our
task now is to find the mutualities that can open us
out into positive, shared urban futures that can heal
this divided nation.

are our historic spaces, hidden from the prying eye.
These are the spaces in which we feel free to be who
we are; in which we loudly voice our opinions. These
are the spaces between which we are continually in
motion, eyes wide shut. These are the spaces into
which we usher, unctuously, our visitors.

Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

past ramshackle slums? In the lavish interiors of
Sandton? In the abandoned industrial edges of Alexandra? In the paranoid communities of Diepsloot or
Dainfern? In the flashy white elephants of our newly
built stadia – these isolated icons entirely cut off
from their surrounding communities? In the invisible streets of Soweto and Lenasia?
The carpet continues to be pulled from beneath
our feet as whole areas are abandoned to decay, become subject to successive waves of immigration,
are demolished or are radically and secretively redeployed. Previously accessible areas wall themselves
off, become “no-go zones” to either “the masses” or
“the elite”, and generally – in the wealthiest areas –
give away, un-protesting, to all the hype and all the
stereotype.
AM: Let’s come back for a moment to the theme of
urban design. You keep coming back to the question of accessibility and public-ness. You seem to
suggest that apartheid has morphed into new forms
of “separate development”. You seem to be gesturDESIGN IN MOTION?

AM: Should we therefore re-conceptualize the notion of “public space” and re-invent public-ness it-
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visible and invisible cultures. Most of these cultures
appear to exist entirely independently of each other.
Interestingly however, the many identities of the city
would seem to be characterized by what I would call
simultaneous cultures of display and concealment.
The city is not discoverable by its surfaces. Displays
usually accompanied by security booms at varying
scales of lock-out, and concealment requires either
guts or the cultural/economic keys to penetrate.
What is engendered in Johannesburg, then, is an exaggerated culture of “inside knowledge”.
Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

self as an extension or a refolding of the qualities of
our interiors?
SC: What stops us from considering urban landscapes as interiors? In my own work, I already
conceive of interiors as landscapes. What stops us
from changing our thinking to conceive of the public
spaces of our city as large interiors in which we are
all welcome? Can we move the strengths of our interior spaces out into the open?
AM: Doesn’t this require some kind of shared language, knowledge or code? And if you are right about
the density and richness of our interiors, wouldn’t
this imply that part of what characterizes Johannesburg is something we could call its “cultures of
the interiors” – a counterpoint to the negative definitions of the city we have dealt with so far in this
conversation?
SC: Spatially and architecturally, contemporary Johannesburg is a multi-layered polymorph of both
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This simultaneity is paradoxical, and witnessed by
the following examples: the highly decorated entrances to gated villa complexes; the silence of a
treeless field of RDP houses; the sign-dominated flat
exteriors of shopping malls; the Ethiopian interiors
of re-used CBD buildings; the impenetrable township maze; the no-expense-spared houses behind
walls. The crux of the matter is that we, as a city
and as a society, all deal in these coded conditions
all the time. This is a common culture that once deconstructed and opened to critical scrutiny, could be
used to beneficial strategic design effect in order to
bring about a more balanced urban environment.
AM: Concretely, how in your view could the culture
you are describing form the basis of design strategies that could themselves help to reinvigorate the
idea of the public and of the common?
SC: This culture could form the basis of design strategies that take us towards new building form and
space-making techniques that do not need to rely on
the fence, the boundary wall or homogeneous zoning
strategies as their only safe-guarding tactics. What

Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

needs to happen, then, alongside this kind of interrogation is a critical re-examination of the outdated
Town-Planning regulations that still act to limit our
urban forms and possibilities. Simply being able to
build to the suburban street boundary using a mix
of domestic, retail and public amenity could induce
major urban strategic possibility. The public “pavement” sphere could undergo a major overhaul for
the common good, while treating simultaneously
both local conditions of display and concealment.
AM: In our own work, Sarah Nuttall and I have defined Johannesburg not as a “world class city”, but
as “an elusive metropolis” that nevertheless point
to Afropolitan forms of urbanity. Could the trope of
“Afropolitanism” become the other name of the kind
of urbanities your own conception of design is pointing to?
SC: We have numerous examples of a particularly
Afropolitan urban commonality already in existence
or in the making. The urban spaces of Hillbrow,
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Yeoville, Soweto and Alexandra all function at a
number of levels simultaneously. Diverse yet integrated patterns of living, working and playing are all
waiting to be identified and extrapolated into sustainable 21st century community-based urbanities.
Depressingly, these patterns are regarded by most
Johannesburgers as threatening, as uncontrollable
and chaotic, simply because they are ramshackle
and poverty-stricken and colour-coded. These patters appear hermetic and unreadable.

Johannesburg, courtesy Sarah Calburn.

The fact of the matter is that these circumstances
contain giant design cues towards the development
of unique, Afropolitan and world-class architectural
environments if only we could see them as such.
Sustainable cities demand exactly these kinds of
propinquities and feed-back loops, these “points of
contact”, and we ignore our local examples at our
own peril. The roll-out of RDP housing around Alexandra is nothing short of evil. It displays a crass
blindness and disrespect shoved in the face of a
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community that has managed to maintain, against
all odds, the rarest and most valuable inter-cultural,
mixed-use core urban heritage.
AM: You are advocating place-bound, local design
solutions as a way to create the “points of contact”
without which our cities will not be cities at all. Using the metaphor of “points of contact”, how do you
evaluate the urban renewal strategies associated
with the 2010 Soccer World Cup?
SC: We have in fact had many of these opportunities
in the last couple of years for the making of “points
of contact”. The World Cup, the Gautrain and the
BRT (Bus Rapid Transport) are the first truly “public platforms” that Johannesburg has consciously
laid out in years. However, all these projects remain
steadfastly independent of the adjacent available
systems that might build urban commonality.
Why, for instance, does the BRT exist as a challenge to the taxi system? Why has it not forged adjacencies with parks, schools and public squares?
Why has a study been commissioned to find out why
the BRT doesn’t work? Why does the Gautrain end
up re-fortifying the exclusive enclave of Rosebank?
Why do the stadia leave the formation of ‘Fan Parks”
out in the cold: panicky design solutions requested
too late in the day to work properly? Why does the
Street Soccer global event (free for audiences) held
in Alexandra during the World Cup remain unpublicized? Why does the city not recognize that it is
precisely through the solicitation of innovative architectural and urban thinking that we can build an
Afropolitan World Class city?
Received models are not going to do the trick. We
require some directed and lateral self-interrogation

in order to rise above our general levels of mediocre
expectation, lack of imagination and damaged selfhood into recognizable spheres of global innovation
and design.
AM: Do you see, in this current moment, any “point
of contact” already in operation, or do we have to
invent everything from scratch?
SC: The main “points of contact” I see operating
now are on the radio. On account of talk show hosts
like Redi Direko and Tim Modise we have topical
debates open for comment by all. And the “all” do
comment, from their vastly differing points of view.
A truly discursive society is a society in mutual motion, a society in mutual space. It can hardly be
borne of societies contained in multiple landscapes
of lock-out and threat, or cement itself through faceless individuals meeting solely in virtual scapes.
Virtual discursive space is crucial, but how do we
recognize each other in public? Without a conscious
spatial construction of “points of contacts”, our cities can hardly be construed as cities at all.
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On writing Entanglement
Sarah Nuttall

(University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg)
Reflecting on a seven year quest to write a history
of the South African present from Johannesburg
(to write the now, from here), Sarah Nuttall
ventures beyond the safety of difference, the easy
control of the academic voice, and the comfortable
negative subject position of much intellectual
critique. She finds herself engaging entanglement
and elusivity through creative non-fiction.
After writing a book, and with the passing of time,
one begins to see, sometimes more clearly than during its writing, its autobiographical subtexts, its
wider intellectual currents, its political dimensions.
Seeing these things makes the project more interesting, to me, in some ways. It’s probably important to
start with the fact that the essays in Entanglement:
Literary and cultural reflections on post-apartheid
were written between the years 2001-2007. It’s also
worth noting that in these years I published three
other books: Beautiful/Ugly: African and Diaspora
Aesthetics; At Risk: Writing On and Over the Edge
of South Africa; and Johannesburg: The Elusive Metropolis. These were years that were very compelling
and powerful to me. I got a job at the newly formed
WISER, which gave me the chance to do no teaching
apart from graduate supervision and to write – I saw
an opening, an open road, and I took it. I came to
Johannesburg, having been in Cape Town for three
years and in Oxford before that. I would drive and
drive through the city, with Achille, who had come
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“Earth Book”
Photo: courtesy Paul Marais

to WISER too. He came from somewhere else, but
from this continent (via Paris and New York); we
were free to roam around Johannesburg, to drive it
and test out ideas about it in ways not insignificant
to my work during this time.
I wanted to write from a place, in a language that I
felt I could live by
I wanted to write from a place, in a language that I
felt I could live by, and which seemed to me truer

than the received wisdoms of post-colonial studies in particular and, sometimes, the narrowness
of South African academic accounts. In Oxford, I
was schooled in post-colonial theory. From there, it
seemed to make sense, as a way of thinking politically, when looking at Africa, at South Africa even.
From here, it has become increasingly incoherent to
me as a way of explaining a place like Johannesburg.
Still, when I go to England, I can see how to slip back
into a post-colonial view of the ‘margins’; of a kind
of agency accorded to victims that seldom allows us
to explore their complex, even ugly sides (a sort of
half-human agency), a need to assert people from
elsewhere’s right to their strategies of resistance and
their ‘difference’ and so on. Of course, one needs to
become preoccupied by a politics and language of
difference when one lives in a largely white space,
if one is to inhabit a certain kind of ethical selfhood.
Living in Johannesburg, one is actively trying to
build something – and actively trying to find a future. Not just that – the terms on which we live are
different. We live across multiple registers of the
social, the racial, the spatial – including ongoing
racism, re-segregation, but also the contemporary
forms of an historical legacy which are often left unwritten or disregarded – those of overlap, mixture,
intimacy, crossing-over. So at a certain level it seems
to me unfortunate and unproductive to confine ourselves to only repeating the terms of our difference.
What seems to me equally worthwhile is to dig deep
into our history and psyches and find forms and moments of mutuality from which we can begin to build
something. It is not insignificant to me that this is
what happened in the US. That out of the ruins of
the Bush era, Obama went back in, deeper, to find
the resources to move forward, to move out into a
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newer place that was in fact latent in American society but had not been given a name – either for quite
some time, or perhaps never.
it seems to me unfortunate and unproductive to
confine ourselves to only repeating the terms of our
difference
Mine is not a liberal position or politics. I write with
an awareness of the limitations of that discredited
ideology. At the same time, it may be worth considering in as undefensive way as possible that where
nationalism has blatantly failed to offer us a language of mutuality, we might look to the resources
of liberalism on that particular score. It is quite possible to do this while rejecting the more squeamish,
self-satisfied and anachronistic elements of that
larger ideological history.
Finding the resources for mapping some form
of mutuality is something I’ve wanted to approach
boldly and cautiously at the same time. I have wanted to be, and have been in my work, attentive to experiences of ongoing violence and confrontation in
this country. Of course, too, I see and want to work
at the limits of a notion of entanglement – no theory
is encompassing: it is a means of alerting ourselves
to forgotten routes, neglected, or not taken, in the
way we think about ourselves both now and then.
‘Entanglement’, I say in the introduction, ‘is a condition of being twisted together or entwined; it speaks
of an intimacy gained, even if it was resisted, or ignored or uninvited. It is a term which may gesture
towards a relationship or a set of social relationships
that is complicated, ensnaring, in a tangle, but which
also implies a human foldedness’.

ON WRITING ENTANGLEMENT

Cover of Entanglement: Literary and cultural reflections on
post-apartheid.
Reproduced with permission

‘Entanglement … is a condition of being twisted
together or entwined; it speaks of an intimacy
gained, even if it was resisted, or ignored or
uninvited.’
An important precursor to the book is Mark Sanders’
Complicities. That too was a book concerned with
the ‘after apartheid’, with a reading strategy that is

not ‘merely oppositional’, which projects itself beyond apartheid, beyond apartness as such. Sanders’
book, though, focuses almost entirely on the apartheid period, and texts written in that time (although
he does have a short final section on the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission). I try to write from ‘the
now’, and from here. Secondly, because I’m interested in tracking things up close – in the history of the
present – I find myself being alert to anachronism
(one of the reasons I find youth cultures interesting)
– to modes of enquiry that have fallen behind the
way things are actually happening
So the book was written in the years that I mentioned above. In it I say I am looking for that which
remains latent in our usual accounts, a critical underneath or sub-terrain. The two volumes of creative non-fiction that I edited with Liz McGregor, At
Risk and its sequel Load Shedding, become further
sub-terrains in relation to Entanglement. These are
places to drop the academic voice and submerge
oneself in the personal. In my story for At Risk I
talk about having and losing a child, and of getting
married, through these years. I completely abandon
one voice, and go for another. I love to be able to
begin to speak in these very different registers, to
discover very different sorts of voices that one can
use to say something in the world. In these pieces, I
can go into darker places than I feel I want to do in
my academic work. I’ve tried to explain why. For me,
there is a sometimes overwhelming negativity (endlessly bearing witness to the differences of class, race
and gender) to academic work in the humanities, as
if any other subject position, or point of analysis, is
woefully naïve. Of course there are important exceptions. So I distrust that persistent voice in academic work (which is a different point from wanting
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you, I hate you – I am part of you but you are very
cruel to me, I love you so much that if you were lost,
I wouldn’t be able to…? I make an alternative world,
in this place but not in this place; I make an idea of
myself inside of a larger story that is mine but also
not mine. These are the languages of the personal
but also of place; of an immense wrestling with a
love of place; of wanting to name it as it is, to find a
language for it that is not that of the foreign correspondent, the ex-South African, the walled-in white
South African, the blinkered black South African;
something that’s mine or at least makes sense to me,
and that my children can live by, a language, a manner of being, a place.

Cover of Johannesburg: The Elusive Metropolis
Reproduced with permission

to write and think about despair, say, or the radical
contradictoriness, or velocity, of this place, veering
between innovation and inertia, loss, violence and
xenophobia as well as experimentation and desegregation). It’s not entirely that deliberate though –
writing stories, even non-fiction stories – takes you
into places you might not have expected; makes you
speak in voices that were not the ones you might
have planned.
My story in Load Shedding is about a psychic descent into a set of hard places, a sense of something
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Cover of Beautiful/Ugly: African and Diaspora Aesthetics
Reproduced with permission

having passed (an era, a personal timescape, a generation, being young), quite clear and exact at times
and at other times fuzzy. But it’s also about being
me in this city. Going up and down; feeling kind and
then angry; feeling that other people are kind and
then angry; confused and then clear; looking now,
when I never did before, for ‘ways of staying’, to use
Kevin Bloom’s phrase. It’s not a final verdict, it’s
about that year, 2008, and its radical uncertainties.
How does this story entangle with Entanglement and Johannesburg: The Elusive Metropolis?
In some ways its title tries to say some of that. I love
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